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Abstract
An information retrieval system aims at selecting relevant documents that meet
user’s information needs expressed with a textual query. For the years 1970-
1980, various theoretical models have been proposed in this direction to repre-
sent, on the one hand, documents and queries and on the other hand to match
information needs independently of the user. More recently, the arrival of Web
2.0, known also as the social Web, has questioned the effectiveness of these
models since they ignore the environment in which the information is located.
In fact, the user is no longer a simple consumer of information but also involved
in its production. To accelerate the production of information and improve
the quality of their work, users tend to exchange documents with their social
neighborhood that shares the same interests. It is commonly preferred to ob-
tain information from a direct contact rather than from an anonymous source.
Thus, the user, under the influenced of his social environment, gives as much
importance to the social prominence of the information as the textual similarity
of documents at the query. In order to meet these new prospects, information
retrieval is moving towards novel user centric approaches that take into account
the social context within the retrieval process.
Thus, the new challenge of an information retrieval system is to model the rele-
vance with regards to the social position and the influence of individuals in their
community. The second challenge is produce an accurate ranking of relevance
that reflects as closely as possible the importance and the social authority of
information producers. It is in this specific context that fits our work. Our
goal is to estimate the social relevance of documents by integrating the social
characteristics of resources as well as relevance metrics as defined in classical
information retrieval field.
We propose in this work to integrate the social information network in the
retrieval process and exploit the social relations between social actors as a source
of evidence to measure the relevance of a document in response to a query. Two
social information retrieval models have been proposed in different application
frameworks: literature access and microblog retrieval. The main contributions
of each model are detailed in the following.
xi
A social information model for flexible literature access We proposed a generic
social information retrieval model for literature access. This model represents
scientific papers within a social network and evaluates their importance accord-
ing to the position of respective authors in the network. Compared to previous
approaches, this model incorporates new social entities represented by annota-
tors and social annotations (tags). In addition to co-authorships, this model
includes two other types of social relationships: citation and social annotation.
Finally, we propose to weight these relationships according to the position of
authors in the social network and their mutual collaborations.
A social model for information retrieval for microblog search We proposed a
microblog retrieval model that evaluates the quality of tweets in two contexts:
the social context and temporal context. The quality of a tweet is estimated
by the social importance of the corresponding blogger. In particular, blogger’s
importance is calculated by the applying PageRank algorithm on the network
of social influence. With the same aim, the quality of a tweet is evaluated
according to its date of publication. Tweets submitted in periods of activity of
query terms are then characterized by a greater importance. Finally, we propose
to integrate the social importance of blogger and the temporal magnitude tweets
as well as other relevance factors using a Bayesian network model.
xii
Résumé
L’objectif principal d’un système de recherche d’information est de sélectionner
les documents pertinents qui répondent au besoin en information exprimé par
l’utilisateur à travers une requête. Depuis les années 1970-1980, divers modèles
théoriques ont été proposés dans ce sens pour représenter les documents et
les requêtes d’une part et les apparier d’autre part, indépendamment de tout
utilisateur.
Plus récemment, l’arrivée duWeb 2.0 ou leWeb social a remis en cause l’efficacité
de ces modèles du fait qu’ils ignorent l’environnement dans lequel l’information
se situe. En effet, l’utilisateur n’est plus un simple consommateur de l’information
mais il participe également à sa production. Pour accélérer la production
de l’information et améliorer la qualité de son travail, l’utilisateur échange
de l’information avec son voisinage social dont il partage les mêmes centres
d’intérêt. Il préfère généralement obtenir l’information d’un contact direct
plutôt qu’à partir d’une source anonyme. Ainsi, l’utilisateur, influencé par
son environnement socio-cultuel, donne autant d’importance à la proximité so-
ciale de la ressource d’information autant qu’à la similarité des documents à
sa requête. Dans le but de répondre à ces nouvelles attentes, la recherche
d’information s’oriente vers l’implication de l’utilisateur et de sa composante
sociale dans le processus de la recherche.
Ainsi, le nouvel enjeu de la recherche d’information est de modéliser la perti-
nence compte tenu de la position sociale et de l’influence de sa communauté.
Le second enjeu est d’apprendre à produire un ordre de pertinence qui traduise
le mieux possible l’importance et l’autorité sociale. C’est dans ce cadre précis,
que s’inscrit notre travail. Notre objectif est d’estimer une pertinence sociale en
intégrant d’une part les caractéristiques sociales des ressources et d’autre part
les mesures de pertinence basées sur les principes de la recherche d’information
classique.
Nous proposons dans cette thèse d’intégrer le réseau social d’information dans
le processus de recherche d’information afin d’utiliser les relations sociales en-
tre les acteurs sociaux comme une source d’évidence pour mesurer la perti-
nence d’un document en réponse à une requête. Deux modèles de recherche
d’information sociale ont été proposés à des cadres applicatifs différents : la
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recherche d’information bibliographique et la recherche d’information dans les
microblogs. Les importantes contributions de chaque modèle sont détaillées
dans la suite.
Un modèle social pour la recherche d’information bibliographique. Nous avons
proposé un modèle générique de la recherche d’information sociale, déployé par-
ticulièrement pour l’accès aux ressources bibliographiques. Ce modèle représente
les publications scientifiques au sein d’réseau social et évalue leur importance
selon la position des auteurs dans le réseau. Comparativement aux approches
précédentes, ce modèle intègre des nouvelles entités sociales représentées par les
annotateurs et les annotations sociales. En plus des liens de coauteur, ce mod-
èle exploite deux autres types de relations sociales : la citation et l’annotation
sociale. Enfin, nous proposons de pondérer ces relations en tenant compte de la
position des auteurs dans le réseau social et de leurs mutuelles collaborations.
Un modèle social pour la recherche d’information dans les microblogs. Nous
avons proposé un modèle pour la recherche de tweets qui évalue la qualité
des tweets selon deux contextes: le contexte social et le contexte temporel.
Considérant cela, la qualité d’un tweet est estimé par l’importance sociale du
blogueur correspondant. L’importance du blogueur est calculée par l’application
de l’algorithme PageRank sur le réseau d’influence sociale. Dans ce même ob-
jectif, la qualité d’un tweet est évaluée selon sa date de publication. Les tweets
soumis dans les périodes d’activité d’un terme de la requête sont alors car-
actérisés par une plus grande importance. Enfin, nous proposons d’intégrer
l’importance sociale du blogueur et la magnitude temporelle avec les autres
facteurs de pertinence en utilisant un modèle Bayésien.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Emergence of the Social Web
The rise of social Web has changed the landscape of the World Wide Web. This
concept was introduced in 1996 by Rheingold. Besides the principle aim of the
Web to ensure open access to information, the new generation of social websites
has enabled users to communicate effectively with each others (Rheingold, 2000).
The first social networking services such as Classmates1 (1995) and SixDegrees2
(1996) transformed the structure of the Web from a hypertext environment that
links data to a “Web of people” environment that connects family, friends and
colleagues.
With the launch of the first blogging service OpenDiary3 in 1998, Internet users
were given the opportunity to publish their own content on the Web. They can
interact with each other and post comments on published content. Interaction
between users is promoted later by Wiki platforms, namely Wikipedia4 (2001).
Such service enabled online communities, on the first hand, to exchange their
knowledge, and on the other, to efficiently collaborate online. The popularity of
these websites is followed by the growth of other social networking services such
as Myspace5 (2003), Facebook6 (2004), LinkedIn7 (2006) and Twitter8 (2006).
These websites have not only instated a novel practice on the Web but also
introduced a new life style for Internet generation. Social networking services
1http://www.classmates.com/
2http://www.sixdegrees.com/
3http://www.opendiary.com/
4http://www.wikipedia.org/
5http://www.myspace.com/
6http://www.facebook.com/
7http://www.linkedin.com/
8http://www.twitter.com/
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have widely impacted communication, education, and entertainment as well as
commercial, financial and governmental services.
With the exponential growth of the social Web, the role of Internet users has
been transformed from passive information consumers to active producers. Over
and above professional content edited by webmasters, Web users made together
a substantial effort to produce and publish their own content (Vickery and
Wunsch-Vincent, 2007). They contribute in different ways and with various
formats to enrich the Web experience. Data published by users is known as
User Generated Content (UGC). It covers (i) original or compiled materials
that users make available over blogs, wikis and media sharing services (e.g.,
YouTube9, Flikr10, etc); (ii) feedback and metadata such as comments, review,
rates, and tags; (iii) and finally social network data including public profiles,
social network structure and user interactions.
Recent statics of social networking services11 shows high user participation rate
as well an incredible amount of UGC published daily. According to eMarketer,
the number of active social network users, presented in table 1.1, is estimated to
1.43 billion in 2012. This number will reach 1.85 billion in 2014. The same source
reports that 68% of internet users in United States are costumers of UGC as
presented in table 1.2. Blog remains the most popular social networking service
attracting 76% of Internet users. Social networking and videos sharing websites
attract, respectively, 50.5% and 47.2% of Internet users.
2011 2012 2013 2014
Social network users 1.2 1.43 1.66 1.85
% change 23.1% 19.2% 16.6% 11.6%
Table 1.1: Social network users worldwide (billions users). Source: eMarketer,
February, 2012.
Table 1.3 lists most popular social networking websites12 and corresponding
number of registered users and monthly active users. Facebook claims to be
the largest virtual community with 1 billion active users according to statistics
published in September 201213. About 130 million status updates, 300 million
photos and 730 comments are daily published on Facebook14 (2011). Twitter,
the most popular microblogging service, claims 200 million active users on Mars
2013 and about 400 posts a day15. Other social networking services show also
an increasing number of daily published UGC including reviews, comments and
tagged objects.
9http://www.youtube.com
10http://www.flickr.com/
11https://www.emarketer.com/coverage/socialmedia
12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_virtual_communities_with_more
_than_100_million_active_users
13http://newsroom.fb.com/News/One-Billion-People-on-Facebook-1c9.aspx
14http://www.onlineschools.org/visual-academy/facebook-obsession/
15https://blog.twitter.com/2013/celebrating-twitter7
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
User-generated video 36.0% 39.8% 42.5% 44.8% 47.2% 49.2%
Social networking 41.2% 44.2% 46.9% 49.1% 50.5% 51.8%
Blogs 54.0% 58.0% 61.0% 64.0% 67.0% 69.0%
Wikis 33.9% 36.6% 39.0% 41.0% 42.6% 43.9%
UGC consumers 60.0% 62.0% 64.0% 66.0% 68.0% 70.0%
Table 1.2: US User Generated Content consumers. Source: eMarketer, January,
2009.
Name Registered Monthly active Date
Facebook 1000+ 1000 Oct. 2012
Skype 663+ 280 Jan. 2013
Google+ 500+ 235 Dec. 2012
Twitter 500+ 200 Dec. 2012
LinkedIn 225+ 160 Jan. 2012
Windows Live 100+ 100 Dec. 2012
Table 1.3: Popular social networking services (million users)
1.2 Towards Social Information Retrieval
The emergence of UGC on Internet has resulted in a massive source of informa-
tion that grows steadily in quantity and quality. On the other hand, the number
of search queries has considerably increased. Google reports that the number
of search queries has grumped from 9.8 thousand queries per day in 2011 to
3 billion searches a day in August 201216. Twitter is handling over 1.6 billion
queries every day by April 2011 17. Facebook processes more than 1 billion
daily search queries in September 2012 18. Certainly, the change of user role
from information consumer to content producer has impacted his need of infor-
mation and led to this massive amount of search queries. In fact, users become
greedier for fresh and accurate information than before. Being aware of UGC
availability and the original content that may provide, users express a desire to
access to this type of data. In reality, what would make such content even more
valuable is that it represents both collective knowledge and user interactions.
UGC provides exhaustive information that may have not been included yet
in Web pages maintained by professionals. For instance, phone constructor
website may not be useful to check if a new application is supported by some
Smartphone. A trusted blog review from technology expert or a reply in a
16http://www.google.com/competition/howgooglesearchworks.html
17http://engineering.twitter.com/2011/05/engineering-behind-twitters-new-search.html
18http://www.theverge.com/2012/9/11/3317720/facebook-billion-search-queries-a-day
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questioning-answer website would be practical in this case. Furthermore, a
user would be particularly interested in some Smartphone if a similar friend
has already purchased it. UGC and user relationships could be exploited to
enhance information access and provide quality data that satisfies user’s needs
of information and helps him to accomplish his task.
The motivation behind the use of UGC within information access and retrieval
system, typically for Web search, is to take advantage of the “Wisdom of
Crowds” and leverage the search accuracy. The “Wisdom of Crowds” concept,
introduced by Surowiecki (2005), refer to the collective intelligence elaborated
by Internet users who collaborate to tag, rate and review Web resources via
Wikis and blogs. As illustrated in figure 1.1, these interactions are useful for
accessing to web resources. It allows retrieval systems to gather user feedback
and thus present accurate results to his information need.
Social Network Information/RessourceInteractions/UGC
post, photo, video, 
rates, review, wiki, 
comment, bookmark, 
tags, microblog, blog, 
ODP, clickthrough
Information RetrievalQ
Figure 1.1: Using UGC to enhance infromation retrieval
Social networks and UGC could be integrated along retrieval processes as infor-
mation source for relevance feedback and personalized access. For instance, user
queries may be expanded using Wikis (Koolen et al., 2009), ODP collaborative
directory (Bai et al., 2007) and tagging information (Heymann et al., 2008b).
New published Web pages could be instantly detected thanks to blogs and mi-
croblogging stream (Rowlands et al., 2010; Dong et al., 2010). Click through
data such as query logs, clicks, bookmarks may be used for ranking Web re-
sources (Joachims, 2002; Xue et al., 2004). The main difference between these
approaches and traditional information retrieval models focusing on information
entities (i.e., documents and terms) is to take into account the social context of
Web resources.
Despite the promising role of UGC in information search and access, retrieval
processes should focus on user as a primer unit of information. In fact, Internet
users search for relevant information with regards to their information needs
but, at the same time, wonder which person has published this information? Is
he a reliable source of knowledge? How other people do think about? These
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questions show that users care about the quality of information as much as the
quality of persons behind it, typically their endorsement in the social network.
Accordingly, the concept of relevance within the social Web is extended to cover
documents as well as actors in interaction at both information and producing
consuming levels. In other words, information relevance is defined by the impor-
tance of related people in the social network and vice versa. Within this view,
the use of theoretical foundations of social networks in information retrieval and
access becomes necessary to achieve new information needs where people are as
much worthy as the information itself.
Social Information Retrieval (SIR) is proposed in this context as a novel research
area that bridges information retrieval and social networks analysis research
areas in order to enhance retrieval processes by means of social usage of infor-
mation (Korfiatis et al., 2006; Kirchhoff et al., 2008). In particular, the social
context is inferred from the analysis of unstructured communication between
users (Kleinberg, 2008) as well as user profiles and interactions. Indeed, analyz-
ing what people say, share and annotate allows identifying what would better
meet their information needs. In practice, social information retrieval systems
consider the social network as well as implicit and explicit indicators of infor-
mation interest such as tagging, rating and friend activities in order to estimate
the relevance of information items (Amer-Yahia et al., 2007). Social network
analysis methods are applied at this aim to identify important persons in the
social network then evaluate the relevance of information items respectively to
the position of related people in the social network.
1.3 Challenges for Social Information Retrieval
Social information retrieval has captured in the latest years the interest of sci-
entific research and industrials. A significant effort is invested by information
retrieval community to design, implement and evaluate new generations of in-
formation retrieval systems where the social Web is a central object of study.
There are remaining challenges for social information retrieval to overcome. We
discuss in what follows the main challenges faced to:
Volume and sparsity. As discussed above, the emergence of the social Web has
led to a huge quantity of user generated data. Obviously, data availability may
improve the effectiveness of information retrieval systems. However, this has a
paradoxical outcome. In fact, retrieval systems should be able to process this
amount of data and make it usable. The challenge covers technological aspect of
information processing such as indexing and searching as well as conceptual and
methodological aspects. The first issue addresses storage, access and large-scale
analysis of massive quantities of information, or, as commonly called, “Big data”
(Zikopoulos et al., 2011; Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). The second issue addresses
rather the question of what knowledge can be learned from social networks
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and user generated data (Du et al., 2007; Mislove et al., 2007). Furthermore,
data availability is conversely accompanied to sparsity typically over the social
network structure. This may restrict the effectiveness of information retrieval
systems on large-scale social networks where user interactions are irregular or
some information is missed by privacy concern.
Compositional and structural divergence. Each social networking service pro-
poses an original network structure that differentiates it to competitors. For
instance, friendship associations equally connect friends in Facebook. Twitter
proposes one-way relationships known as followership. Google+ adopts however
another approach where social connections are classified into confidence circles
(e.g., family, colleagues, friends and acquaintances). In addition, the social
network may involve different types of entities according to the networking ac-
tivities. In Wiki social networks, two types of entities are involved: authors and
articles. Social bookmarking networks involve more entities including users,
documents and tags. This diversity of social network structures brings more
challenges to social information retrieval. Approaches proposed in this context
may support the structural divergence of social networks.
Evaluation of the social context. The evaluation of the social context helps
to identify central entities in the social network. The definition of the social
relevance depends however on the social purpose of the networking application as
well as the social network structure. For example, important actors in Wikis are
defined by experts with valuable contributions on some topic and who received
at the same time less criticisms. In the case of media sharing networks, the
social relevance is assimilated to the popularity of the user. Beside these two
properties, the social relevance may be defined by the authority, the trust and
the influence of persons on the social network. An information retrieval system
must identify what property would better reflect the social relevance networking
application and proposes convenient social network structure and metrics that
enables to evaluate it.
Composite definition of relevance. Actors interactions in the social networks
determine the relevance of connected resources. Beside this, other factors with
respect of the networking activity may contribute to resources relevance. For
example, the location and the proximity of an object would determine its rel-
evance in a geographic tagging application as the main networking activity re-
quire. Timeline and freshness would be important indicators in a collaborative
news headline system. Other criterion such as video quality in media sharing
service would determine the social relevance of content. The challenge for social
information systems is to define, model and integrate these factors in order to
compute a global relevance of resource.
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1.4 Research questions and focus
This thesis focuses on the problem of relevance definition within social network,
specifically the evaluation of social importance of network actors. Two main
research questions are being addressed:
1. What social network structure does define the social importance of actors?
(a) What entities, actors and interactions do represent the social context?
(b) Which network properties do reflect the social importance of actors?
(c) How to evaluate the social importance of actors in social networks?
2. How to integrate the social context into the retrieval process?
(a) What factors do contribute to information relevance?
(b) How to combine relevance factors into an integrated retrieval process?
1.5 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis consist on integrating the social network
properties in the information retrieval process. In particular, we exploit the
social relations between actors as a source of evidence to evaluate the relevance
of documents. Two information scenarios are addressed in this context. In
the first scenario, the retrieval process is conducted over traditional documents
(i.e., scientific articles). Relevance in this case is estimated based on the social
network of respective authors and annotators. The second scenario target how-
ever social networking environments where UGC (i.e., microblogs) is the focus
of the retrieval task. Accordingly, we propose two social information retrieval
models addressing two different application frameworks: (i) a social information
retrieval model for literature access and (ii) a social information retrieval model
for microblogs. The two contributions are summarized in the following.
Social information retrieval model for literature access. We propose a generic
model for social information retrieval deployed particularly for literature access.
This model represents scientific publications with social networks and evaluates
their importance according to the position of respective authors in the social
network. Compared to previous approaches, this new model incorporates new
social entities such as annotators and tags. In addition to co-authorship, this
model integrates other types of social relationships such as citations and so-
cial annotations. Finally, we propose to evaluate these relationships from the
position of related actors in the social network and their mutual interactions.
Social information retrieval model for microblogs. We propose a social model
for tweet search that, first, identifies important microbloggers in the social net-
works then evaluates the relevance of tweets in respect of the position of related
microbloggers in the social network as well as microblogging features and the
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temporal relevance of tweet. In particular, influencers, leaders and discussers
are investigated as key microbloggers in the social network. For this aim, we in-
troduce a social network model for microbloggers that represents microbloggers
using multigraphs and integrates different types of associations including fol-
lowerships, retweets and mentions. Three link analysis algorithms are proposed
based on this social network model in order to identify network influencers,
leaders and discussers.
Furthermore, we propose to evaluate tweet relevance according to its date of
publication. The distribution of terms are thus analyzed in order identify activ-
ity periods of a query topic. Tweet submitted in accordance with a query event
are presumed relevant.
Finally, we propose to integrate the topical relevance, the social importance
of a microblogger and the temporal relevance of the tweets into an integrated
Bayesian framework. Two topologies of Bayesian network models for tweet
search are proposed in this context based on a Bayesian inference network and
a belief network.
1.6 Thesis overview
This thesis is structured into 8 chapters. The content of each chapter is described
in what follows:
Chapter 1 gives an overview of this thesis. Research questions and main con-
tinuations are also presented in this section.
Chapter 2 presents a short introduction to basic concepts of information re-
trieval, social network analysis and social information retrieval.
Chapter 3 focuses on literature access and presents an overview of related work
that applies social network approaches in this domain. First, different models of
scientific social network structures are discussed. Thereafter, we discuss social-
based information retrieval models for literature access and retrieval. Finally,
we propose a comparison of social services proposed within main digital libraries
and academic search engines.
Chapter 4 review related work on information retrieval over microblogs. First,
microblog properties and the social network characteristics are presented. Sec-
ond, we discuss the main information retrieval tasks over microblogs. After that
we focus on social retrieval approaches for microblog search. Finally, we discuss
the evaluation of microblogging retrieval systems.
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Chapter 5 introduces our social model for literature access. First, he qualita-
tive and the quantitative model of the social network are presented. Afterward,
we detail the computation of social importance scores then the estimation of
the global relevance of scientific publications.
Chapter 6 introduces a social network model for identifying key actors in mi-
croblogging networks. First, a formal model for microblog social network is
presented. Subsequently, three link analysis algorithms are proposed in order
to identify influencers, leaders and discussers.
Chapter 7 presents two integrated models for microblog search based on infer-
ence Bayesian networks and belief Bayesian networks. For each model, we first
present the topology of Bayesian network model then we focus on the query
evaluation process. The two proposed models are finally compared with state-
of-the-art approaches.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis, discusses findings and outlines future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
We present in this chapter basic concepts and definitions that will be used
throughout this thesis. First, we will introduce the fields of information retrieval
and social network analysis. Afterward, we present the social information re-
trieval research area which resulted from the combination of these two research
fields.
2.1 Information retrieval
Information Retrieval (IR), one of early research domain in computer science,
has proposed first automatic solutions for text storage and search (Luhn, 1957;
Bush, 1979). Salton and McGill (1983) defined information retrieval system as
the set of processes that provide user with information.
An information retrieval system is an information system, that is,
a system used to store items of information that need to be processed,
searched, retrieved, and disseminated to various user populations.
The main purpose of an information retrieval system is to stratify user’s infor-
mation need. This need, usually formulated using a textual query, is motivated
by a real world task. For instance, a student in biology preparing a report about
genetics may think of “Genetics, DNA, and Heredity” as keywords to express
his information need. Nevertheless, information retrieval deals with information
and ideas instead of words and phrases. One challenge ahead is to understand
the information need of the users behind these few words and provides useful
items of information, qualified as “relevant” , that help user to accomplish his
task.
We describe in this section basic concepts of information retrieval systems then
we present an overview of information retrieval models and evaluation measures.
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2.1.1 Basic concepts
An information retrieval system is comprised of 3 main processes: indexing,
retrieval and ranking. These processes are more or less complex depending on
the retrieval task. Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical architecture of an information
retrieval system.
Formating
of Answers
Answers set
documents
ranked
1. docment d23
2. docment d16
.
.
.
Ranking process
Ranking
Documents
Retieved
Retrieval process
Retrieval
Query Expansion
and Modification
Expanded &
modified query
Text Trans
Transformed
query
User Interface
query
Offline indexing
Process
Document
Collection
Inverted
index
Indexer
inverted
lists
Text Transformation
document
representations
Figure 2.1: Information retrieval system (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011)
Indexing process is performed once offline at the beginning of an information
retrieval cycle. During this process, several text transformation and normaliza-
tion methods applied to documents. First, the text of the document is split
into tokens, which is equivalent to words. Useless words, known as stopwords,
are then removed. lemmatization and stemming (Porter, 1997; Pirkola, 2001)
are used to transform words with similar meaning into a common base form.
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For instance, stemming process transforms “waiting” and “waited“ to the root
word “wait”. Next, documents and terms are represented using a common data
structure called “inverted index” (Salton et al., 1983; Knuth, 1998; Zobel et al.,
1998). This structure ensures a fast access to document collection by mapping
terms to the set of documents where they appear.
Retrieval process aims to select relevant documents that cover user’s informa-
tion needs. This process depends on document representation, user’s informa-
tion needs and user preferences (e.g., language, date, format, etc). Queries are
in fact text-based representations for user’s information needs (Belkin and Croft,
1992). Thereby, textual transformation previously applied on documents should
be applied to the query too. However, query may be expanded or modified to
support user preferences and relevance feedback (Harman, 1988; Robertson,
1991). At the end of the retrieval process, a list of retrieved documents that
contain at least one term of the query, either in original or expanded form, is
compiled. This list includes candidate relevant documents with respect to the
query.
Ranking process assigns a relevance score to documents in the retrieved set
respectively to their similarity to the query. An answer set is compiled where
documents are ranked by decreased relevance score or by another criterion that
the user may select. The answer set is finally formatted by adding document
title and abstract before being restituted in the user interface.
2.1.2 Information retrieval models
An information retrieval model is a theoretical support that represents doc-
uments and queries, and defines a ranking strategy for retrieved documents.
An information retrieval model is modeled with a quadruple [D,Q,F ,R(qi, dj)]
(Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011) where : D is a set of logical views of
documents; Q is a set of logical views of user information needs, called queries;
F is a modeling framework for documents and queries; R(qi, dj) is a ranking
function with qi ∈ Q and dj ∈ D. Proposed information retrieval models in
the literature address three main characteristics of documents including text,
links and multimedia. Figure 2.2 presents a taxonomy for information retrieval
models based on these properties.
In the category of text-based information retrieval models, three families of
models are identified with respect to an implemented mathematical framework.
First, Boolean models represent documents with a set of terms. Set theory
operations are extended to perform document retrieval (Lancaster and Fayen,
1973; Salton et al., 1983; Fox and Sharan, 1986). Second, Vector Space models
represent documents in a multidimensional space where each term corresponds
to one dimension in the space (Salton et al., 1975; Deerwester, 1988; Kwok,
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Figure 2.2: A taxonomy of Information Retrieval models (Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto, 2011)
1989). Finally, probabilistic models define probability distribution of each term
and assimilate relevance as the document-query likelihood (Robertson et al.,
1995; Ponte and Croft, 1998; Robertson and Walker, 1994; Ribeiro and Muntz,
1996).
Besides classic information retrieval models that mainly interest in textual prop-
erties, semi-structured text retrieval models has investigated the structure of
documents (Perlman, 1993; Kotsakis, 2002). These models ensure different re-
trieval granularity and support complex query constraints on both content and
structure. From another point of view, Web retrieval models exploit links as a
key feature for identifying quality resources on the Web. PageRank (Brin and
Page, 1998)and HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) are the two main models proposed in
this category.
Finally, multimedia retrieval models propose a new alternative for retrieving
non-textual data such as image, audio and video (Bird et al., 1996; Datta et al.,
2008; Rueger, 2010). As these objects were originally expressed by a set of
bits, a special index is built using textual and numeric properties such as media
description, colors, shapes and textures.
We focus in what follows on main information retrieval model that we exploit
in this thesis namely the Bayesian network model and PageRank model
2.1.2.1 Bayesian network model
Bayesian networks are graphical formalisms that model random variables and
causal relationships between them (Pearl, 1985, 1988; Jensen, 2001). In partic-
ular, a Bayesian network is acyclic directed graph G = (X,E) where the set of
nodes X represents random variables and the set of edges E = X×X represents
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conditional dependencies between them. Figure 2.3 illustrates an example of a
Bayesian network graph.
X1
X2 X3
X4 X5 X6
X7
Figure 2.3: An example of a Bayesian network
Let pa(Xi) be the set of parent (predecessor) nodes of a random variable Xi.
The joint probability P (X) for all variables Xi is computed as:
P (X) = P (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) =
∏
∀Xi
P (Xi|pa(Xi)) (2.1)
Based on this formalism, two basic Bayesian network models are proposed for
information retrieval. First, inference networks model interprets probability
from a statistical point of view (Turtle and Croft, 1990, 1991). The topology
of this network model is illustrated in figure 2.4(a). Second, belief networks
interpret probability as a degree of belief independently from statistical experi-
ments (Ribeiro and Muntz, 1996; Silva et al., 2000; de Cristo et al., 2003). The
topology of this model is illustrated in figure 2.4(b).
q
k1 k2 k3
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
(a) Inference network model
q
k1 k2 k3
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
(b) Belief network model
Figure 2.4: Toplogies of inference and belief networks
Both inference network model and belief network models represent terms, doc-
uments and queries as random variables:
– Each term in the index is modeled by a random variable ki ∈ {0, 1}. The
event ki = 1, simplified with ki, denotes that term ki is observed. The
complementary event ki = 0, simplified with k¯i, denotes that term ki is
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not observed. With k terms present in the index, it exists 2k possible term
configurations representing documents and queries. A term configuration is
represented by a vector of random variables ~k = (k1, k2, . . . , kn) where each
variable indicates if the corresponding term is observed. For example, an
index of 2 terms k1 and k2 presents 22 = 4 configurations represented by the
following set C =
{
(k1, k2), (k1, k¯2), (k¯1, k2), (k¯1, k¯2)
}
. The event of observing
a particular configuration ~k = (k1, k2, . . . , kn) is noted ~k.
– Each document is modeled by a random variable dj ∈ {0, 1} with two possible
values 0 or 1. The event dj = 1, simplified with dj , denotes that the document
dj is observed. Obviously, observing a document in a retrieval process means
that this document is relevant to the query. On the other hand, the event
dj = 0, simplified with d¯j , denotes that document dj is not observed.
– Each query is represented by a random variable q ∈ {0, 1}. The two events
of observing the query (q = 1) or not observing the query (q = 0) are noted
q and q¯, respectively.
We detail in what follows the query evaluation process for each type of Bayesian
network.
Inference network model. As shown in figure 2.4(a), inference network repre-
sents a query as a root node (Turtle and Croft, 1990, 1991). This node points
to respective terms in the query. Each term points to the document where it
appears. Accordingly, inference network topology expresses the probability of
observing query terms in a document. Document relevance with respect to the
query is assimilated to the probability P (dj ∧ q) of observing both document dj
and query q. This probability is developed by applying Bayes’ rules as follows:
P (dj ∧ q) =
∑
∀~k
P (q ∧ dj |~k)P (~k) (2.2)
=
∑
∀~k
P (q ∧ dj ∧ ~k) (2.3)
=
∑
∀~k
P (q|dj ∧ ~k)P (dj ∧ ~k) (2.4)
=
∑
∀~k
P (q|~k)P (~k|dj)P (dj) (2.5)
P (dj ∧ q) = 1− P (dj ∧ q) (2.6)
Notice that P (q|dj ∧ ~k) in equation 2.4 is transformed to P (q|~k) because q and
dj are d-separated given ~k. (dj ∧ q) is the complement of (dj ∧ q). The sum of
the two probabilities is therefore equal to 1, which argument equation 2.6.
Once index terms ki are d-separated given dj , the probability P (~k|dj) could be
computed as the product of the probability of observing or not observing each
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term ki haven document dj . Thus, equation 2.5 is rewritten as follows.
P (dj ∧ q) =
∑
∀~k
P (q|~k)P (dj)

 ∏
∀ki|on(ki,~k)=1
P (ki|dj)
∏
∀ki|on(ki,~k)=0
P (k¯i|dj)


(2.7)
P (dj ∧ q) = 1− P (dj ∧ q) (2.8)
Where on(ki,~k) = 1 if ki = 0 according to ~k, otherwise on(ki,~k) = 0.
Belief network model. Belief network model (Ribeiro and Muntz, 1996; Silva
et al., 2000; de Cristo et al., 2003) presents a similar topology than the in-
ference network model with a slight difference on edge directions as shown in
figure 2.4(b). The Belief network model considers term nodes as network roots
conversely to the inference network model where query node is the only graph
node. Terms point to query node and document nodes. This topology supports
symmetric representations of documents and queries. Relevance probability is
assimilated to the degree of overlap provided by the two concepts: document
and query. The belief network model assimilates the relevance of document dj
with respect to query q with the probability of observing the document given
the query P (dj |q). This probability is given by:
P (dj |q) =
P (dj |q)
P (q)
(2.9)
Having P (q) is constant for all documents, P (dj |q) is proportional to :
P (dj |q) ∝ P (dj ∧ q) (2.10)
∝
∑
∀~k
P (dj ∧ q|~k)P (~k) (2.11)
∝
∑
∀~k
P (dj |~k)P (q|~k)P (~k) (2.12)
Notice that dj and q are d-separated given ~k as represented in figure 2.4(b).
dj and q are so mutually independent which allows to write P (dj ∧ q|~k) =
P (dj |~k)P (dj |~k)
2.1.2.2 PageRank
PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) is a link-analysis model for information re-
trieval that stimulates random navigation of users on the Web. PageRank de-
fines two random walk probabilities. First, the probability that user jumps to
a random page with a probability b. Second, the probability that user moves
to another page through one link of actual page with a probability (1− d). A
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PageRank score PR(pi) that estimates the probability of visiting a page pi is
computed iteratively as follows.
PRk(pi) =
d
N
+ (1− d)
∑
pj∈C(pi)
PRk−1(pj)
|C(pi)|
(2.13)
where k > 0 is the iteration number. N is the number of pages in the graph.
C(pi) is the set of predecessors of page pi. |C(pi)| is the number of outgoing
links on page pi. d is a random walk parameter. The closer d to 0, the higher
importance is given to random jump probability. As d moves towards 1, higher
importance is given to the graph structure. For convenience, d is set to 0.15
(Brin and Page, 1998).
Iteration process is continued until converge. This state is obtained if no changes
on ranking list is observed for n successive iterations Rankk(pi) = Rankk−n(pi).
Figure 2.5 shows an example of a Web graph with respective PageRank score
for each page. PageRank assigns higher scores to a well connected Web page
pointed by well connected pages too. The idea behind this principle is to identify
authoritative pages in graph.
p1
0.17
p2
0.15
p3
0.23
p4
0.22
p5
0.21
Figure 2.5: PageRank scores of simple Web graph
PageRank estimates the probability of arriving to a particular page according
to the random surfer behavior. This probability is assimilated to page authority
in the graph. However, PageRank scores are independent from the query topic
and do enable selecting relevant documents in response to the query. As a
result, PageRank model is integrated with topical-based components in order to
select candidate relevant documents. One solution consists of linearly combining
topical score RSV (pi) computed by a classical model with PageRank score
PR(pi). Final document score is given by:
P (pi|q) = αRSV (pi, q) + (1− α)PR
k(pi) (2.14)
Where α ∈ [0, 1] is a tuning parameter. The closer α to 1, the highest importance
is given to authoritative pages. The closer α to 0, the highest importance is given
to document-query similarity.
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2.1.3 Retrieval evaluation
Retrieval evaluation provides quantitative metrics for comparing the perfor-
mances of information retrieval models and studying the impact of involved
factors on the retrieval effectiveness. Two categories of retrieval measures are
identified: (i) recall and precision based metrics evaluates the retrieval effective-
ness; (ii) rank-oriented measures evaluate the ranking accuracy. We present in
what follows the main evaluation measures in information retrieval.
2.1.3.1 Recall and precision
Recall: The Recall evaluates the ability of an information retrieval system to
return relevant documents in the answer set. Recall measure is defined by the
fraction of retrieved relevant documents over the set of relevant documents in
the collection. Let Q be a set of |Q| queries. Recall value is averaged over the
set of queries as follows:
Recall =
1
|Q|
∑
qj∈Q
|Sj ∩Rj |
|Ri|
(2.15)
where Sj is the set of retrieved documents for query qj . Rj is the set of relevant
documents for query qj .
Precision: The precision measure evaluates the ability of an information re-
trieval system to return relevant documents in the top of the answer set. The
precision is defined as the fraction of relevant documents in the retrieved set.
Given a set of queries Q, the precision of an information retrieval system is
defined by:
Precision =
1
|Q|
∑
qj∈Q
|Sj ∩Rj |
|Sj |
(2.16)
Precision at n (P@n): Precision at the nth position P@n computes the pre-
cision of a retrieval system over the top n retrieved document. This metric
evaluates the system ability to return relevant documents over the top n of
results. P@n is mainly used when users are basically interested in the top of
retrieved documents, e.g., Web search. Given a set of queries Q, P@n is defined
by:
P@n =
1
|Q|
∑
qj∈Q
|Sjn ∩Rj |
|Sjn|
(2.17)
With Sjn refers to the set of top n retrieved documents for query qj , ranked by
score.
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Mean average precision (MAP): Given a set of queries Q, MAP precision
averages precision values at each relevant retrieved documents. This measure
evaluates the ability of a system to retrieve and return relevant documents in
top of retrieved ones. MAP precision is computed as:
MAP =
1
|Q|
∑
qj∈Q
1
|Rj |
|Rj |∑
k=1
p(Rj [k]) (2.18)
Where Rj [k] is the rank of the kth relevant document in the retrieved set Rj .
p(Rj [k]) corresponds to precision at R[k] as defined in formula 2.17.
2.1.3.2 Rank-oriented measures
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG): The Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002; Kekäläinen, 2005) evaluates
the usefulness of a retrieval system for retrieving and ranking documents by
decreased order of relevance. In contract of binary relevance judgment used by
recall-precision metrics, NDCG supports gradual relevance scale. First, Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain DCG is computed at the nth position for each query
qj ∈ Q as follows.
DCGnj = rel1 +
n∑
i=2
reli
log2 i
(2.19)
Where reli is the user relevance assignment to the ith document. TheNDCG@n
is computed as:
NDCG@n =
∑
qj∈Q
DCGnj∑
qj∈Q
IDCGnj
(2.20)
Where IDCGnj stands for idealized DCG
n
j produced by the perfect ranking of
retrieved set where reli+1 ≥ reli.
2.2 Social network analysis
Social network analysis is a network paradigm introduced in social sciences that
studies the relationships between individuals (actors) (Parsons, 1949). In con-
trast of statistical and quantitative network analysis that estimate a probability
distribution of true tendency, social network analysis is characterized with a
mathematical approach that studies the social network status (Hanneman and
Riddle, 2005).
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Social network analysis is more a branch of “mathematical” sociology
than of “statistical or quantitative analysis”, [...] Mathematical approaches
[...] tend to regard the measured relationships and relationship strengths
as accurately reflecting the “real” or “final” or “equilibrium” status of the
network.
Social network analysis focuses on actor’s behavior instead of actor’s attributes
(Pinheiro, 2011). Even though attributes describe actors at personal level, they
can not lead to a conclusion about the social interactions. Actors with similar
attributes may present different behaviors given the influence of their social
neighborhood. Thus, social network analysis investigates social relationships
and social network structure as a key feature to understand interactions in the
social context.
In this section, we first introduce basic concepts of social networks then we
present an overview of centrality measures for social network analysis.
2.2.1 Social networks
A social network is defined by a set of actors who share several relationships with
each other (Hanneman and Riddle, 2005). Actors refer mainly to persons but
represent, in a boarder context, institutions, communities, information items,
etc. A social network may involve one or more types of actors as shown by
professional social networks where two types of actors are present: workers and
companies. Social relationships refer to the social interactions that involve two
or several actors such as friendship and partnership. Both actors and social
relationships evolve over the time. New actors and relationships may appear in
the social network, others may disappear.
Social networks are represented with a graph G = (V,E) where the set of nodes
V represents actors and the set of edges E = V × V represent relationships be-
tween them. In the case of undirected social network, an edge (vi, vj) represents
symmetric relationships between two actors vi and vj . Friendship is a typical
example of undirected relationships. In the case of directed social network, an
edge (vi, vj) represents a directed relationship from vi to vj . For instance, email
communication is represented by a directed edge (vi, vj) where vi represents the
sender and vj is the recipient. In order to highlight key actors in the social
network and indicate the strength of social relationships, representative weights
may be assigned to nodes and edges.
Figure 2.6 illustrates a social network of 10 persons. A bidirectional edge denotes
a reciprocal relationship between actors. In this example, all social network
actors are connected to at least one node in the graph. If we remove nodes
p6, the graph is no longer connected. The new graph includes 2 separated
subgraphs, called “components”. The most populated component in the graph
is known as the “giant” component.
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p1 p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9
p10
Figure 2.6: Social network example
Social relationships may involve several actors at the same time such as video-
conferencing service where many users attend simultaneously the same con-
ference. In this case, the social network is represented by hypergraphs. Fur-
thermore, multiple edges with the same source and destination may be defined
between actors sharing several relationships such as friends and colleagues. In
the case, the social network is represented by multigraphs.
In order to identify key actors in the social network, namely popular persons,
a set of centrality measures are applied on the social network. These measures
are discuss in more detail in the following section.
2.2.2 Centrality measures
Centrality measures are structural attributes of social network nodes (Freeman,
1979) that evaluate the importance of actors based on their position in the social
network. We detail in what follows, the main centrality measures proposed in
the literature.
Degree centrality is a simple centrality measure proposed by Nieminen (1974)
that counts the number of adjacent nodes. Degree centrality is defined by:
CD(vi) =
∑
∀vj∈V
a(vi, vj) (2.21)
where a(vi, vj) = 1 if (vi, vj) ∈ E ∨ (vj , v0) ∈ E, 0 otherwise. A normalized
value of Degree centrality in computed as follows.
CD(vi) =
∑
∀vj∈V
a(vi, vj)
|V | − 1
(2.22)
In the case of directed social networks, two measures of Degree centrality are
identified. Indgree Centrality C−D(vi) counts the number of nodes predeces-
sors. Outdgree CentralityC+D(vi) counts the number of node successors.
Degree centrality measures the social activity of a person (Kirchhoff et al.,
2008). Higher is the Degree value, the most intensive activity the respective
actor shows in the network. Degree centrality is also interpreted as a form of
popularity.
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Closeness centrality (Sabidussi, 1966) evaluates the proximity for each actor
to the rest of the network nodes. Closeness centrality takes into consideration
direct connections as well as indirect connections through intermediary nodes.
Closeness centrality is defined by:
CC(vi) =
1∑
∀vj∈V
d(vi, vj)
(2.23)
where the distance d(vi, vj) between nodes vi and vj is defined by the length of
the shortest path separating the two nodes. A normalized Closeness centrality
is defined as follows (Beauchamp, 1965).
CC(vi) =
|V | − 1∑
∀vj∈V
d(vi, vj)
(2.24)
Closeness centrality measures the reachability, the reciprocally and the inde-
pendence of a person to the social network (Kirchhoff et al., 2008). Qualified
with a high Closeness centrality, an actor is able to spread an information
quickly to a large fraction of the social network.
Betweeness Centrality (Anthonisse, 1971; Freeman, 1977) evaluates the role
of an actor in the communication flow between social network nodes. For
vi 6= vj 6= vk, Betweeness centrality is defined by:
CB(vi) =
∑
∀vj∈V
∑
∀vk∈V
bjk(vi) (2.25)
where bjk(vi) refers to the length of the shortest connecting vj and vk through
vi.
Betweeness centrality evaluates the ability of an actor to control the com-
munication flow. It also highlights nodes linking disparate subgraphs in the
social network. Betweeness centrality identifies intermediators (e.g., gate-
keeper, broker), teams coordinators and interdisciplinary authors (Leydes-
dorff, 2007).
Eigenvector centrality represents a family of centrality metrics that mea-
sures the centrality of a node depending of its neighborhood. Katz centrality
(Katz, 1953) and Bonacich’s power centrality (Bonacich, 1987) are two exam-
ples of eigenvector centrality indicators that evaluate the influence of an actor
in the social network. Similarly, PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) and HITS
(Kleinberg, 1999) algorithms identify important nodes in the graph. In par-
ticular, PageRank and HITS’s Authority score identify network authorities
while HITS’s Hub score highlights central nodes in the network.
Table 2.1 presents a summary of centrality measures cited above.
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HITS
Degree Close. Between. Katz Bon. PageR. Auth. Hub
Activity        
Popularity        
Gregariousness        
Reachability        
Independence        
Connectedness        
Intermediateness        
Influence        
Authority        
Hubness        
Table 2.1: Proprieties of centrality measures
2.3 Social information retrieval
Social information retrieval is a novel research area that has emerged since early
2000s. It brings together two research fields: information retrieval and social
network analysis. Kirsch et al. (2006) defined social information retrieval as the
incorporation of social networks data into the information retrieval process.
Social information retrieval systems are distinguished from other types
of information retrieval systems by the incorporation of information about
social networks and relationships into the information retrieval process
Kirsch et al. (2006).
In fact, the emergence of the social Web and the significant position that users
has acquired in information producing and consuming processes has challenged
traditional information retrieval approaches, being focused on document level
regardless of the surrounding social context. To tackle this issue, social infor-
mation retrieval provides a new generation of retrieval models that exploit the
social network structure and data to enhance the retrieval process.
We present in this section the main social approaches for information access and
retrieval. Afterward, we focus on social network models and relevance factors.
Finally, we give an insight view into search and ranking processes within social
networks.
2.3.1 Social content graph
Social data (e.g., documents, comments, annotations and ratings, etc) as well
as the mutual interactions between persons and content represent the collective
intelligence mechanism that people has developed on Web. Thanks to the “
wisdom of the crowd”, people are able to attain more accurate results rather
than individual efforts (Surowiecki, 2005). In fact, person and content interac-
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tions can be exploited to enhance the user experience on the Web typically for
information search and access.
In contrast of the traditional Web where Web pages are the central and the
only type of entities, persons and content play, side-by-side, a key role in the
social content graph. As shown in figure 2.7, the social content graph includes
4 types of interactions: content-to-content, content-to-person, person-to-person
and person-to-content. These interactions define the social producing context
and the social consuming content of information.
Social Content Graph
Person-Person
  -  friendship
  -  subscribed
  -  endorsed
Content-Content
  -  hyperlinks 
  -  message threads
Person-Content
  -  tagged
  -  authored
  -  endorsed
Content-Person
  -  authored-by
  -  mentions
Figure 2.7: The Social Content Graph (Amer-Yahia et al., 2007)
Social information retrieval systems exploit content-to-content interactions such
as hyperlinks in order to highlight central documents in the Web graph. Re-
trieval results are therefore ranked by their centrality. Content-to-Person in-
teractions such as mentions enable to identify focused persons that represent
the main topic of the content. For instance, user searching for the biography
of Charlie Chaplin may be interested in some texts where this famous actor is
mentioned. Person-to-person interactions help to identify central persons in the
social network typically experts within a query topic. Finally, Person-to content
such as tags and comments may reflect user interest on published content and
stands as potential relevance feedback for his queries.
The topology of social content graph may differ according to the social appli-
cation but include in a border context two main types of entities: actors and
data. Actors represent persons. They may have different roles in the social
graph. On the other hand, data refer to information items. Social relationships
between actors and data could be explicit or implicitly extracted from social
interactions.
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For instance, Wikipedia social content graph includes 2 connected networks
as shown in figure 2.8 (Korfiatis et al., 2006). Article network is comprised
of Wikipedia articles. Edges in this layer represent hyperlinks. Contributor
network is comprised of Wikipedia contributors. Two contributors are connected
if they collaborated together in the same project. Edges connecting contributor
to an article indicate if this person has participated to write respective article.
Articles Network
Contributors
Network
Figure 2.8: Network layers in the wiki publication model (Korfiatis et al., 2006)
The social network of Wikipedia is formally represented with a graph G :=
(V,E). The set of nodes V = A∪C includes articles A and contributors C. The
set of edges E = V × V denotes the relationships between graph nodes. A×A,
C × C and C × A correspond to the subset of hyperlinks, collaborations and
authorship links, respectively.
2.3.2 Social retrieval processes
Social information retrieval differs to other retrieval approaches by integrating
the social network structure into the retrieval processes. The retrieval cycle
is conducted over three elementary processes: social network extraction, social
network analysis and document relevance ranking (Kirchhoff et al., 2008). These
processes are implemented as an extension to traditional information retrieval
systems as shown in Figure 2.9.
Social network extraction. In the first step, the social network structure is ex-
tracted from the collection of documents. In spite of explicit social relationships,
new social relationships are derived from content and metadata. For example,
co-citations are extracted from citation graph. This step is performed indepen-
dently from user queries.
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Information Retrieval System
 
      Document 
Collection 
Step 1: 
Social Network Extraction 
Output:  
Social Network 
  Step 2:
  Social Network Analysis 
  Output:  
  Centrality measures of  
  persons 
Step 3: 
 Document Relevance Ranking
  Output:  
  Document Ranking based on  
  centrality measures 
Document 
Rankings 
Figure 2.9: Principle model of the social network enhanced information retrieval
system (Kirchhoff et al., 2008)
Social network analysis. In the second step, social network analysis methods
are applied on the social network in order to identify key entities. A social
relevance score is assigned to each network actor based on centrality measures
introduced in section 2.2.2.
Document relevance ranking. In the third step, a query-based relevance score
is combined with social-based relevance score in order to produce a final ranking
of documents. Document that stratify user information need and with related
actors are central in the social network are ranked at the top of the results.
Query-based relevance score and social-based scores are combined either by an
integrated approach or a modular approach (Amer-Yahia et al., 2007).
An Integrated approach represents relevance factors as transition probabilities
on the social content graph then applies a random walk algorithm such as PageR-
ank in order to rank retrieved results. In particular, a query-based score is
assigned as an initial score to document nodes. Additional relevance factors
such as document similarly and author expertise are represented through edge
weights. Afterward, nodes scores are propagated through the network edges in
order to identify central documents in the social network.
A Modular approach computes an independent score for each relevance feature
then estimates a final score using an aggregation function. In particular, the
final score is computed as the sum of query-based relevance score and a social-
based relevance.
score(q, d) = RSV (q, d) + Sd (2.26)
Where RSV (q, d) is document-query similarity and Sd is the social score of doc-
ument d computed as the centrality of respective authors in the social network.
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2.3.3 Social retrieval tasks
Novel social approaches come into sight to satisfy user’s information needs initi-
ated by the new social practices on theWeb. Table 2.2 classifies these approaches
into four main categories according to the retrieval tasks:
Recommendation: Unlike collaborative recommendation and filtering approaches
that extract recommendation rules from implicit associations between per-
sons and documents, social recommendation approaches incorporate explicit
social relationships in the social content graph in order to present trusted
recommendations. These approaches propose generalized models for items’
recommendation (Guy et al., 2010) as well as specific recommendation mod-
els for personalized access (Baluja et al., 2008), product suggestion (Ma et al.,
2009; Jamali and Ester, 2009) and tag prediction (Heymann et al., 2008b).
Social information extraction: User needs to know more about his social
network structure for better understanding and exploring the social graph.
Thus, social retrieval approaches have investigated the social properties of
the content graph and propose several mining models that make available
new knowledge from the social network (Domingos, 2005; Tang et al., 2008;
Schifanella et al., 2010; Adamic et al., 2008; Zhang, 2011). For instance,
community clustering approaches are proposed in this context to help users
finding persons with similar interest in the social network (Newman and
Girvan, 2004; Girvan and Newman, 2002; Crandall et al., 2010). Moreover,
collaboration analysis methods enable users to conduct promising collabora-
tion with complement actors in the social network (Bird et al., 2006; Welser
et al., 2011; Kumar et al., 2010).
Opinion retrieval: Blogs, comments, reviews and ratings are different kinds
of opinionated content on the Web that allow people to express their opin-
ion about events, products and services (Song et al., 2007; Bodendorf and
Kaiser, 2009). Such information allows other persons to learn from similar
experience and then make accurate decision. Before booking a hotel room,
for instance, users would like to check customer comments about room ser-
vices. The challenges of opinion retrieval approaches, is to detect opinionated
content and determinate associated sentiment (e.g., negative, neutral or pos-
itive sentiment). Social network properties allows on the first hand to detect
public and community sentiments (Pang and Lee, 2008; Hui and Gregory,
2010; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2009; Jansen et al., 2009), and on the
other, to track opinion influence in the social graph (O’Connor et al., 2010;
Thelwall et al., 2011; Wu and Huberman, 2004).
People search: Searching the social network allows users to find other per-
sons in the social network that satisfy some criterion or show particular
social properties (Adamic and Adar, 2005). In case of professional social
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Task Interest Social networks Literature
Recommendation Item recommendation, media
recommendation, tag prediction,
product suggestion, relationship
suggestion.
tagging, trust network, me-
dia sharing, movies, products,
news, travel etc.
(Heymann et al., 2008b; Ma et al.,
2009; Guy et al., 2010; Baluja
et al., 2008; Jamali and Ester,
2009)
Social information
extraction Collaboration patterns, commu-
nity structure, link prediction, net-
work evolution, knowledge sharing,
innovation network.
Wiki, professional network,
scientific network, question an-
swering, collaborative network,
etc.
(Bird et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2008;
Domingos, 2005; Newman and Gir-
van, 2004; Girvan and Newman,
2002; Schifanella et al., 2010; Cran-
dall et al., 2010; Adamic et al.,
2008; Welser et al., 2011; Kumar
et al., 2010; Zhang, 2011)
Opinion retrieval Sentiment analysis, opinion search,
opinion polarization, leadership,
trends.
Blogs, microblogs, forums,
customers, comments, rating,
news, etc.
(Song et al., 2007; Pang and
Lee, 2008; Bodendorf and Kaiser,
2009; Hui and Gregory, 2010;
O’Connor et al., 2010; Thel-
wall et al., 2011; Wu and Hu-
berman, 2004; Danescu-Niculescu-
Mizil et al., 2009; Jansen et al.,
2009)
People search People and expert search, identify-
ing key actors, popularity, author-
ity, influence, trust
Email, blogs, personal net-
work, professional network,
scientific network, etc.
(Deng et al., 2008; Macdonald and
Ounis, 2008; Balog et al., 2008; Pal
and Counts, 2011; Fu et al., 2007;
Kazai and Milic-Frayling, 2008;
Adamic and Adar, 2005)
Social search Web search, trust search, social
rank, social network search, collab-
orative search, query expansion,
recency ranking.
Bookmarking, media sharing,
log data, wiki, blogs, mi-
croblogs, news, personal net-
work, etc.
(Korfiatis et al., 2006; Dong et al.,
2010; Bao et al., 2007; Krause
et al., 2008; Kirchhoff et al., 2008;
Efron, 2011; Mislove et al., 2006;
Ma et al., 2008; Kirsch et al., 2006)
Table 2.2: Retrieval tasks in social content graph
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network, users need to identify people occupying particular positions in some
companies (Macdonald and Ounis, 2008). Similarly, scientific express their
need to identify authoritative researchers in their research area (Deng et al.,
2008). Other properties are investigated in respect of the social networking
purpose such as popularity (Kazai and Milic-Frayling, 2008), influence (Pal
and Counts, 2011) and expertise (Balog et al., 2008; Fu et al., 2007). People
search approaches proposes a verity of social network search models based on
both personal profile and social relationships.
Social search: In addition to classic documents, users express their informa-
tion need to search for social generated content. In this aim, social search
approaches ensure retrieval task within the social content graph while tak-
ing into account the structure of the social network (Korfiatis et al., 2006).
Accordingly, documents are ranked by their relevance as well as their signif-
icance in the social network (Kirchhoff et al., 2008; Kirsch et al., 2006). In
addition to classic documents (Bao et al., 2007; Krause et al., 2008), search
may target different types of data such as news articles (Dong et al., 2010)
and blogs (Efron, 2011; Ma et al., 2008). Social search approaches apply
specific retrieval features for each type of data in respect of corresponding
social network properties .
Conclusion
We introduced in this chapter basic concepts of information retrieval and main
state-of-the-art retrieval models proposed for this aim. Moreover, we gave a
brief introduction of social network analysis methods and we discussed princi-
pal centrality measures that evaluate the importance of social actors. Finally,
we gave an overview of social information retrieval field which in fact a multi-
disciplinary research fields that bridges information retrieval and social network
analysis.
Among the social information retrieval tasks discussed in the end of this chapter,
we are particularly interested in social search task. This task exploits the social
network structure in order to enhance the retrieval and the ranking processes
of information retrieval systems. In the two next chapters, we will focus on
this issue, particularly for literature access and microblogging, and we will dis-
cuss main social information retrieval approaches proposed for these application
domains.
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Part I
On using social networks to
enhance information access
and retrieval: focus on
literature access and
microblog search
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Chapter 3
Applying social networks
for literature access
Introduction
Literature access takes advantage of information retrieval approaches in order to
provide scientific researchers with useful publications in their research domain
(Bollacker et al., 2000). Literature access is in fact an information retrieval task
conducted over a collection of bibliographic resources. Since 1990’s, several
work are proposed in this context for indexing, retrieving and ranking scientific
publications (Giles et al., 1998; Schatz et al., 1996; Cleveland and Dataflow,
1998; Humphrey, 1992).
Interestingly, scientific publications have been addressed by several research
fields as a conceptual and an evaluation framework due to data quality and rich-
ness. In particular, scientific publications were investigated by scientometrics
and bibliometrics in order to evaluate the scientific impact of research (Garfield,
1964; Pinski and Narin, 1976; Hirsch, 2005; Cabanac and Hartley, 2013). In ad-
dition, scientific publications were used as an evolution framework for informa-
tion retrieval systems. Popular algorithms that have marked Web search such
as PageRank (Page et al., 1999) was primary evaluated over a collection of sci-
entific publications. Besides, scientific publications are considered as promising
benchmark for social network analysis. Several social network methods are pro-
posed in this context based on the social network of scientific authors, typically
the work of Newman (Newman, 2005; Newman and Girvan, 2004; Newman,
2001b,a).
With the emergence of social Web, literature is again investigated as a tool
for designing and evaluating social information retrieval (Kirchhoff et al., 2008;
Kirsch et al., 2006). This choice is argued by the fact that scientist publications
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as well as scholarly bookmarking services provide valuable data that supports
at the same information retrieval as well as social network analysis methods.
Such category of social network based approaches of literature access exploits
social network data in order to enhance an information retrieval process. Several
models for literature recommendation (Farooq et al., 2007), expert search (Deng
et al., 2012, 2008) and bibliographic retrieval (Kirchhoff et al., 2008; Kirsch et al.,
2006) are proposed in this context.
We discuss in this chapter social information retrieval approaches for literature
access that particularly exploit the social network in order to enhance infor-
mation access and retrieval. For this aim, we first describe the structure of
scientific social network and scholarly social bookmarking networks. Moreover,
we discuss the main scientific impact measures, in particular social-based met-
rics for ranking authors. Afterward, we focus on social retrieval and ranking
approaches in digital libraries. Finally, we review some examples of social re-
trieval and access systems proposed by the main academic search engines in the
Web.
3.1 Scientific social networks
Authors and articles represent key entities in a scientific publication process.
As shown in figure 3.1, these entities are connected with two basic relation-
ships: authorship and citation. Both relationships are directed and explicitly
mentioned in article contents.
Authorship Citation
d1 d3 d3
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
Figure 3.1: Scientific publication network
In order to study researcher’s status at the individual level as well as the overall
structure of the research community, we need to extract the social networks of
scientific authors. In contract of publication network, scientific social networks
focus on the social context behind the production of bibliographic resources and
analyze author interactions. We present in what follows the main social net-
work models for scientific research, namely co-authorship network and citation
network.
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3.1.1 Co-authorship network
Co-authorship network is a widely used social network representing collabora-
tion among researchers (Bordons and Gómez, 2000). It associates together au-
thors who have collaborated to produce a scientific publication. Besides collab-
oration aspects, co-authorship network represents personal acquaintances and
shared interest between researchers.
Actually, co-authorship network is built based on co-authoring associations be-
tween authors. Since co-authorship is not explicitly mentioned in a publication
network, this relationship is inferred from authoring associations that connect
authors and articles.
Definition 1 Let D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} be a set of articles and A = {a1, a2, . . . , am}
be a set of authors. We define:
δki =
{
1, if ai has authored dk
0, otherwise
(3.1)
Two authors ai and aj are called “co-authors” if it exists at least one document
dk authored by both authors ai and aj.
δki δ
k
j = 1 (3.2)
3.1.1.1 Network topology
Different approaches are proposed in the literature in order to model co-authorship
networks. Basic network model represents authors with a binary and undirected
graph.
Definition 2 Co-authorship network is an undirected graph G := (V,E) where
the set of vertices V represents authors and the set of edges E = V ×V denotes
co-authorships between them. An edge (ai, aj) ∈ E is defined between each couple
of co-authors ai and aj.
a1 a2
a3
a4
a5
Figure 3.2: Co-authorship network
Figure 3.2 illustrates a co-authorship network extracted from the scientific pub-
lication network in figure 3.1.
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Undirected models of co-authorship networks show some limits notably the lack
of endorsement between authors. Moreover, some social network analysis meth-
ods (e.g., PageRank) could not be applied on undirected graphs. To resolve this
problem, an undirected co-authorship network is transformed into a directed
graph where each undirected edge (ai, aj) is replaced with two symmetric and
directed edges (ai, aj) and (aj , ai).
3.1.1.2 Co-authorship weights
Binary co-authorship does not distinguish substantial co-authorships in the au-
thors’ scoial network. In fact, occasional co-authorships do not have the same
significance as frequent co-authorship where co-authors may conduct an exten-
sive collaboration. Moreover, papers with a few co-author number ensure higher
percentage of individual contribution contrary to papers that involve a consid-
erable number of authors. To tackle this issue, Newman (2001a) proposes to
weight network edges in respect of co-authorship frequency and the number of
co-authors by paper. The strength of collaboration wij between two authors ai
and aj is defined by:
wij =
∑
k
δki δ
k
j
nk − 1
(3.3)
where nk is the number of authors for paper dk.
Notice that collaboration strength is computed equally for each couple of co-
authors regardless of edge direction. Nevertheless, co-authorship does not have
symmetric significance since one of the involved co-authors may publish more
papers with a particular author than anyone else. Liu et al. (2005a) propose
so a normalized co-authorship weight that reflects exclusivity in co-authorship
activities.
wij =
wij∑
v
wiv
(3.4)
3.1.2 Author citation network
Author citation network is a social network that represents scientific endorse-
ment between researchers. In contrast of document citation network, author
citation network investigates reference relationships between authors instead
of documents. Accordingly, author citation network determine influence and
knowledge transfer within the scientific community.
Author citation network is built based on author-to-author citation. However,
this relationship is not immediately available in the scientific publication graph.
Author citation is therefore inferred from document-to-document citations.
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Definition 3 Let dk and ds be two documents in the publication graph. Docu-
ment citation is defined by:
σsk =
{
1, if dkcites ds
0, otherwise
(3.5)
A citation relationship is then defined from authors ai to authors aj if it exists
a document authored by ai that cites a document authored by aj.
Cji =
{
1, if ∃ dk, ds ∈ D : δki δ
s
jσ
s
k = 1
0, otherwise
(3.6)
We note that citation extraction is confronted to some challenges. This is due to
spelling irregularities and name similarity between authors. In addition, citation
practices are sometimes ambiguous such in-text citations that correspond to no
entry in reference list. To resolve this problem, machine learning techniques are
used to extract metadata from bibliographic citations (Lawrence et al., 1999b;
Han et al., 2003).
3.1.2.1 Network topology
Author citation network is generated by projecting of document citation links
on corresponding authors. These relationships are reproduced for each couple
of citing and cited authors according to the direction of document citation.
Based on graph formalism, an author citation network represents authors with
a directed graph.
Definition 4 Author citation network is a directed graph G := (V,E) where
the set of vertices V represents authors and the set of edges E = V ×V denotes
citation between them. An edge (ai, aj) ∈ E is defined from author ai to author
aj if ai cites aj, which corresponds to C
j
i = 1.
a1 a2
a3
a4
a5
Figure 3.3: Citation network
Figure 3.3 illustrates an example of citation network extracted from the sci-
entific publication network in figure 3.1. In contrast of co-authorship network
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presented in 3.2 where authors a5 is represented with an isolated node, citation
network shows higher connectivity between authors. In fact, nodes of this ci-
tation network example are represented within a single component where each
author is involved at least in one citation relationship.
We note that density of author citation network depends on the size of the cita-
tion repository. In fact, citation relationships have more chance to be recognized
if document repository covers a large number of journals, conferences and digital
libraries. It’s also important to build a citation network from recent repository
snapshots as the topology of citation network evolves over time (Hummon and
Dereian, 1989; Baumgartner and Pieters, 2003). While recent documents take
enough time to be known and then to be cited, new relationships appear in the
citation graph. At the same time, authors of aged papers keep acquiring new
citations.
Having the ability to cite one of his previous papers, authors may generate more
incoming citations. This practice has been debated in the literature. While some
work propose to remove this type of citations for accurate analysis (Lawani,
1982; Schreiber, 2007; Życzkowski, 2010), other studies argue such practices as
self-citation may have different motivations than other citations (Hyland, 2003;
Pichappan and Sarasvady, 2002; Phelan, 1999).
3.1.2.2 Citation weights
Each represented author in the citation network inherits incoming and out-
going citations from corresponding papers. Without appropriate weights on
network edges, all citations are treated equally regardless of their significance
(Diamond Jr, 1986).
The problem of citation weighting is widely discussed in the case of multiple
authorships. In fact, received credits should be distributed on co-authors pro-
portionally to their levels of contribution. This idea is not supported by the
traditional “normal count” scheme where equal citation weights are assigned
for each co-author. Assuming that major contribution is made by the first
co-author, Cole and Cole (1981) propose a “straight count” weighting where
received credits are exclusively attributed to the first author. However, this
assumption is not always warranted typically when co-authors are listed by al-
phabetical order. To handle this issue, “adjusted count” scheme (Lindsey, 1980;
De Solla Price, 1963) assigns received credits proportionally to the number of
co-authors. Afterward, weight of author-to-author citation edge is computed as
the sum of all references weight.
In order to highlight author productivity, Radicchi et al. (2009) propose to
extend adjusted count weighting by considering both citing and cited co-author
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number. Citation weight is therefore computed as follows.
wij =
∑
k,s
δki δ
s
jσ
s
k
nkns
(3.7)
where nk is the number of co-authors for citing paper and ns is the number of
co-author for cited paper.
3.1.3 Co-citation and affiliation networks
In addition to co-authorship and citation networks, authors of scientific publi-
cations are represented with different social network models namely co-citation
and affiliation networks. Co-citation network (Small, 1973; Gmür, 2003; Ding
et al., 2009) connects via a co-citation relationship each couple authors who
have been cited by the same publication. This relationship expresses the se-
mantic similarity between connected authors. Affiliation network (Wasserman
and Faust, 1994; Faust, 1997; Singh and Getoor, 2007) connects each couple
of authors who belong to the same research institution or have participated
in the same research event. This type of social networks confirms the social
acquaintance between authors.
Besides these social network structures that represent mainly authors of sci-
entific papers, new types of networks could be inferred from scholarly social
bookmarking services. The social bookmarking network allows representing the
social consuming context of scientific publications in spite of previously cited
models addressing the social producing context. Next, we will discuss in more
detail the social bookmarking network.
3.2 Scholarly social bookmarking
Social bookmarking is an online and collaborative annotation service that allows
users to share and organize a set of items. Unlike Web browser bookmarks and
Web directories, social bookmarking services provide users with a free access to
their selected resources as well as public resources shared by other users (Yanbe
et al., 2007). At the user level, social bookmarks help to reach an already visited
item. User bookmarks are also useful at the community level as it enable other
members to discover valuable items (Heymann et al., 2008b).
Social bookmarking has especially gained popularity since the lunch of Deli-
cious1 in 2003. This Web site stood as the leader of social bookmarking services
for many years. Similar services for scholarly and academic purposes are subse-
1http://delicious.com/
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quently introduced, namely, CiteULike2 (2004), Connotea3 (2004), BibSonomy4
(2006) and Mendeley5 (2008). Scholarly social bookmarking services enable
users to share, store, and organize information about scholarly papers (Farooq
et al., 2007). In comparison to other social bookmarking services, such domain-
specific bookmarking services offer additional features that help researchers to
accomplish their tasks such as the generation of BibTeX records. Furthermore,
scholarly social bookmarking services cover various research interests unlike dig-
ital libraries that target a particular research fields or scientific conferences.
We describe in what follows the structure of social bookmarking networks than
we discuss social-based models for literature access that exploit annotators social
networks to recommend scientific publications.
3.2.1 Tagging application
By bookmarking an object, user autocratically share this item with other users
and add his own annotation to it. Annotations are in fact a set of terms where
each entry is represented by a tag. Heymann et al. (2008b) define a social
bookmarking system as a set of triples that involves users, tags and objects.
Definition 5 A social bookmarking system consists of users u ∈ U , tags t ∈ T ,
and objects o ∈ O. A post is made up of one or more triples (ti, uj , ok) where
user uj annotates object ok with tag ti. User can assign tag ti only one time to
the same object ok.
For each object o, the set of tags that positively describes an object o is noted
Rp. Conversely, Rn is the set of tags that negatively describe object o. Ra
represents the set of tags which are actually used to annotate object o. Only
set Ra is accessible as Rp and Rn may include other unknown tags not already
used.
In the case of scholarly social bookmarking, objects are represented by scientific
papers. Figure 3.4 illustrates an example of CiteULike tagging application made
of 3 posts: (Tag A,User 1, Paper ABC), (Tag A,User 1, Paper XY Z) and
(Tag B,User 2, Paper ABC). In this example the set of tags that annotate
Paper ABC is defined by Ra = {Tag A, Tag B}. The set of tags that annotate
Paper XY Z is Ra = {Tag A}.
Tags are mainly used to describe the content of scientific papers. In contrast of
keywords, tags show a high level of abstraction that reflect people’s understating
of the document (Li et al., 2008). Another aim of tags is to describe document
context and attributes such as conference name (e.g., “SIGIR”, “WIC’12”) and
paper’s type (e.g., “poster”, “survey”). In the same cases, tags have a personal
2http://www.citeulike.org/
3http://www.connotea.org/
4http://www.bibsonomy.org/
5http://www.mendeley.com/
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User
2
Tag
A
Tag
B
Paper
ABC
Paper
XYZ
Figure 3.4: Anatomy of tag application in CiteUlike (Farooq et al., 2007)
purpose or target a specific audience such organizational tags (e.g., “to read”,
“to review”) and group tags (e.g., “IAR Group”, “day 3”).
Users of social bookmarking services are connected with friendship relations.
This social relationship distinguishes social bookmarking applications from clas-
sical bookmarking tools. The totality of these relations of friendship forms the
social network of taggers. It reflects the user interest and the mutual trust
between each others. We note that user friendship is either mentioned explic-
itly (e.g., Mendeley) or implicitly established through groups subscription to
( e.g., CiteULike). Other works propose to extract friendship from common
tags and documents (Li et al., 2008; Symeonidis et al., 2008; Santos-Neto et al.,
2009). The similarity between two users connected with friendship association
is computed based on the tags overlap (Schenkel et al., 2008; Amer-Yahia et al.,
2008).
O(u, u′) =
2× |tagset(u ∧ u′)|
|tagset(u)|+ |tagset(u′)|
(3.8)
We note that friendship similarly can be computed using social network metrics
such as the social distance between users in the graph.
3.2.2 Literature recommendation
The collaborative intend of social bookmarking services and the role of tags in
describing both bookmark content and user preferences have made from book-
making data a natural resource to generate effective recommendations (Zhang
et al., 2011). A vast amount of works in different application domains have
investigated social bookmarking data in order to enhance the recommendation
process. Some of the representative works are listed next.
– Web search (Wu et al., 2006; Yanbe et al., 2007; Jäschke et al., 2007; Bischoff
et al., 2008; Heymann et al., 2008b).
– E-commerce (Linden et al., 2003; Givon and Lavrenko, 2009; Sen et al., 2009).
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– Media sharing (Geisler and Burns, 2007; Sigurbjörnsson and van Zwol, 2008;
Garg and Weber, 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Larson et al., 2011).
Besides these application domains, several approaches that use scholarly social
bookmarking data have addressed literature recommendation in scientific re-
search (Parra and Brusilovsky, 2009; Bogers and van den Bosch, 2008; Guan
et al., 2010; Jomsri et al., 2011). The approaches proposed innovative models
for tag suggestion and scientific papers recommendation. In contrast of the first
proposed approaches for literature access that investigates mainly paper content
and citation graph (Yarowsky and Florian, 1999; Basu et al., 2001; Dumais and
Nielsen, 1992; McNee et al., 2002; Strohman et al., 2007), social bookmarking
based approaches have mainly addressed literature recommendation task from
the user point of view.
Recommendation models for literature access are classified into two main cate-
gories: Collaborative filtering based approaches and graph based approaches.
3.2.2.1 Collaborative filtering based approaches
Collaborative filtering based approaches propose to recommend similar papers
that present the same tags (item based filtering) or bookmarked by the same
users (user based filtering). Experimental studies on CiteULike dataset show
that user based filtering presents better recommendation results compared to
item based filtering in the context of scholarly bookmarking system (Bogers and
van den Bosch, 2008).
Parra and Brusilovsky (2009) propose a neighbor-weighted collaborative filter-
ing algorithm that extends classic collaborative filtering models (Schafer et al.,
2007). First, a set of neighbors Nu is selected for user u requesting recommen-
dation. Nu includes all the users sharing at least one common article or tags
with user u. The similarity between users Sim(u, n) is then computed using
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Rodgers and Nicewander, 1988). A primary
recommendation score is attributed to each document based on user rates r as
follows (Schafer et al., 2007).
pred(u, i) = r¯u +
∑
n∈Nu
Sim(u, n)× (rni − r¯n)∑
n∈Nu
Sim(u, n)
(3.9)
Paper score is finally computed by incorporating raters count nbri to ensure
collective endorsement of the paper.
pred′(u, i) = log10(1 + nbri)× perd(u, i) (3.10)
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3.2.2.2 Graph based approaches
Graph based recommendation approaches explore the structure of the social
bookmarking network in order to recommend central resources in the graph.
Based on the idea that “a resource which is tagged with important tags by impor-
tant users becomes important itself”, Jäschke et al. (2007) propose adapted ver-
sion of FolkRank algorithm for tag suggestion within their publication-sharing
system BibSonomy6. FolkRank is a PageRank-like algorithm for search and
ranking over folksonomies previously proposed by authors (Hotho et al., 2006).
A folksonomy is molded by tripartite and undirected hypergraph where GF =
(V,E) where V = U ∪ T ∪ R is the set nodes including users U , tags T and
resources R. E = U × T × R is the set of hyperedges that connects nodes
from different types. In order to apply FolkRank algorithm, hypergraph GF is
transformed into a directed graph where edges are weighted according to the
co-occurrences of each pair of users, tags and resources.
The weight of nodes is computed iteratively using the following formula:
~w ← dA~w + (1− d)~p (3.11)
where ~w is the weighting vector. A is the row-stochastic adjacency matrix of
GF , ~p is the topic preference vector and d ∈ [0, 1] is a random surfer parameter
as defined in PageRank.
Given user u and resource r, the set of n candidate tags T˜ (u, r) is defined by:
T˜ (u, r) := arg
n
max
t∈T
∑
v∈Nu
Sim(~xu, ~xn)δ(v, t, r) (3.12)
where Nu is the set of user u neighborhoods. X is the binary matrix of
user neighborhood extracted from either common resources or common tags.
δ(v, t, r) = 1 if user v tagged a resource r with tag t, 0 otherwise.
Finally, the set T˜ (u, r) is ranked according to the corresponding weights in ~w
to generate to the top-n tag recommendations for a user’s resource.
3.3 Scientific impact analysis in bibliographic net-
work
The scientific impact refers to the set of quantitative and qualitative metrics
that evaluate scientific contributions. Although it is interpreted as the number
of received citations, the scientific impact is a general concept that may express
various aspects of research activities (Bollen et al., 2009).
6http://www.bibsonomy.org/
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Different impact metrics are proposed in the literature in order to measure
the scientific quality of journals, papers and researchers. We discuss in this
section main impact metrics, typically the graph-based and social network based
metrics.
3.3.1 Impact of scientific publications
The problem of evaluating the scientific quality of publications has been ad-
dressed in 1960s by the bibliometric research field. In this context, Garfield
(1964) proposed the Impact Factor (IF) that measures the quality of scien-
tific journals by computing, for all published papers in the journal, the average
number of received citation during the last two years. For a single paper, the
citation Impact counts the number of its received citations. Recursive Impact
Factor (Pinski and Narin, 1976) was proposed later in order to highlight cita-
tions in higher impact journals.
Recent works have investigated the structure of citation network in order to
evaluate the prestige of publications. For instance, Journal PageRank algorithm
measures journal impact by applying a weighted version of PageRank on journal
citation network (Bollen et al., 2006). Journal score is defined by:
PRw(vi) =
1− λ
N
+ λ
∑
j
PRw(vj)× w(vj , vi) (3.13)
with propagation weight w(vj , vi) is defined by the proportion of citation links
from journal vj to vi over the sum of outgoing citation of journal vj .
Likewise, several works (Ma et al., 2008; Li and Willett, 2009) propose to apply
PageRank algorithm on paper citation network to evaluate the scientific im-
pact of papers. For instance, ArticleRank Li and Willett (2009) computes an
authority of articles as defined next:
ArticleRank(A) = 1− d+ d×
n∑
i=1
ArticleRank(Pi)
NR(Pi)
(3.14)
with NR(Pi) is the number of citation from paper Pi.
Also based on PageRank algorithm, CiteRank (Walker et al., 2007) computes a
time-ware authority score of each paper in citation network. In particular, the
probability of jumping to a paper i is computed proportionally its recency as
defined in next formula.
ρi = e
−agei/τdir (3.15)
where agei is the age of paper i and τdir is the average age of the initial paper.
Somehow similar, FutureRank (Sayyadi and Getoor, 2009) estimates for each
paper an expected number of citation that will obtained in future. In addition
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to expected citation (RTime), FutureRank takes into account the PageRank score
of articles in citation network (M cRc) and HITS’s authority score in authorship
network .
RP = αM cRc + βMA
T
RA + γRTime + (1− α− β − γ)
1
n
(3.16)
with α+ β + γ + (1− α− β − γ) = 1 and n is the number of papers.
3.3.2 Author impact metrics
Similarly to impact metrics for journals and papers, author impact metrics
evaluate the scientific productivity of an author and estimate his influence on
the research community. The h-index (Hirsch, 2005), which is one of the first
metrics proposed for this aim, measures the impact of an author based on the
distribution of received citations. Given a set of published papers, “a scientist
has index h if h of his/her Np papers have at least h citations each”. Inspired
by this metric, the g-index (Egghe, 2006) computes author’s impact as the “the
(unique) largest number such that the top g articles received (together) at least g2
citations”, where the set of articles are ranked by decreasing order of citations.
A simple impact metric is proposed by Google in 2011, namely the i10 -index7,
measures the impact of an author as the number of papers with at least ten
received citations.
Another category of approaches, propose to evaluate the impact of authors by
applying centrality measures on the social network of authors, typically co-
authorship (Mutschke, 2003; Yin et al., 2006; Vidgen et al., 2007; Liu et al.,
2007). Different measures have been investigated in these works including
Degree, Betweenness, Closeness and Eigenvector metrics. An empirical study
on 16 journals in the field of library and information science (Yan and Ding,
2009), shows that most of centrality measures significantly correlate with cita-
tion counts. Some of these measures have been adapted in order to evaluate the
scientific impact of authors (Newman, 2005; Brandes, 2008).
A wide range of PageRank-like algorithms are proposed in the literature in or-
der to study author’s impact. For instance, AuthorRank algorithm (Liu et al.,
2005a) computed on weighted co-authorship network define the researcher im-
pact to the authority in the social network. Original PageRank weighting 1|C(pj)|
in formula 2.13 is replaced with a co-authorship weight wi,j as defined in equa-
tion 3.8. The impact of an author is then computed as follows:
AR(i) = (1− d) + d
n∑
j=0
AR(j)× wi,j (3.17)
Fiala et al. (2008) propose however to apply PageRank algorithm on author
citation network. The frequency of co-authorship σv,u is used instead for citation
7http://googlescholar.blogspot.com/2011/11/google-scholar-citations-open-to-all.html
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weighting in order reduce the importance of self citation and inter-collaborator
citations. The impact of authors is defined by the following equation.
R(i) =
1− d
A
+ d
∑
(v,u)∈E
R(v)
σv,u∑
(v,k)∈E
σv,k
(3.18)
In the same way, Deng et al. (2008) propose to compute the weighted PageRank
algorithm on author co-citation network. This algorithm identifies important
authors being co-cited with important authors too.
3.3.3 Scientific impact in the social web
The previously discussed metrics use mainly citation data to evaluate the sci-
entific impact of publications and researchers. With the emergence of digi-
tal libraries and scholarly social networking services on the Web, new sources
of information could be used to compute the impact of journals and authors.
Some digital libraries such as ACM DL8 reports the number of downloads in
the last week, month and all the time. Some Web tools such as CitedIn9 and
ImpactStory10 presents a set of featured social impact metrics for scientific pur-
pose based on social bookmarks, blog comment, and citations from Wikipedia.
Priem et al. have studied the validity of this data typically as up-to-date metrics
for evaluating science (Priem and Hemminger, 2010; Priem and Costello, 2010;
Priem et al., 2012a,b).
In practice, Haustein and Siebenlist (2011) proposed a set of impact metrics
based on bookmarking data. For instance, Usage Ratio computes the ratio of
bookmarked articles of a particular journal. Usage Diffusion corresponds to the
number of users who bookmarked one of the journal’s articles. Finally, Article
Usage Intensity and Journal Usage Intensity are defined as the average of user’s
bookmarks for a particular article or journal.
Based on microblogging data, Eysenbach (2011) proposes a set of metrics for
social impact and knowledge translation. In particular, Twimpact Factor com-
putes the mean number of blogs that cite a particular article with a defined
period. Tweeted Half-Life measures the necessary time before half cumulative
number of blogs is published. Finally, Twindex computes a ranking score for
each article in respect to Twimpact Factor.
8http://dl.acm.org/
9http://citedin.org/
10http://impactstory.org
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3.4 Retrieval and ranking in digital libraries
The concept of digital libraries was introduced in 1945 by Bush and Think.
The aim of such system is to provide efficient and flexible access to stored
collection of books, records and communications. Nowadays, digital Libraries
are attracting a heterogeneous population of information seekers in terms of
age, knowledge and expertise (Borgman, 1996). In order to handle this issue, a
variety of features have been incorporated into digital libraries design namely
into information retrieving and ranking processes. We discus in this section the
main retrieval approaches for digital libraries.
3.4.1 Document focused retrieval
Scientific publications and reviews were used as reference collections in first
information retrieval systems (Salton, 1991). Retrieval models that were tested
primarily on scientific collections have been integrated within digital libraries.
These models assimilate relevance to the textual similarly between document
and query. However, relevance in literature retrieval context does not depend
only on topical similarity and may involve other criterions related to documents.
Giles et al. launched in 1998, the first search engine and digital library for aca-
demic research known as CiteSeer. This system ranks scientific papers by their
hub score (Kleinberg, 1999) as good hubs may represent “good introductions
to areas of the literature in their prior work” (Lawrence et al., 1999a). In the
same way, scientific impact metrics measuring document quality (see section
3.3.1) can be used to rank retrieved documents. For instance, Sun and Giles
(2007) propose to rank query results by their citation count, PageRank score
and authority score of HITS as well as other metrics computed on the citation
network. These approaches focus on the document level and integrate both
content and referral dimensions.
3.4.2 Expertise oriented search
Finding experts in a particular domain is a common issue for scientific research.
It helps to target potential collaborations, to identify keynote speakers, to select
peer-reviewers and, in particular, to search relevant and quality papers. While
browsing the search results, researchers make sure to include in their reading
a list of credible papers by major authors and experts in their research field.
In keeping with this search behavior, literature retrieval in digital libraries is
viewed as expert search problem.
Expert search is in fact an information retrieval task that aims to rank experts
in a given topic, rather than documents (Soboroff and Craswell, 2007). This
task has received an increasing interest in both academic and industry (Deng
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et al., 2012). Works proposed in this area are classified into two main categories
(Serdyukov and Hiemstra, 2008):
Profile-centric approaches (Liu et al., 2005b; Petkova and Croft, 2006) mod-
els candidate expert by merging all corresponding documents into one per-
sonal profile. Standard information retrieval measures are then used to rank
profiles in regard to the query. Let SE be the profile set of expert E. A
document D is included in SE only if it mentions respective expert E. The
relevance of an E in respect of a query Q is defined as follows (Petkova and
Croft, 2006):
P (Q|E) =
|Q|∏
i=1
∑
D
P (qi|D)P (D|E) (3.19)
Document-centric approaches (Balog et al., 2006; Macdonald and Ounis,
2006; Fang and Zhai, 2007) propose to compute summarized score for each
candidate expert based on related documents. The probability that an author
ai is expert with respect to query q topic is given by next formula (Balog
et al., 2006).
p(ai|q) =
∑
d∈Dai
p(ai|d)p(d|q) ∝
∑
d∈Dai
p(ai|d)p(q|d)p(d) (3.20)
Where Dai is the subset of documents authored by candidate expert ai.
3.4.3 Leveraging author social network
Recently, the problem of ranking literature has been dealt from a social point
of view where social information networks are used to represent bibliographic
resources. In contrast of document and expertise modeling, social approaches
take into account the social relationships that involve authors and documents.
The motivation behind the use of social links is to evaluate the relevance of
bibliographic resources in their social context.
Social enhanced search for digital libraries investigates the social position of
authors in order to rank bibliographic entities. As a matter of fact, relevant
resources may be related to relevant persons in the social network. With respect
to the social information network structures, proposed models in this context
either compute a social relevance score of each author then transmit it to related
documents or rank authors and documents jointly in a heterogeneous network.
The two categories of approaches are discussed next.
3.4.3.1 Social relevance: from author to document
As discussed in section 3.4.2, the relevance of an author has been interpreted by
his expertise in the related research field. However, author relevance in a broader
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context may include several properties. In fact, a relevant author may show some
authority in the social network but also characterized by its proximity to other
social network nodes. In the same way, influencer and innovative researchers
may receive as much attention as popular experts and domain pioneers. While
text-based approaches still limited to identify these key actors, social network
analysis provide a promising framework to distinguish relevant authors with a
particular position in the social network.
The social relevance of authors in bibliographic networks is evaluated using
network analysis measures introduced by both domains of social network analy-
sis (Wasserman and Faust, 1994) and hyperlink analysis (Brin and Page, 1998;
Kleinberg, 1999). Applied on author social network, Betweeness centrality iden-
tifies interdisciplinary authors who connect different sub-communities. Close-
ness centrality reflects the reachability and the independence of an author from
his social neighborhood. PageRank algorithm and authority score of HITS algo-
rithm allow to distinguish authoritative authors in the social network. Finally,
Hub score of HITS algorithm identifies central authors with an important social
activity involving authoritative colleagues.
Beside these social centrality measures, social-based metrics of authors’ scientific
impact introduced in section 3.3.2 may be used in this context to evaluate
the importance of authors, namely weighted PageRank (Fiala et al., 2008),
co-citation PageRank (Ding et al., 2009) and AuthorRank (Liu et al., 2005a).
Other measures that addressed advanced properties of social network actors in
a boarder context could be applied to identify important author in the social
network such as network experts (Li et al., 2007; Karimzadehgan et al., 2009),
influencers (Tang et al., 2009; Weng et al., 2010) and actors’ similarity (Jeh and
Widom, 2002; Gollapalli et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2011b).
The interest of identifying key authors in the social network is to rank re-
trieval results according to the relevance of related authors. Empirical studies
(Kamps, 2011) confirm the effectiveness of such approach. However, propa-
gating social relevance scores from authors to documents sill a common issue
of these approaches specifically in the case where the document is written by
several co-authors. Obviously, standard aggregation operators can be used to
estimate the social relevance of documents, for instance, the mean of authors
scores (Kirchhoff et al., 2008).
rd =
1
nd
∑
ai∈Ad
Cai (3.21)
Where Ad represent the set of related authors. nd is the co-author number. Cai
is the social relevance score of author ai.
We note that the score aggregation function may impact the retrieval perfor-
mances as it should give different interpretations of social relevance. In the
case of literature search, the sum of the authors score may show better results
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(Kamps, 2011). This is explained by the fact that both number of authors and
their high relevance are indicators of document quality.
Unfortunately, ranking documents using only the social score of authors may
lead to a topic drift over the search results. In other words, documents of highly
relevant authors are always ranked among top results even though they do not
discuss the query topic. To tackle this problem the social score of documents
rd and the topical relevance of documents with regard to the query rel(q, d) are
combined using the next formula (Kirsch et al., 2006).
relf (q, d) = rd × rel(q, d) (3.22)
In the same context, the social relevance of authors may deserve less or more
importance in comparison to topical relevance. A normalizing dumping factor
λ can be used in this case in order to tune the impact of the social relevance on
the ranking process (Kirchhoff et al., 2008).
relf (q, d) = λ rd + rel(q, d) (3.23)
While linear combination is confronted to the problem of relevance distribution
of query independent features (Craswell et al., 2005), this problem can be solved
by adjusting relevance scores using appropriate transforming functions (e.g., log
scale, sigmoid). Learning to rank models (Liu, 2009) can be used instead to
combine topical and social relevance. However, a training process needs to be
conducted first. Another alternative is to model authors and documents with
heterogeneous networks then rank jointly the two entities. This approach is
discussed in the next.
3.4.3.2 Co-ranking documents and authors
Previously cited approaches estimate independently the social relevance of au-
thors then propagate it to related documents. However, authors and documents
are closely related entities that mutuality reinforce the relevance of each other.
Based on this idea, recent works propose to jointly rank documents and authors
in heterogeneous bibliographic networks (Zhou et al., 2007; Sayyadi and Getoor,
2009; Yan et al., 2011).
Zhou et al. (2007) propose a ranking algorithm that identifies relevant docu-
ments written by reputable authors and vice versa. In particular, a PageRank-
like algorithm with two personalized random walks is applied on the bipartite
graph of authors and documents. Intra-class random walk estimates the local
authority of authors and documents. Intra-class randomwalk models the mutual
reinforcing between documents and authors.
Sayyadi and Getoor (2009) propose a ranking algorithm, called FutureRank,
that predicts future PageRank scores for authors and articles. This algorithm
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applies in the first step a PageRank algorithm on the citation network and HITS
algorithm on the bipartite authorship network then combines the two results.
Yan et al. (2011) propose to rank articles, authors and journals in heterogeneous
networks. The defined algorithm, P-Rank, estimates the prestige of an article
based on the prestige of citing articles, authors and journals. On the other
hand, the prestige of authors and journals is estimated based on the prestige of
related papers. Similarly to the co-ranking algorithm proposed by (Zhou et al.,
2007), P-Rank uses two random work probabilities. First, intra-class walk is
applied on citation links between articles. Second, inter-class walk models the
probability to move from a particular article to the related author or journal.
3.4.4 Social and collaborative search
Digital libraries usually provide professional metadata about articles such as
general subjects and keywords. However, this metadata is not more effective
for literature search than user-generated content provided by social networking
services (Koolen et al., 2012). The effectiveness of social generated data is
confirmed by empirical studies (Heymann et al., 2008b,a; Yi and Chan, 2009)
that have shown its promising role as potential information retrieval tools, and
for the design of such systems. In fact, tags and other social-generated data
such as comments, reviews, rates, social networks and query logs provide as an
implicit feedback about retrieval relevance which is not always available in the
content.
Some few works have addressed the problem of social and collaborative retrieval
over digital libraries. Koolen et al. (2012) suggest to use tags and user reviews
from forums in order to improve book search. They propose to index user-
generated data as well as regular content and other professional data using
traditional information retrieval techniques. Experimental results show high
retrieval performances by forum reviews. A similar approach is proposed by
Jomsri et al. (2009) where tags are used to index scientific papers. Sun et al.
(2008) propose to extract implicit feedback from user query logs for personalized
ranking of search results.
Beside these works that propose a practical way to conduct social and collab-
orative search, Evans and Chi (2008) define an innovative search model that
takes into account all implicit and shared information provided by users before,
during, after search. However, such models are not yet explored by current
research.
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3.5 Academic search engines: social features in
focus
Academic search engines and digital libraries enable researches to access to a
large collection of multidisciplinary publications. Regardless of the amount of
covered publications, these tools provide a variety of innovative retrieval com-
ponents and socially-aware interfaces. We present in this section a comparison
of the main academic search engines and digital libraries particularly in terms
of integrated social features and information access and retrieval.
Academic search engines include a wide range of applications: (i) Web search
engine such as Google Scholar11, Microsoft Academic Search12 and CiteSeerX13;
(ii) bibliographic databases such as DBLP14; (iii) search and analysis tools such
as AMiner15, formly ArnetMiner; (iv) and scholarly social bookmarking services
such as CiteULike16, Mendeley17 and BibSonomy18. A comparison of these tools
is presented in table 3.1.
At the article level, the three academic search engines provide information about
citation data, namely the list of referenced articles as well as set of citation
metrics. Digital libraries such as Mendeley and AMiner provide however a
partial access to this data. All the compared tools, expect DBLP, are able to
recommend related publications to a particular article.
The majority of academic search engines enable author-based navigation of ar-
ticles. One of the basic features is to list publication by author name. Scholar,
Academic Search, CiteSeerX and AMinder build a structured and a rich pro-
file of authors including affiliation, research topics and impact metrics. While
co-authorship data is widely supported, author citation networks is only sup-
ported by Microsoft’s Academic Search. This tool provides an innovative way
for citation network exploration and interrogation.
Scholarly social bookmarking services is distinguished by promoting user based
navigation and search of literature. User tags are used in this context as a
key feature for article classification. In addition, scholarly social bookmark-
ing services build detailed profiles for users including personal information and
tagging activity. These tools provide also a personalized access to literature
through a friendship network. We note that user profile and friendship net-
works are supported by some academic search engines such as Google Scholar
though connected services or authenticated authors.
11http://scholar.google.com/
12http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
13http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
14http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/
15http://arnetminer.org/
16http://www.citeulike.org/
17http://www.mendeley.com/
18http://www.bibsonomy.org/
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Table 3.1: Comparison of academic search engines and digital libraries
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Academic search engines and digital libraries present a variety of approaches for
literature access and retrieval. In this context, expert search represents the most
common feature by the compared tools. Academic Search stands a first search
tool in terms of supported features including temporal analysis, trend detected,
keywords and tag search, venue and organization classification and expertise
search. User search and recommendation is however presented by some few
social bookmarking services, namely CiteUlike and Mendeley.
Conclusion
We presented in this chapter an overview of social network approaches for lit-
erature access. In particular, we have discussed main social network models
that represent authors of scientific publications as well as annotators of schol-
arly social bookmarking networks. Furthermore, we presented principal metrics
of authors’ scientific impact, mainly social network based metrics. Finally, we
discussed social network approaches for retrieving and ranking literature.
One common feature of the discussed approaches in this chapter is that they
exploit the social network structure in order to enhance the retrieval process
over traditional documents. In the next chapter, we will focus on social re-
trieval approaches within social networking data, namely microblogs. This data
presents different formats and properties in spite of bibliographic resources.
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Chapter 4
Information retrieval in
microblogging networks
Introduction
User generated content, such as microblogs, are more and more available on
the Web. Users are aware of the availability of this data. They express an
information need to access to this information. For instance, users are interested
in new updates about an event as wall as people opinion about. This type of
information is not available via traditional Web often providing professional
information regardless of current events and the social interest.
Microblogs, a short form of blogs, stand as promising tool where users can find
recent information published by other users. These social networking websites
are distinguished by information diversity as well as the intensive social inter-
action within. People can in fact tag their blogs, post comments, and share
further resources such as photos, videos and Web pages. This information is
usually not yet indexed and thus not available via classical search engines.
Searching information within microblogs differs fromWeb search since the searched
data differs in content and format as well as the underlying motivation. In con-
trast of Web search, where queries are submitted for informational, transactional
or a navigational propose, search within microblogging social networks, is mo-
tivated by the social activity of the person as well as current event and trends
that inspire microblogging community. Relevance in this context dependent on
the microblogging intention and includes several relevance factors typically the
social context of the information.
In fact, people in microblogs have the same importance than information. The
quality of information is defined by the quality of authors and vice versa. In this
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context, key microbloggers in the social network are identified in order to access
relevant information. These key microbloggers correspond mainly to network
influencers that influence microblogging activity.
In this chapter we discuss social network based approaches for microblog re-
trieval. First, a brief introduction to microblogs is presented. After that, we
discuss main information retrieval tasks in microblogs then we later focus on so-
cial approaches for microblog search. Furthermore, we discuss main approaches
for identifying network influencers then we conclude with a brief description of
TREC microblog evaluation campaign.
4.1 Overview of microblogs
A microblogging service is a communication medium and a collaboration system
that allows broadcasting short messages. In contrast to traditional blogs, media-
sharing and social networks services, microblogs are textual messages submitted
in real-time to report an actual interest. Often limited to few characters, it
is practical to create a microblog from mobile devices to instantly report a
real world event. Java et al. (2007) defined microblogs as a self motivated
communication service.
These tools provide a light-weight, easy form of communication that
enables users to broadcast and share information about their activities,
opinions and status (Java et al., 2007).
Besides this personal and entertaining purpose, microblogs have recently at-
tracted the attention of corporations (Riemer and Richter, 2010; Zhang et al.,
2010; Müller and Stocker, 2011), online communities and news editors as a
promising tool for team collaboration and information broadcasting. Having
these various usages, three main categories of microblogs are identified:
Information broadcasting: This category of microblogs includes mainly real-
time news. The intention behind these messages is to largely spread an in-
formation though the social network. Broadcasted messages announce either
a personal information such as “The Smith family has a newborn!” or report
a large-scale news such as “Gulf Oil spill continues to grow and spread east”.
Communication: This category of microblogs communicates thoughts, emo-
tional and factual information such as “No matter what people say”, “I’m
so sad!” and “The moon is the Earth’s satellite”. It includes also sta-
tus updates from other social networking services reporting latest activities
such as auto-generated YouTube activity status “I liked a @YouTube video
http://youtu.be/...” .
Collaboration: This category includes community notifications, group discus-
sions and questioning-answering posts such as “A new release of Twitter
API”, “Issue allocating memory” and “No, only Android devices are sup-
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ported”. Collaborative microblogs include also posts sharing helpful web re-
sources and exchanging knowledge such as technical tips. Target audience
are usually mentioned in this category of microblogs.
Several microblogging services are available on the Web namely Dailybooth1,
FriendFeed2, Tumblr3. These Web sites allow friends to share their interest.
Twitter4 stands actually as the most popular microblogging service with over
200 million active users and 400 million microblog per day5. In this thesis, we
are particularly interested in Twitter microblogging service.
4.1.1 Twitter on focus
Launched in March 2006, Twitter provides innovative features in comparison
to other social networking Web sites and microblogging services. A microblog,
known as “tweet” in Twitter parlance, is a plain text blog with up to 140 char-
acters. This format ensures microblogs compatibility with other services such
as mobile applications and Short Message Service (SMS). The Twitter social
network is based on the principle of followership. A microblogger may follow
another one, known as “following”, and followed in his turn by someone else,
known as “follower”. Once authenticated, tweets of followed people (followings)
are displayed to the microblogger in a reverse chronological order. Microblog-
gers can access to tweets from other persons in the social network unless no
restriction is applied to their tweets. By default, tweets are publicly visible.
Microbloggers represent individual persons but also institutions, companies,
communities and online services. Each Microblogger is identified with a @user-
name. Figure 4.1 shows some popular tweets from United States presidential
election in 2012.
Each tweet is associated to one microblogger who actually represent the au-
thor of the tweet. Meanwhile, a tweet can be reblogged by another person for
instance, as illustrated in figure 4.1, tweet (e) originally authored by Barack
Obama and reblogged by Twitter Chairman Jack Dorsey. Reblogging mech-
anism is known in Twitter as “retweeting” and it is assimilated to “sharing”
concept in other social networking services. Tweet (a) by Barack Obama rep-
resents in fact the most reblogged tweet in Twitter with over 800, 000 retweets.
This tweet is also saved 301, 873 times as “favorite”. This feature is similar to
“like” in other social networking services.
Twitter enables users to attach photos to their tweets as shown in tweet (a). In
practice, images, videos and web pages can be attached by adding corresponding
URL to the tweet text. Similarly to social bookmarking service, Twitter enables
1http://dailybooth.com/
2http://friendfeed.com/
3http://www.tumblr.com/
4http://www.twitter.com
5http://blog.twitter.com/2013/03/celebrating-twitter7.html
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Barack Obama @BarackObama
Four more years. pic.twitter.com/bAJE6Vom
View photo
7 Nov
  809,104 RETWEETS   301,873 FAVORITES
David Cameron @David_Cameron   
Warm congratulations to my friend @BarackObama. Look forward 
to continuing to work together.
 
7 Nov
2,239 RETWEETS   480 FAVORITES
Twitter Government @gov  
With 20 million tweets, Election Day just became the most tweeted
about event in US political history. #election2012
 
7 Nov
6,082 RETWEETS  695 FAVORITES
Alicia Keys @aliciakeys  
@BarackObama WE did it!!!
 
7 Nov
467 RETWEETS   242 FAVORITESView conversation
Barack Obama @BarackObama
Four more years. pic.twitter.com/bAJE6Vom
 
7 Nov
  809,104 RETWEETS   301,873 FAVORITESRetweeted by Jack Dorsey 
https://twitter.com/jack/status/266055036713439232
https://twitter.com/David_Cameron/status/266059334893580289
https://twitter.com/aliciakeys/status/266247220247031808
https://twitter.com/gov/status/266016146204000256
https://twitter.com/BarackObama/status/266031293945503744
(a)
(d)
(c)
(e)
(b)
Figure 4.1: Popular tweets from United States presidential election, 2012
users to annotate their own tweets with personalized tags known as “hashtags”.
A hashtag is a non-spacing word with prefix character “#”. For example, tweet
(b) is tagged with hashtag “#election2012” which is dedicated for election-
related news.
Tweets (c) and (d) give two examples of conversations mechanism in Twitter.
These tweets are published in interaction with Barack Obama tweet (a). A
tweet will be addressed to a particular user if his @username is mentioned at
the beginning. Such tweet is called “reply” if only it points to a previous tweet
as the case of tweets (c). In the second tweet (d), British Prime Minister David
Cameron congratulates Barack Obama with a new tweet. Barack Obama is
mentioned in this tweet. Being mentioned in the tweet, a microblogger should be
concerned about. Unlike tweet reply, no discussion board is built for mentioning
tweets unless it answers another tweet.
4.1.2 Characterizing microblogs
In order to understand microblogging activities, several works have investigated
linguistic, topical, spatiotemporal, demographical, and topological properties of
the Twitter social network. We present in this section main findings and we
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discuss major challenges to microblog retrieval.
Linguistic analysis on several tweet datasets with different sizes (Jansen et al.,
2009) shows that tweets’ length in terms of words is almost similar. The average
number of words per tweet is taken between 14 and 16 as presented in table 4.1.
In comparison to Wikipedia articles where average length is about 320 words
per article, tweets are extremely short. The Tweet length is actually comparable
to sentence level where median length is above 15 words (Kornai, 2008). This
property makes information retrieval and access over microblogs a challenging
task often similar to sentence retrieval rather than document retrieval. Basic
retrieval concepts such frequency-based weighting are no longer appropriate with
respect to fine retrieval granularity.
Tweet length (words) Tweet length (characters)
Tweet 14.2 K 38.8 K 2.6 K 14.2 K 38.8 K 2.6 K
measures tweets tweets tweets tweets tweets tweets
Average 15.4 14.3 15.8 86.3 89.1 102.6
SD 6.8 6.4 6.6 36.5 35.3 36.4
Max 33 33 43 142 155 185
Min 1 1 3 1 1 16
Table 4.1: Linguistic statistics for tweets (Jansen et al., 2009)
Analyzing a dataset of 1.2 billion tweets and 11, 924 articles from New York
Times, Zhao et al. (2011) report that Twitter have a similar topic distribution to
traditional media as shown in figure 4.2. Nevertheless, Family & Life category,
which does not appear in New York Times articles, represents the dominated
category in Twitter. This category of tweets is related to family, daily activi-
ties, emotional status, etc. Arts and Style categories, typically celebrity related
tweets, are also strongly present in Twitter. Accordingly, a new user’s informa-
tion need that tends towards self and socially motivated purpose is expected
in microblogs. On the other hand, some studies6 report that, despite the low
spam ratio in Twitter (3.7%) as result of the efficient spam policy, the majority
of tweets are in fact “pointless bubble” (40.55%) or conversational (37.55%).
This undesirable content may present a challenging issue for microblog retrieval
systems.
In order study the information diffusion in Twitter, Kwak et al. (2010) have
conducted a large scale analysis of Twitter social network including 41, 7 mil-
lion users. As shown in figure 4.3(a), user activity increases according to the
number of his followers. A low activity is noted for users with less than 10
followers. Conversely, higher number of tweets is expected for highly followed
microblogger. Furthermore, the number of reciprocal followerships is positively
6http://www.pearanalytics.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Twitter-Study-August-
2009.pdf
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(b) Twitter
Figure 4.2: Distribution of topic categories in New York Times and Twitters
(Zhao et al., 2011)
correlated with the number of followers typically for users with less than 1, 000
followers as shown in figure 4.3(b). A dispersed number of reciprocal follower-
ships is noted above this number. This is explained by the fact that some users
adopt an excessive behavior to increase their popularity. Thus, microblogging
retrieval is confronted to another issue that consists on information credibility
and user authority in the social network.
(a) The number of followings and that of
tweets per user
(b) The average number of followers of
r-friends per user
Figure 4.3: Network properties of Twitter Social Network (Kwak et al., 2010)
Analyzing microblog distribution over, tweets seems to have similar distribution
across week days as show in figure 4.4 (McCreadie et al., 2012). An important ac-
tivity is however noted in the second half of the day. Furthermore, activity peaks
are registered at some particular days which correspond in fact to large scale
events. In the aim of studying trend patterns, Benevenuto et al. (2010) have
compared the daily frequency of tweets related to music artist Michael Jack-
son and those tagged with #musicmonday. As shown in figure 4.5(a), tweets
distribution presents a peak on June, 25th which corresponds to the celebrity’s
death. A second peak is registered few days later when media reported new
details about the health status of Michael Jackson. 20 days later, an important
decrease of tweets activity marks the end of this trends. While some trends
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disappear few days after their birth, others remain active for a long time. As
shown in figure 4.5(b), #musicmonday trend follows however different pattern
with weakly recorded peaks. One challenge for microblog retrieval is to detect
rising trends and predicts their life time in order to present, at appropriate time,
interesting content for users.
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Figure 4.4: Twitter distribution over time (McCreadie et al., 2012)
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Figure 4.5: Daily number of tweets of analyzed events (Benevenuto et al., 2010)
4.2 Retrieval tasks in microblogs
Microblogging data is more and more available on the Web. This huge amount
of social stream has created new information retrieval tasks that correspond to
new user’s needs of information. We identify in the next the main retrieval tasks
over microblogs.
4.2.1 Real-time search
Seeking for information over microblogs helps to find reliable, concise and real-
time information about a recently happened event (few seconds ago up to few
days) (Mills et al., 2009). It would take a time before this information became
available on the Web and then indexed by search engines (Dong et al., 2010).
Microblog real-time search task is an ad-hoc retrieval task where users are in-
terested in most recent and relevant information (Ounis et al., 2011). Formally,
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real-time search task is defined by the probability P (t|q, θq) where t refers to
the tweet, q is the user query and θq is the query time. Microblog, as well as
blogs in a broader context, are treated here as independent documents and they
are ranked in reverse chronological order along with their relevance to the query
(Mishne, 2006; Thelwall and Hasler, 2007). Empirical studies for microblog
search show relevance of tweet may depends on several features in addition to
the textual similarity to the query such as the number of followers and fol-
lowings, the freshness of information, included URLs and the user’s location
(Nagmoti et al., 2010; Duan et al., 2010; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2009). These
features are discussed in more detail in the next section 4.3.
4.2.2 Followings suggestion
Followings suggestion enhances the microblogging experience by recommend-
ing like minded people. Hence, microbloggers can easily find interesting people
who share the same interest. In fact, followings suggestion is a recommendation
task that selects for a particular user a set of users to be followed. Followings
recommendation is based either on the user’s profile or on the social network
topology. In the first category, recommender systems match user information
and tweet history to suggest similar users discussing related topics. Armen-
tano et al. (2011) propose to conduct recommendation based on content-based
similarity as defined next:
sim(uC , uT ) = max
∀i:fi∈followees(uT )
simcos [profilebase(fi), profilebase(uc)] (4.1)
with simcos is the cosine similarity between two the microbloggers uc and fi.
In the second category, recommender systems suggest new followings from the
social neighborhood or people followed by similar users. Accordingly, Armen-
tano et al. (2012) propose to count the number of friends between the two
microbloggers as defined next:
wc(x) = |i ∈ followers(x) ∩ i ∈ followers(U)| (4.2)
Followings suggestion is primarily conducted in regard to a specific microblog-
ger. This task can be driven with respect of a particular topic. In this case,
recommendation is viewed as a retrieval task where users search for relevant peo-
ple discussing a particular topic. In this context, Hannon et al. (2010) propose
a query-based retrieval and profile-based recommendation system that assigned
to the microblogger’s profile a set of representative terms as defined in the next
equation:
TF − IDF (ti, UT , U) = tf(ti, UT )× idf(ti, U) (4.3)
where tf(ti, UT ) is the frequency of term ti in user profile UT and idf(ti, U) is
the inverse document frequency of ti in the rest of profiles U .
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Regardless of recommendation method, followings suggestion may verify also
some key properties of microbloggers such as credibility, authority and expertise
(Ting et al., 2012; Garcia and Amatriain, 2010).
4.2.3 Trend detection and tracking
Trends detection aims to identify active topics in the social network (Math-
ioudakis and Koudas, 2010; Becker et al., 2011). In particular, trend detection
task search for frequent expressions in microblog stream and infer public inter-
est within a particular period. Trends are mainly generated from the last few
days of microblog stream.
Being correlated with real world events, a trend correspond, in a border context,
to a large scale events that interest a wide range of users such as political events
(Tumasjan et al., 2010, 2011) and sport event (Nichols et al., 2012; Lanagan
and Smeaton, 2011). The amount of published microblogs helps to quantify
the audience and qualify the people reaction. Monitor a specific event over
microblog stream may provide early warnings in emergency situations such as
earthquakes (Sakaki et al., 2010; Earle et al., 2012, 2010) and epidemics (Lampos
et al., 2010; Aramaki et al., 2011). In this context, Sakaki et al. (2010) propose
first to tack tweets using a set of keywords then apply Kalman filtering to
estimate the location of related event.
4.2.4 Opinion and sentiment retrieval
Opinion retrieval aims to extract and rank opinioned tweets (Zhang et al., 2007).
Likewise opinion retrieval over regular blogs, relevant tweets must satisfy the
user’s information needs and express at the same time a clear opinion about
the query topic regardless of its polarity: negative, positive or mixed. Opinion
expressed in the tweet is static. However, the position of related microblogger
changes over the time under the influence of his social neighborhood (Boyd
et al., 2010; Romero et al., 2011).
Although some works have addressed opinion retrieval (Luo et al., 2012), sen-
timent analysis is more relevant in microblog context (Go et al., 2009; Bollen
et al., 2011; Kouloumpis et al., 2011; Barbosa and Feng, 2010; Jansen et al.,
2009; Agarwal et al., 2011). In fact, tweets are too short to express an opinion
but can communicate however much sentiments. A wide range of work has inter-
ested in this problem typically for identifying people sentiment about a movie,
a brand, a political candidate, etc. Go et al. (2009) propose to use machine
learning classifiers to detect tweet sentiment where each term is considered as
a feature. Results show that Support Vector Machines (VSM) presents higher
results with an an accuracy of 82.9%.
Sentiments are commonly balanced between negative and positive but it can
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include more emotional states such as surprise, fear, disgust and anger (Roberts
et al., 2012).
We focus in two following sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively on microblog search
and the identification of microblog influencers since our contributions mainly
address these two issues. Microblog search is in fact a generalized task of real-
time search task. Indentfying microblog influencer is viewed as a sub-task of
followings suggestion task.
4.3 Microblog search
Microblog search is an emerging research topic that has acquired more atten-
tion with the increasing popularity of microblogs. Efron (2011) distinguished
two types of microblog search namely “asking” and “retrieving”. Asking for
Information is similar to questioning and answering activities (Q&A) where
people post questions via microblogs and seeks for community help. Microblog
retrieving is indeed compared to traditional ad-hoc retrieval task were people
seek for relevant microblogs with regards to their search queries.
Retrieving is similar to traditional, ad hoc IR. Interactions of this type
are likely to involve a “query” that is posed against an index of microblog
data (Efron, 2011).
This section focuses on a microblog retrieving task that we refer to as “microblog
search”. Despite real-time search that we discussed in section 4.2.1, microblog
search is a generalized ad-hoc retrieval task not restricted to a time frame or a
presentation format. One microblog search systems may rank tweets regardless
of their freshness as required by real-time search. Other systems may display
results as a word cloud instead of tweet list (Efron, 2011).
4.3.1 Search motivations
The main motivation of an information retrieval system is to satisfy the user’s
information needs. Before defining what are the relevance features that char-
acterize microblogs, it is primordial to determine what are the factors that
motivate user search within microblogs. Related to this context, Broder (2002)
and Manning et al. (2008) identified three types of search queries that reflect
search motivations on the web namely, navigational, informational and transac-
tional queries. Comparing web search to microblog search, Teevan et al. (2011)
identified three main factors that motivate microblog search including socially
search, temporal search and topical search. The three search motivations are
detailed next.
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Social information. An important part of microblogs search (26%) is motivated
by a social intent. This is realized through search queries mentioning the name
of a person or through the social interaction that have triggered search session
(Evans and Chi, 2008). In particular, users of microblogs are interested to search
for like minded people or to discover what a person is talking about. In addition,
public trends may encourage people to launch a search query and learn more
about people opinions, sentiments and reactions.
Temporal information. As microblog have essentially a temporal intent par-
ticularly to get informed about the last news and events, typically if this in-
formation is not yet available on other web resources, search over microblogs
have particularly a temporal motivation. Users are searching for information
related to news and trending topics (Phelan et al., 2009; Dong et al., 2010;
Mathioudakis and Koudas, 2010). Temporal search helps also to get a real-
time summary from the event’s site (Hughes and Palen, 2009; Diakopoulos and
Shamma, 2010). Furthermore, people may use microblogs to search for last up-
dates about regional and local information such as weather forecast, traffic jam,
police instructions or service status (Yardi and Boyd, 2010; Sankaranarayanan
et al., 2009).
Topical information. Similarly to Web search, microblog search shows a topical
interest (Sousa et al., 2010) with more or less focused queries such as “astron-
omy” or “black hole”. Despite the temporal or the social intent, topical search
helps to find an information about an old trends and events or to discover users
with a particular interest outside the followings network.
4.3.2 Relevance factors
Microblog relevance is a composite concept that includes several factors. Some
work have studied relevance dimensions in a boarder context (Cosijn and Ingw-
ersen, 2000). Among the discussed features, contextual relevance is the mostly
used in microblogs context. Contextual relevance includes in fact different types
of features. We identify in figure 4.6 the main relevance features for microblog
search. These features are discussed next.
Content. This relevance feature stands as the primordial feature for microblog
search, typically for ad-hoc search. The frequency of terms is used in this con-
text to estimate the similarity between the tweet and the query. Traditional
information retrieval model such as the Boolean Model, the Vector space model
and the probabilistic model are also applicable. Ferguson et al. (2012) have
studied the impact of frequency normalization and tweet length through BM25
ranking model. Results show that the outcome of term frequency weighting
is minor while document length has a negative impact on microblog retrieval
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Figure 4.6: Microblog relevance factors
effectiveness. Advanced techniques are used in this context to overcome this
problem namely term co-occurrences (Lin et al., 2012), text classification (Sri-
ram et al., 2010) and pseudo-relevance feedback (Massoudi et al., 2011; Bandy-
opadhyay et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012). Zhang et al. (2012) have compared
the effectiveness of a set of well known baselines for microblog query expansion.
Results show that Kullback-Leibler divergence model present better results in
comparison to BM25, PL2 and Kullback-Leibler divergence language model with
Dirichlet smoothing.
Quality. Pointless, ambiguous and spam tweets should not affect microblog
search (Ross et al., 2010; O’Connor et al., 2010; Chu et al., 2012). Several works
have addressed tweet quality issue at pre-retrieval and post-retrieval process. In
order to keep only quality tweets, several features are taken into consideration
such as the tweet length (Jansen et al., 2009), the language (Bergsma et al.,
2012), the out of words vocabulary (Han and Baldwin, 2011; Gouws et al.,
2011; Duan et al., 2010), the emoticons (Davies and Ghahramani, 2013; Cui
et al., 2011) and the punctuations (Green and Sheppard, 2013), etc.
Metadata. Microblog metadata includes hashtags, mentions and URLs. This
data describe tweet content and context. Although some works consider the
presence of user generated as a relevance indicator (Li et al., 2011a; Tao et al.,
2012; Duan et al., 2010), other propose to exploit this information for query
and tweet expansion typically using hashtags (Efron, 2010) and the content of
attached URLs (Jin et al., 2011; McCreadie and Macdonald, 2013),
Semantic. Tweets that contain named entities related to the query such as a
person, a place or a product would be more relevant for microblog retrieval
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(Spina et al., 2012; Jung, 2012; Genc et al., 2011). For instance, tweet mention-
ing named entity “Barack Obama”, who is in fact one of the main candidates of
the US presidential election 2012, are presumed relevant for this event. Recog-
nized entities in tweet help to extends it with further information for instance,
from Wikipedia. In order to identify named entities in tweets, Meij et al. (2012)
propose to use n-gram features (e.g., idf of the n-gramme in Wikipedia titles),
concept features (e.g., wikipedia category hierarchy) and tweet features (e.g.,
hashtags). An evaluation track is held by INEX 2013 workshop in this purpose
called “Tweet Contextualization Track”. Participating systems must provide
further information about the subject of the tweet using Wikipedia documents.
The goal of this task is to answer the question “What is this tweet about?”
(Bellot et al., 2012).
Time. As discussed previously, microblog search is motivated by temporal in-
formation need. In this context, recently published tweets may be relevant.
Accordingly, Metzler and Cai (2011) propose to consider time difference be-
tween the query Q and the tweet D as a learning to rank feature for tweet
search system. Furthermore, tweets published on activity periods of the query
topic, which usually correlate with the related event and trend, would be rel-
evant than tweets published at anytime else. Based on this idea, several work
propose to study the distribution of microblogs over the time and select relevant
tweets from convenient periods that better reflect the query temporal interest
(Choi and Croft, 2012; Kumar and Carterette, 2013; Miyanishi et al., 2013). For
instance, Choi and Croft (2012) propose to compute the relevance probability
of the time period t as the proportion of tweets of period t that were returned
by the query q, noted #docs(t,D,Q), over the number of tweets published in
this period, noted #docs(t′, D,Q). The probability P (t|D,Q) is defined by the
next equation:
P (t|D,Q) =
#docs(t,D,Q)∑
∀t′
#docs(t′, D,Q)
(4.4)
Location. The location where the tweet is published helps to estimate its rele-
vance. For instance, a tweet coming from the place where the ceremony of the
Olympic Games is hold seems to be more relevant as people may report fresh
news and live photos (Yardi and Boyd, 2010). In addition, users searching for
“municipal elections” may be interested of tweets from their region rather than
tweets from other countries. In of view of that, location has been used by sev-
eral microblog models in order to estimate tweet relevance as well as aggregating
local and regional stream (Albakour et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2011). Besides, ge-
ographical metadata may be useful for topic modeling over microblogs. In this
context, (Kotov et al., 2013) propose a geographically-aware extension of the
LDA algorithm based on microblog geo-tags. Nevertheless, the used of geo-
graphical based features for microblog retrieval is limited by data sparsity. To
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resolve this problem, (Kinsella et al., 2011) propose to exploit the language of
the tweet and zip codes to detect the origin the tweet.
Social network. This category of features includes quantitative and qualita-
tive metrics that describe the social significance of tweets and microbloggers. In
fact, ranking tweets must consider the credibility of the information and present
only reliable resources. This issue is addressed from users’ point of view. The
popularity and the trustworthiness of individuals are investigated in order to
distinguish credible tweets (Ravikumar et al., 2012). Tweets are more likely to
be relevant if they are retweeted by important users in the social network. In
particular, Duan et al. (2010) propose to rank tweets according to the number of
followers, the number of mentions as well as the authority of the microblogger,
computed by applying PageRank algorithm on retweet social network. Further-
more, some works propose to use the social context to ensure a personalized
ranking of search results (Uysal and Croft, 2011; Feng and Wang, 2013). In
accordance to the topical interest of the microblogger, the number of followers
and the retweeting and mentioning history, users who are likely to be retweeted
are identified. Respective tweets are then ranked on the top of the result set.
Sentiment. Tweets that communicate sentiment about a person, a product or
movie may be relevant in the case where users are interested on a summary of
public sentiments. Some work proposes therefore to highlight sentiment tweets
in the search results. In particular, Bermingham and Smeaton (2012) propose
to filter search results by sentiments. Four ranking lists are provides: positive
tweets only, negative tweets only, positive and negative tweets, and finally a
random sampling. Results show that users of microblog retrieval systems are less
interested in positive and mixed tweets. Conversely, negative and random tweets
show better results. Other work considers that sentiment tweets are irrelevant
by matter of subjectivity and propose to filter sentiment tweets typically that
contain emoticons (Karimi et al., 2012).
Empirical studies on relevance factors show that the previous features have
various impacts on tweet search effectiveness. Tao et al. (2012) show that
semantic-based features namely the semantic overlap between the tweet and
the query computed using DBpedia as well as the presence of URLs are highly
effective for tweet search as presented in table 4.2. Conversely, replies and pos-
itive sentiment tweets show negative impact on the retrieval effeteness. Similar
results presented by Damak et al. (2013) show the interest of keywords-based
and URL-based features while hashtags, mentions and replies based features
seem not effective for tweet search.
We note that a feature would be more or less effective according to the query
topic, search motivation and retrieval task. For instance, location based feature
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Feature Category Feature Coefficient
keyword-based keyword-based 0.1701
semantic-based
semantic-based 0.1046
isSemanticallyRelated 0.9177
syntactical
hasHashtag 0.0946
hasURL 1.2431
isReply -0.5662
length 0.0004
semantics
#entities 0.0339
#entities(person) -0.0725
#entities(organization) -0.0890
#entities(location) -0.0927
#entities(artifact) -0.3404
#entities(species) -0.5914
diversity 0.2006
sentiment -0.5220
contextual social context -0.0042
Table 4.2: Relevant-tweet prediction model coefficient for employed features
(Tao et al., 2012)
may be relevant to locally trending topic such as “Carnival of Venice” but not
for topical query such as “Ice Age”. The last query that corresponds also to a
movie name may have different interpretation if the movie “Ice Age” is actually
playing in cinema. In order to overcome this issue, different relevance features
may be combined to estimate a global relevance. This approaches are discussed
in detail in section 4.3.4.
4.3.3 Indexing microblog stream
Indexing microblog data involve the same retrieval processes as traditional doc-
uments including tokenization, stopwords removal, stemming, etc. Previous
works for these purposes is also applicable for microblog data. However, the
amount of microblogs published every day (i.e., over 400 million7 tweets) has
challenged the indexing and retrieving process. Although some retrieval systems
may rely on search caches, query logs and personalized information retrieval to
speed up search. Retrieval latency, data availability, index concurrency and tem-
poral search remain critical for microblog search, typically for real-time search.
Unfortunately, this issue has not been widely discussed in the literature.
The two main works in literature (Chen et al., 2011a; Busch et al., 2012) have
addressed this issue from two points of views. Busch et al. (2012) have inves-
tigated the problem of indexing real-time stream from a software engineering
perspective of view. They propose to split the index over several servers where
only one instance is actively modified. The user query is analyzed by a front
7https://blog.twitter.com/2013/celebrating-twitter7
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end server that dispatches the query as well as user preference to other servers.
Finally, results from distributed servers are merged and ranked by chronological
order. This solution may ensure high efficiency but do not support however ad-
vanced ranking algorithms that take into account social and temporal evidences.
Chen et al. (2011a) propose to reduce the size of index by including only high
priority tweets from actual trends that have a higher chance to be displayed
in search results. In addition to tweet text, the index structure, represented in
figure 4.7, maintains the user name, the tweet timestamp, the user’s PageRank
score and the encoded reply tree. This data supports a refined ranking function
that considers different factors of relevance in respect of microblog specificity.
Figure 4.7: Structure of TI Inverted Index (Chen et al., 2011a)
4.3.4 Ranking approaches for microblogs
Despite the problem of microblog indexing which is not widely discussed in the
literature, a wide range of works have focused however on microblog search and
tweet ranking. This problem presents open challenges due the diversity of search
motivations and relevance features.
The two main questions that have been raised in this context are: “Which fea-
tures reflect better the relevance of tweets?” and “how to combine them?”. The
answer to the first question remains unsolved due the variety of relevance fea-
tures as presented in section 4.3.2. Some empirical studies such as (Duan et al.,
2010; Tao et al., 2012) show critical experiments problems of scalability and
biases. Regarding the second question that addresses instead the combination
of relevance factors, we identify next four main approaches.
Linear combination approaches. This category of approaches combines using
a linear function different relevance indicators. Chen et al. (2011a) propose to
combine two factors that model the on the first hand the relevance of the tweet
and on the second hand the relevance of respective reply tree. The first part
depends in fact on the similarly of the tweet to the query sim(q, t), the authority
of the microblogger in the followers’ social network U-PageRank, and the time
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decay between the query and the tweet (q.timestamp− t.timestamp). The sec-
ond part depends on the popularity of the involved microbloggers in the discus-
sion topic tree.popularity and discussion time (q.timestamp−tree.timestamp).
These features are combined as defined in the next equation:
F(q, t) =
w1 × U − PageRank + w2 × sim(q, t)
q.timestamp− t.timestamp
(4.5)
+
w3 × tree.popularity
q.timestamp− tree.timestamp
(4.6)
where w1, w2 and w3 are tree weighting parameters that enable to emphasize
respectively, the microblogger authority, the tweet similarly with regard to the
query and the popularity of the discussion thread. .
In the same approach, Nagmoti et al. (2010) propose a linear combination func-
tion of three relevance features including the fraction of microbloggers’ followers
fFR(t, q), the tweet length fLR(t, q) and the presence of URLs fUR(t, q). The
first score fFR(t, q) models the social relevance of the tweets. The second and
the third scores, fLR(t, q) and fUR(t, q), evaluate the quality of the tweets.
These scores as combined as defined next:
fFLUR(t, q) = fFR(t, q) + fLR(t, q) + fUR(t, q) (4.7)
Machine learning approaches. This category of approaches uses a machine
learning algorithm in order to combine the relevance features. First, a set of
features scores may compute for each tweet. These scores represent the rele-
vance of the tweet into a multidimensional space. Based on a training dataset, a
learning to rank algorithm is after that applied on the result set in order identify
top relevant tweets. Despite the representations approach (e.g., pointwise (Nal-
lapati, 2004), pairwise (Herbrich et al., 1999)), etc) and the ranking algorithms
(e.g., RankBoost, SVM (Herbrich et al., 1999), (Freund et al., 2003), etc), the
core component of learning to rank models for microblog search consist on the
includes features.
Duan et al. (2010) propose a learning to rank approach that uses three types
of features. Content relevance features investigate tweet content (BM25 score,
Similarity of contents, Length). Twitter specific features evaluate tweet quality
(URL, Retweets, hashtags, replies). Account authority features evaluate the
tweet author. The main score in this category Popularity Score is computed by
applying PageRank algorithm on the social network of retweets.
Metzler and Cai (2011) propose a learning to rank approach that considers
the textual similarity between the query and the tweet (text score), the time
difference between the query and the tweet (tdiff ), the hashtag existence (has
hashtag), the URL presence (has url), the percentage of words out of vocabulary
(OOV ) and the tweet length (length).
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Unified approaches. This category of approaches integrates several relevance
features into a unified framework. For instance, Liang et al. (2012) propose a
real-time tweet ranking model based on the language model framework. The
probability of generating the query Q given a tweet D and a timestamp t is de
defined by:
P (Q|D, t) = P (t|Q,D)
∑
w∈v
P (w|θˆQ)logP (w|θˆD) (4.8)
where θˆQ denotes the query model, θˆD is the document model and P (t|Q,D)
defines the temporal re-ranking component.
Probability P (t|Q,D) is computed based the document’s temporal profile N as
follows:
P (t|Q,D) = e−
N
k (4.9)
where k is an exponential rate parameter, N = (t∗ − tD)/H, tD is the tweet
timestamp, t∗ is the query timestamp and H is a normalizing interval factor.
Relevance feedback approaches. This category of approaches proposes to ex-
pand the query with additional terms. In fact, both query and tweets are short.
Adding more representative terms to the query helps to gather more tweets in
the topic. In particular Liang et al. (2011) propose to expand the query using
The New York Times news headlines, WorNet and the subset of top 100 tweets
relevant of tweets, presumed in this context relevant. The relevance score of the
tweet is defined by the following equation:
P (Q|T ) =
n∏
i=1
P (qi|T ) (4.10)
P (qi|T ) =(1− λ)
fqi,T
|T |
+ λ
Cqi
|C|
(4.11)
where fqi,T is the frequency of term qi in the tweet T , fCi is the frequency of
term qi in the subset of 100 top tweets.
Bandyopadhyay et al. (2011) propose to expand the query based on the title of
Web search results. Most frequent words or n-grames over the top search results
of Google Search API are added to the query.
In the same approach, Li et al. (2011b) propose to extract the words with a
strong connection to the topic in order to expand the query. Term similarity
is estimated in this case based on the term association network and the term
resistance network
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4.4 Identifying influencers in microblogs
The intensive microblogging activities have bring forward a group of microblog-
gers with a prominent position in the social network. They play a key role in
their social neighborhood as well as at the entire social network level. In mi-
croblogging context, these microbloggers are known as network “influencers”.
The term “influencer” covers indeed several properties that assert the social
relevance of a person. Bakshy et al. (2011) defined influencers as users who
exhibit a combination of personal and social network desirable attributes.
influencers [...] exhibit some combination of desirable attributes —
whether personal attributes like credibility, expertise, or enthusiasm, or
network attributes such as connectivity or centrality —that allows them to
influence a disproportionately large number of others.
This section focuses on the problem of indentifying microblog influencers. We
present in what follows an overview of main influencer attributes and ranking
algorithms proposed in the literature. Before discussing this, we will present
the main social network models for microblogging networks.
4.4.1 Microblog social network
In order to represent the social network of microblogs, several work (Kwak
et al., 2010; Weng et al., 2010; Lim and Datta, 2012) propose to use native
social relationships explicitly defined by microbloggers, i.e., followership. The
followers social network connects microbloggers with respective followings in the
network, and conversely, to their followers. Using graph formalism, followers
social network is represented by a directed graph G(V,E).
Definition 6 (Follower network) A directed graph G(V,E) is formed with
the twitterers and the “following” relationships among therm. V is the vertex
set, which contains all the twitterers. E is the edge set. There is an edge between
two twitterers if there is “following” relationship between them, and the edge is
directed from follwer to friend (Weng et al., 2010).
@BarackObama
@Jack
@David_Cameron
@aliciakeys @gov
Figure 4.8: Followers social network of popular of Twitter users
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Figure 4.8 illustrates an example of followers social network from the list of
popular tweets of United States presidential election previously introduced in
figure 4.1. This social network is extracted using Twitter social graph.
In addition to followers social network, microbloggers are represented using
retweet relationships (Duan et al., 2010; Conover et al., 2011; Greene et al., 2011;
Ota et al., 2012). Retweets that connect in particular tweets are transferred to
related microbloggers. Retweet relationships reflects in this context endorsement
between users (Boyd et al., 2010). Similarly to the followers network, retweet
social network is modeled by a directed graph.
Definition 7 (Retweet network) In the retweet network an edge runs from
a node representing user A to a node representing user B if B retweets content
originally broadcast by A, indicating that information has propagated from A to
B (Conover et al., 2011).
Reply feature enables users to post comments on microblogs. A discussion tree
is built by joining tweets and replies. Several works in literature (Sousa et al.,
2010; Khrabrov and Cybenko, 2010; ?; Rossi and Magnani, 2012) propose to use
discussion tree in order to represent the social network of users. Accordingly,
a reply relationship is defined between users involved in the discussion. Such
social network representation models communication aspects among microblogs.
Reply network, known also as discussion network and conversation network, is
represented with a graph G(V,E).
Definition 8 (Reply network) Such implicit network derived from tweet replies
can be represented as a directed graph G = (V,E) where each node u ∈ V repre-
sents a user and each edge (ui, uj) ∈ E represents an @reply message sent from
user ui to user uj (Sousa et al., 2010).
One alternative to model discussion within microblogs is to use mention net-
work (Yang and Counts, 2010; Conover et al., 2011). Mentions are indeed a
generalized form of discussion where the tweet is addressed to one or more mi-
crobloggers. Replies are specific tweets that mention the microblogger of answer
post. Similarly to previous social network models, mention networks is repre-
sented with a directed graph.
Definition 9 (Mention network) In the mention network, an edge runs from
A to B if A mentions B in a tweet, indicating that information may have prop-
agated from A to B (a tweet mentioning B is visible in B’s timeline) (Conover
et al., 2011).
We notice that native retweets are transformed in text format as “RT @user-
name”. This implies a new mention relationship defined between users even
though the original purpose was a retweet. Nevertheless, unofficial retweets
starting also with “RT @username” are considered as simple mentions.
.
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4.4.2 Measuring influence on microblogs
Although microblog influence has been widely discussed in literature, there still
no comprehensive definition that characterize this property. Several assump-
tions are introduced in this purpose in order to understand influence and to
provide objective measures that evaluate it. We discuss in what follows the
main microblog influence assumptions that have been addressed in the litera-
ture.
Popularity. Influence is interpreted as the popularity of the microblogger in
the social network. The more popular a person is, the largest visibility respec-
tive tweets will gain in the social network. Different metrics are proposed in
this context to quantify the popularity of a microblogger. Several work propose
to use followership count as an indicator of popularity. For instance, (Kwak
et al., 2010) propose to measure the popularity based on the number of follow-
ers. However, this measure is exposed to spam problem as microbloggers have
the ability to increase the number of their followers thanks to some promotional
methods such as account advertising, followers recruiting and the “follow me,
I follow you” practice. To resolve this problem, Nagmoti et al. (2010) propose
to consider the number of followings which reflect the social activity of the mi-
croblogger. Accordingly, popular microblogger must, simultaneously, follow and
be followed by many users. In particular, FollowRank measures the popularity
of microbloggers as the proportion of followers over the total number of followers
and followings as defined in the next equation.
FR(a) =
i(a)
i(a) + o(a)
(4.12)
with i(a) is the number of followers of microblogger a and o(a) is the number
of followings of microblogger a.
Authority. In addition to popularity, some works have addressed influence
within microblog as a matter of authority in the social network. Link analysis
algorithms such as PageRank and HITS are used in this context to indentify
authoritative people in the follower network (Kwak et al., 2010; Gayo-Avello
and Brenes, 2010). Contrary to popularity based influence, this methodology is
less sensitive to spam problems. In fact, such approaches overcome the problem
of excessive microblogging activity that aims to generate more followers namely
by publishing too many tweet, random retweets and pointless replies. Inspired
by PageRank, works in literature propose to investigate mutual authorities in
the followers social network. In particular, TunkRank8, one of the first measures
proposed in this context (2009), apply a slight modification on original PageR-
ank algorithm in order to boost microbloggers with a low number of followers.
8http://thenoisychannel.com/2009/01/13/a-twitter-analog-to-pagerank/
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TunkRank is computed using next formula.
Influence(X) =
∑
Y ∈Followers(X)
1 + p× Followers(Y )
‖Following(Y )‖
(4.13)
with Followers(X) corresponds to the set of followers of microblogger X and,
conversely, Followings(Y ) corresponds to the set of followings of microblogger
Y .
We notice that original PageRank algorithm is also applicable in this context in
order to identify authorities in followers social network, retweet social network
and mention social network (Kwak et al., 2010; Duan et al., 2010). For this aim,
microblogger are treated as similar to Web pages. Social relationships including
followerships, retweets and mentions are considered here as hyperlinks.
In order to identify topical authorities in the social network, Weng et al. (2010)
propose to apply topic-sensitive PageRank on followers social network. In par-
ticular, their proposed TwitterRank algorithm is computed iteratively using the
next equation:
~TRt = γPt × ~TRt + (1− γ)Et (4.14)
where Pt is the transition probability matrix that models the topical similarly
between two microbloggers in topic t, Et is the teleportation vector of the ran-
dom surfer in topic t and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the random surfer probability as defined
in original PageRank algorithm.
Information diffusion. Beyond these previous assumptions, some works de-
fine influence as the ability to spread information through the social network.
Retweet count is proposed in this context as a basic metric for information diffu-
sion (Kwak et al., 2010). Obviously, PageRank score computed on the retweet
social network Duan et al. (2010) may be used instead to identify mutually
retweeted microbloggers.
From another perspective of view, Bakshy et al. (2011) propose to investigate
the propagation of “seed” URLs in the microblogging network. An influencer
is thus highlighted if he introduces a new URL that has been subsequently re-
posted by other users either by means of retweets or through regular tweets.
To illustrate that, let A and B be two microbloggers with microblogger B is
following microblogger A. We assume that microblogger A has influenced mi-
croblogger B if A has published, at time t, a URL that was reposted later, at
time t+ǫ, by microblogger B. In spite of retweet count that focuses on retweets,
this approach investigates also information diffusion within regular tweets. We
notice that access to followership data is compulsory to perform this approach.
Nevertheless, this is not always available due to privacy and scalability issues.
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Conversational. Influence microblogging network is interpreted as the capabil-
ity to initiate conversations and engage audience (Cha et al., 2010). Accordingly,
the influence of user is measured by the number of received mentions. Experi-
mental results shows that most mentioned users correspond to celebrities (Cha
et al., 2010). These users receive much attention in the social network. In order
to measure the mention impact, Pal and Counts (2011) propose to consider the
number of outgoing mentions (M1), the number of mentioned users (M2), the
number of received mentions (M1) and the number of mentioning users (M4).
The mention impact MI is defined by the next equation:
MI =M3 · log(M4)−M1 · log(M2) (4.15)
To evaluate the conversional activities of a microblogger typically the ability to
receive comments on his tweets, Pal and Counts (2011) propose to measure the
non-chat signal CS of the microblogger as defined next:
CS =
OT1
OT1 + CT1
+ λ
CT1− CT2
CT1 + 1
(4.16)
With OT1 is the number of original tweets, CT1 is the number of conversational
tweets, CT2 is the number of conversational tweets initiated by the microblog-
ger and λ is tuning parameter. Setting λ to large values enables to highlight
microbloggers with intensive social interactions.
Some work address microblog influence as a composite property of microblog
actors that combines several features. Cha et al. (2010) define influence as the
combination of microblogger popularity (Indegree influence), information diffu-
sion (Retweet influence) and the ability to engage other people in conversation
(Mention influence). Pal and Counts (2011) define influence as the combination
of topical signal (TS), signal strength (SS), non-chat signal (CS), retweet impact
(RI), mention impact (MI), information diffusion (ID) and Network score (NS).
These features are combined using probabilistic clustering model.
4.5 TREC Microblog track
TREC Microblog is an evaluation campaign for microblog retrieval organized
annually since 2011 in conjunction with TREC workshop. The goal of this
track is the join research community that interest in microblogs and design an
evaluation protocol to microblog retrieval systems. TREC Microblog includes
a main adhoc task, known as real-time adhoc search, and a second filtering
track introduced in 2012. Both tasks are based on tweet2011 corpus. This
dataset includes about 16 million tweets published over 16 days (January, 17th
- February, 2nd 2011). The dataset is built based on public Twitter Stream API
which provides a representative sample of 1% of the tweet stream.
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The goal of real-time ad-hoc search task is to find most relevant tweets and also
the most recent tweets for a query q given a date. For this purpose, a set of
time-stamped topics are determined by track organizers. 2011 queries dataset
include 49 topics while 2011 topic dataset include 60 queries. A sample topic
is represented in figure 4.9. Query time represents the time where the query
is submitted and querytweettime corresponds to the identifier of the last tweet
submitted before the query which is helpful to filter tweets instead of comparing
date.
<top>
<num>MB01</num>
<t i t l e >Wael Ghonim</ t i t l e >
<querytime>25th February 2011 04 : 00 : 00 +0000</querytime>
<querytweettime >3857291841983981</ querytweettime>
</top>
Figure 4.9: TREC Microblog topic sample
The relevance judgments are constructed from top 30 results of submitted sys-
tems. In Microblog 2012 track, the pool depth was extended to top 100 results
of each system. A group of NIST assessors has assed tweets and assigned a
gradual relevance between −2 and 2 (−2: Spam; 0: Not Relevant, 1: Mini-
mally Relevant, 2: Highly Relevant). During relevance judgment, only tweets
in English are analyzed while retweets are automatically considered irrelevant.
To respect the time constraint, no source of information posterior to the query
may be used including tweets in the collection published after the date of the
query. The final classification results are established in the reverse chronological
order unlike other TREC tasks that classify documents according to their score.
In 2011, results are evaluated based on the precision at rank 30 (P@30). Mean
average precision MAP is used as non official measure for a deep analysis of
submitted run. These measures were replaced in 201 with P@30 ranked by
score and the ROC curve (Fawcett, 2006).
Even though this task has received a lot of success in terms of number of par-
ticipants (largest TREC task), some revision need to be applied on the corpus
and evaluations measures. For 2013 edition, the organizers plan to release a new
corpus which covers two months of Twitter stream (about 260 million tweets)
and also to transform this track into a service oriented task where the dataset
is accessible via a search API and retrieval processes are conducted online.
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Conclusion
We presented in this chapter main social approaches for microblog retrieval.
In particular, we discussed the search motivations and the relevance factors
of microblog search task and we gave an overview of proposed models in this
context. Moreover, we focused on the problem of microblogger ranking and
we presented the main approaches for identifying key microblogs in the social
network, namely network influencers. Finally, we presented in this chapter the
TREC microblog Track.
In accordance to the main subjects discussed in this chapter, namely microblog-
gers ad microblog ranking, we will propose in chapter 6 et 7 two social models
for ranking tweets and microbloggers in microblogging social network.
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Part II
Ranking social relevance in
information networks
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Chapter 5
A social information model
for flexible literature access
5.1 Introduction
Information retrieval within bibliographic resources differs from other applica-
tion domains by a specific information need of users who require a high sci-
entific quality of retrieved documents. As a consequence, scientific indexers
and academic digital libraries have addressed one common issue: evaluating the
scientific quality of bibliographic resources. To tackle this problem, literature
retrieval approaches have integrated scientific impact metrics as a key feature
for ranking retrieval results.
In a boarder context, documents and authors are inseparable entities and may
represent each other. The quality of a document indicates thus the quality
of related authors and vice versa. Based on this idea, recent approaches in
literature retrieval addressed the social network of bibliographic resources and
evaluated their quality by exploiting the social importance of the corresponding
authors. Co-authorship networks are commonly used in this area of research
to represent the social context of bibliographic resources (Yan and Ding, 2009;
Mutschke, 2003).
With the introduction of scholarly social bookmarking services, the importance
of scientific documents is not only inferred from their production context but
also using the social consuming context. As illustrated in figure 5.1, the social
network of bibliographic resources involves several entities that interact in the
social producing and consuming contexts. In addition to documents, these en-
tities include information producers (e.g. authors), information consumers (e.g.
users, annotators) and social annotations (e.g., tags, rating, reviews). Accord-
ingly, the importance of the scientific publications is estimated based on related
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entities particularly the social importance of related actors (Amer-Yahia et al.,
2007).
Information
consumers
Information
producers
Documents
Social
annotations
Figure 5.1: Social producing and consuming context
With this in mind and inspired by the work of Kirsch et al. (2006) and Mutschke
(2003) representing bibliographic resources with social networks, we introduce a
social information retrieval model for literature access that evaluates the social
relevance of scientific publications. For this aim, we propose to combine the
topical relevance of documents and the social importance of respective authors
and annotators in the social network. The two main issues addressed here are
the modeling of bibliographic social networks and to the evaluation of document
relevance based on the position of respective actors in the social network. In the
contrast of closely related works (Kirsch et al., 2006; Mutschke, 2003; Kirchhoff
et al., 2008), our model presents the following features:
– Estimating document relevance by the combination of the topical relevance
and the social importance of related actors in the social network. In contrast
of (Kirsch et al., 2006) using a product function for combing topical and social
scores, we propose to combine the topical relevance and the social importance
of authors using a linear combination;
– Including citations links as social interactions between authors of scientific
papers unlike work of Kirsch et al. (2006) and Mutschke (2003) which only
use co-author relationships for modeling the social network of authors.
– Defining a weighting model for edges connecting social entities to evaluate
influence, knowledge transfer and shared interest between authors in the con-
trast of approaches in (Kirchhoff et al., 2008) and (Mutschke, 2003) using
basically a binary network model.
Regarding our previous work (Ben Jabeur et al., 2010; Ben Jabeur and Tamine,
2010), new contributions presented here are:
– Taking into account the joint authors network and the network of annotators
in the calculation of the overall relevance of the documents;
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– A new measure of the social importance of the authors and annotators of
bibliographic resources, based on the quantification of their expertise;
– An experimental evaluation based on a new standard corpus, namely Cite-
Data (Harpale et al., 2010) which available to the scientific community since
2012.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we introduce the literature
information network then we define the qualitative and the quantitative models
of authors’ social network as well as users’ social network. Then, we present the
global approach for combining topical and social relevance. Afterward, we will
focus on the evolution of the social importance of scientific authors. Finally, we
conduct a series of experiments based on CiteData corpus in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of our model.
5.2 Literature information network
An information network is a graph-based representation of information units
as well as dependency, structural and semantic relationships between them.
Likewise, a social network is a graph-based representation of individuals and
possible social relationships between them. By integrating both representations,
the social information network provides a unified network model that represents
data (information units), actors (individuals) and their mutual interactions
Citation network is a common representation of literature’s information net-
work. It represents documents with reference relationships. The bipartite graph
of tags and articles is another example of information network in a scholarly
social bookmarking environment. As discussed in section 3.1, authors of biblio-
graphic resources are represented using several social network models typically
co-authorship and author citation network. In this work, we propose to combine
all these network models in order to represent actors and data in interaction with
bibliographic resources during the producing and consuming processes. In par-
ticular, we model bibliographic resources based on authorship, citation and so-
cial bookmarking. The proposed social information network includes two types
of data entities namely documents and tags and two types of actors including
authors and social bookmarking users.
Based on graph notation, the social information of bibliographic resources is
represented by a graph G = (V,E). The set of nodes V = A∪U ∪D∪T denotes
actors and information entities including authors A, social bookmarking users
U , documentsD and tags T . The set of edges E ⊆ V ×V represents the different
relationships between entities. The main relationships of the social information
network of bibliographic resources are identified next:
– Authorship: connects an author ai ∈ A with his authored document dj ∈ D.
– Reference: connects a document di ∈ D with its referenced documents.
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– Co-authorship: connects two authors ai, aj ∈ A having produced one com-
mon document at least.
– Citation: connects two authors ai, aj ∈ A if author aj cites ai at least once
through his documents.
– Bookmarking: connects user ui ∈ U and his bookmarked document dj ∈ D.
– Annotation: connects document di ∈ D with tag tj ∈ T assigned at least
once to describe its content.
– Tagging: connects user ui ∈ U and tag tj ∈ T since he uses it at least once
to bookmark a document.
– Friendship: connects users ui, uj ∈ U if either they have a direct personal
relationship or they join the same group.
Figure 5.2 illustrates an example of social information network. We note that
network nodes and relationships are explicit and immediately available through
literature and social bookmarking databases without further extraction process.
Co-authorship
Author
User
Document
Tag
Citation
Authorship
Reference
Bookmarking
Tagging
Annotation
Friendship
Figure 5.2: The social information network of bibliographic ressources
5.3 The Social network model
In order to evaluate the social relevance of a document we define two sub-social
networks that represent authors and users. The two social networks models
describe the social producing context and the social consuming context of bib-
liographic resources.
5.3.1 The social network of authors
The scientific publication process is characterized with two main aspects: collab-
oration and knowledge transfer. In particular, collaboration is realized through
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the co-publication of scientific research. Co-authorship ties reflect in this context
the collaboration structure within the scientific community. Knowledge transfer
is realized through citation practices where referenced articles have introduced
valuable findings that inspire authors in their work. In order to represent col-
laboration and knowledge transfer, we propose to model the social network with
co-authorships and citation relationships. We present in what follows the qual-
itative and quantitative components of the social retrieval model.
5.3.1.1 The qualitative model component
The social network of authors is represented by a directed and weighted multi-
graph GA = (A,E) where the set of nodes A represent authors and the set
of edges E ⊆ A × A represents the social relationships between them, namely
co-authorship and citation.
Co-authorship is basically a collegial relationship that equally connects each
couple of co-authors ai and aj having co-published at least one common article.
In order to transform this undirected association into a directed relationship,
two reciprocal edges (ai, aj) ∈ E and (aj , ai) ∈ E are created between each
couple of co-authors ai and aj in the social network.
Citation is an implicate relationship primarily defined on articles and trans-
mitted to authors by means of authorship associations. Accordingly, a citation
relationship is defined from author ai to aj if ai cites in his publications an
article authored by aj .
We notice that a couple of authors may be connected with different types of
edges at the same time particularly if an author cites one of his co-authors.
Unlike simple graph, this property is supported by multi-graphs model of the
social network where parallel edges are allowed between the same pair of source
and target.
5.3.1.2 The quantitative model component
As stated above, the social network of authors includes different types of re-
lationships. Although these social relations are represented alike in a social
network, they express different semantic. We propose to assign representative
weights to each type of relationship with regard to their importance.
Co-authorship expresses similarly and a shared interest between authors. These
properties are reinforced as authors collaborate with several co-authors in com-
mon. Accordingly, we propose to weight the network edges according to the
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social relationship type.
w(i, j) =
Co(i, j)
Co(i)
(5.1)
Where Co(i, j) is the number of common co-authors of ai and aj . Co(i) is
the number of co-authors of ai. We notice that edges (ai, aj) and (aj , ai) have
different weights in respect of co-author number.
Citation relationship expresses knowledge transfer between authors. As an
author often cites articles of a particular one, he would be influenced by his
work and discuss related topics. Accordingly, we propose to weight citation
edges based in respect of citation number as defined next:
w(i, j) =
Ci(i, j)
Ci(i)
(5.2)
where Ci(i, j) is the number of times ai cites aj and Cii is the number of
citations expressed by ai.
5.3.2 The social network of users
The social network of users is represented by a directed and weighted graph
GU = (A,E) where the set of nodes U represents social bookmarking users and
the set of edges E ⊆ U × U represents friendship between them.
Once friendship feature are not often available in scholarly bookmarking service,
we propose to infer these relationships from group membership and co-tagging
activities.
The interest of been subscribed to a bookmarking group is to be notified about
the recent tagging activities in some predefined topic. Hence, users of the same
group implicitly claim shared interest with each other. Let G be the set of
a social bookmarking groups. Two users ui and uj are called friends if they
join at least one common group gi ∈ G, in another word, ui, uj ∈ gi. In
this case, two symmetric edges with equal weights are defined between the two
microbloggers (ui, uj) ∈ E and (uj , ui) ∈ E. Friendships weights w(i, j) and
w(j, i) are assigned respectively to (ui, uj) and (uj , ui) as defined next:
w(i, j) = w(j, i) = 1 (5.3)
Besides group membership, user friendship could be inferred from co-tagging
activities. Let Tui and Tuj respectively be the set of papers tagged by user ui
and the set of papers tagged by user uj . Users ui and uj are called friends if both
of them have tagged at least one common paper, in another word, Tui∩Tuj 6= ∅.
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Friendship weights are defined in this case with respect to edge direction as
defined next:
w(i, j) =
|Tui ∩ Tuj |
|Tui |
(5.4)
We notice that friendship weight w(i, j) is set to 1 if ui and uj are subscribed
to the same group regardless of their co-tagging activities.
5.4 Social importance of authors and users
In order to evaluate the social importance of scientific authors and users of
scholarly bookmarking networks, we propose a new algorithm called SoRank
that identifies important actors in bibliographic social networks. In particular,
SoRank is a PageRank like algorithm that considers, in addition to the social
network structure, the expertise of actors on a particular topic. In order to
estimate the expertise of an actor on a particular topic, represented in our case
by a query q, we first compute the relevance score of each document using the
language model (Hiemstra, 2001).
P (dj |q) =
∑
ti∈q
log

1 + λtfti,dj
∑
t
cft
(1− λ)cfti
∑
t
tft,dj

 (5.5)
An expertise score is then assigned to each actor as the sum of relevance scores
P (dj , q) of related documents D(ri). To compute an expertise score in the range
of [0, 1], actor’s score is normalized by the division by the sum of relevance score
of all documents as follows.
w(ri) =
∑
dj∈D(ri)
P (dj |q)∑
dk∈C
P (dk|q)
(5.6)
where D(ri) corresponds to the set of published documents in the case of author
social network and to the set of the tagged documents in the case of user social
network structure. C represents the document collection.
The expertise of actors represents the probability of selecting a random actor
having a query q. On the other hand, the probability to move from an actor
to another one depends on the structure of the social network. Accordingly, a
social importance score is assigned to each actor in the social network as defined
next.
SoRankt(ri, q) =
(1− d)w(ri)∑
r
P (r|q)
+ d
∑
rk∈P(rk)
w(rk, rs)
SoRankt−1(rk)
|S (rk)|
(5.7)
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where d ∈ [0, 1] is a damping factor as similar to PageRank algorithm, P(rk) the
set predecessors of node rk and S (rk) the set successors of node rk. Relationship
weight w(rk, rs) is computed according to the type of the social relationship as
defined previously in section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.
SoRank is applicable on the social network of authors and the social network
of users. It helps to identify authoritative experts in the social network. These
actors correspond to authoritative authors in the social network collaborating
and cited by experts authors too. Likewise, important actors in the user social
network correspond to central users in the social network endorsed by similar
actors.
SoRank propagates expertise scores of the network actors through incoming
edges with respect of the relationship weights. This process is repeated iter-
atively until ranking convergence. For each iteration, scores are normalized
by division by the sum of all the nodes. The detailed descriptions of SoRank
algorithm is presented next.
Algorithm 1: SoRank
t←− 0
foreach ui ∈ U do SoRankt(ri, q) = 0 ; // initialization
repeat
foreach ri ∈ R do
SoRankt(ri, q) =
(1−d)w(ri)∑
r
w(r)
+ d
∑
rk∈P(rs)
w(rk, rs)
SoRankt−1(rk)
|S (rk)|
end
foreach ri ∈ R do SoRankt(ui) =
SoRankt(ui)∑
r
SoRankt(r)
t←− t+ 1
until convergence
Convergence is assumed whenever node ranking remains the same for two con-
secutive iterations.
∀r ∈ R, Rankt(r) = Rankt−1(r) (5.8)
where Rankt(r) and Rankt−1(r) correspond to the rank of node r at iterations
t and t− 1, respectively.
By setting expertise score wr = 1 for all the actors in the network, SoRank
produces a topical-independent rankings of actors. In this case, SoRank is
assimilated to a weighted version of PageRank.
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5.5 Combining topical and social relevance
In order to enhance the retrieval process within social bibliographic resources,
we propose to combine the social network structure into the ranking process in-
volved during document retrieval process. For this aim, we propose a modular
approach for social information retrieval that combines (a) the topical relevance
and (b) the social relevance of related actors as illustrated in figure 5.3. The
topical relevance is based on the similarity between query and document. The
social relevance depends on the position of related actors in the social network,
typically on the expertise and the authority of actors and users as defined previ-
ously by SoRank algorithm. By combining topical and social relevance factors,
retrieval process identify high quality of documents discussing the query topic
and also in relation with important actors in the social network.
Documents
Topical
Relevance
Social
Relevance
Social Networks
Global Relevance
Combine
Figure 5.3: A modular approach for Social Information Retrieval
The social information retrieval model for literature access estimates for each
document d a global relevance score Rel(d, q,G) that considers the query q,
the document q as well as the social network of related actors G. In fact,
the Rel(d, q,G) combines two relevance features namely the topical relevance,
represented by RSV (q, d) and the social relevance S(d, qG). A relevance score
is computed for each feature then computed as follows:
Rel(d,Q,G) = αRSV (d,Q) + (1− α)Sd(d,Q,G) (5.9)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is a tuning parameter that balances between the topical rele-
vance and the social relevance of documents. By setting α to 1, only the topical
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relevance score is considered. In this case, Rel(d, q,G) produces similar rank-
ings as RSV (d, q). With α = 0, only the social relevance S = (d, q,G) is taken
into account. In this case, documents are ranked based on the social relevance
of related actors. The α parameter depends on the user needs, search task and
query topic sensibility. We conduct in section 5.6 empirical experiments in or-
der to select appropriate values of α for ad-hoc search task within bibliographic
resources. We notice that topical and social scores are normalized as defined
next.
f(si) =
si −min(s)
max(s)−min(s)
(5.10)
wheremin(s) andmax(s) are minimum and maximum values for each relevance
feature score.
We detail in what follows topical relevance and social relevance involved in our
model.
5.5.1 Topical relevance
The topical relevance determines the topical overlap between the query and the
document. This is estimated through term occurrence in query and documents
as defined by traditional information retrieval models. In this context, proba-
bilistic model Okapi BM25 (Robertson et al., 1995) model is used to compute
a topical relevance score for each document.
RSV (d, q) =
n∑
i=1
IDF (qi)
f(qi, d)(k1 + 1)
f(q1, d) + k1.(1− b+ b
|d|
avgdl )
(5.11)
where f(qi, d) denotes the frequency of term qi in document d, |d| represents
the document length and avgdl the average document length in the collection.
Inverse document frequency of query term qi is computed as follows:
IDF (qi) = log
N − n(qi) + 0.5
n(qi) + 0.5
(5.12)
with N is the collection size and n(qi) represents the number of documents
containing query term qi.
Other traditional retrieval models can be used instead of the Okapie BM25 to
estimate the topical relevance of documents. Meanwhile, the used model may
impact the result effectiveness as results set are built from retrieval results then
ranked by combining the initial topical relevance with the social relevance score.
5.5.2 Social relevance
The social relevance score determines the social importance of related actors
in the social network. Although a social relevance score S(d, q,G) is assigned
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to each document, this score is computed for each related actor. However, a
document may be related to many actors from the same type typically several co-
authors or different users that have tagged the document. To handle this issue,
an aggregated social score of related actors is computed by combining authors
and users social score that better express the social relevance of documents in
the social producing and consuming context.
The social relevance score is computed by aggregating expert authority scores
as expressed by SoRank algorithm introduced in section 5.4. In particular, a
document social score is computed as the sum of SoRank scores of related actors
A (ri) as defined by the next equation.
S′(d, q,G) =
∑
ri∈A (ri)
SoRank(ri, q) (5.13)
where A (ri) correspond to the set of document co-authors in the case of author
social network and to the set of the social bookmarking users that have tagged
the document in the case of user social network.
In practice, two social relevance scores S(d, q,GA) and S(d, q,GU ) are computed
to each document considering the social network of authors and the network of
users. Both score reflect the social relevance of the document but in different
social contexts. A final score is then concluded by selecting the maximum score
using CombMax operator. Accordingly, documents receive a high relevance score
if either corresponding authors or users are important in the social network. The
social relevance score of a document is defined by:
Sd(d, q,G) = CombMax (S
′(d, q,GA), S
′(d, q,GU )) (5.14)
Obviously, other combination operators can be used to selected target social
network typically the sum of both social importance scores and a weighted sum.
CombMax operator leverages however the social importance score for recently
paper that have not yet enough time to be cited but tagged by different users.
5.6 Experimental results
In order to validate our social information model for literature access, we con-
duct a series of experiments on a dataset of scientific publications including
about 78000 articles. In particular, we evaluate the impact of social network
features for ranking literature in an ad-hoc retrieval task. As users of this infor-
mation retrieval task are interested in topically relevant articles but also related
to important actors in the social network, these experiments study both rele-
vance factors of literature ranking and retrieval namely the topical relevance
and the social relevance. The main goals of these experiments are:
– Study the impact of the social network structure in particular the social
network of authors and scholarly bookmarking users.
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– Compare the effectiveness of scientific impact and social network measures
for ranking literature.
– Evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of our social retrieval model.
5.6.1 Experimental setup
In order to evaluate an ad-hoc retrieval task over literature data, we used in our
experiments the multifaceted dataset of scientific articles CiteData (Harpale
et al., 2010). The available distribution of the dataset includes titles, abstracts
and citation network of about 81000 articles but no authorship and social book-
marking data. We collected missed information from recent CiteSeerX and
CiteULike dumps. We present in what follows a detailed description of the
collected dataset, evaluation measures and the compared literature retrieval
models.
5.6.1.1 Article and query dataset
CiteData is a test collection for personalized information retrieval including
81432 academic articles extracted from CiteSeerX and CiteULike repositories.
Articles in the dataset cover mainly 11 topics in computer science research field.
Table 5.1 and figure 5.4 present the list of topics and respective distributions
in the dataset. In addition to articles, CiteData includes 9 search tasks with
an average of 5 queries per task defined by domain experts. An example of
CiteData search task is presented in table 5.2. About 1936 documents on average
were annotated by the same experts in order to identify relevant documents to
their need. As we are interested in ad-hoc retrieval task, queries are treated
independently. Only relevance annotations for the considered queries are used to
evaluate ad-hoc results regardless of search preferences and expert annotations
within the same search task.
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Figure 5.4: Topic distribution of the CiteData dataset (Harpale et al., 2010)
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ID Topic
1 Computer Programming
2 Machine Learning and AI
3 Networking and Security
4 Computer Architecture
5 Agents and Applications
6 Computer Theory
7 Databases
8 Human Computer Interaction
9 Digital Libraries
10 Web and Information
11 Natural Language Processing
12 Other research areas in Computer Science
Table 5.1: List of available categories in the CiteULike dataset (Harpale et al.,
2010)
UserID network03
Task Information Network Security
Task Statement Access control is the process in which a
request to a data resource or service is mediated to
determine whether the access should be granted or
denied...
Query1 role based access control
Query2 work flow access control
Query3 authorization delegation
Query4 distributed access control
Query5 XML access control
Table 5.2: Search Task “Information Network Security” (Harpale et al., 2010)
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The public available distribution of CiteData includes only titles, abstracts and
citation network of articles. In order to perform our social information retrieval
model over this dataset, we collected missed data about authors and bookmark-
ing users from CiteSeerX and CiteUlike datasets. We notice that corresponding
CiteSeerX records are extracted by exact title matching. CiteUlike dataset pro-
vides however article DOI for efficient matching to other dataset namely Cite-
SeerX. Table 5.3 presents the size of each source dataset and overlap coefficient
between them.
Citedata CiteSeerX CiteUlike
Citedata 81432 (1.00) 78805 (0.97) 17558 (0.22)
CiteSeerX 78805 (0.97) 1471578 (1.00) 35710 (0.02)
CiteUlike 17558 (0.22) 35710 (0.02) 54230805 (1.00)
Table 5.3: Citedata, CiteSeerX and CiteUlike overlap
The extracted datasets contain 78805 articles with 17558 tagged articles. The
number of identified entities and relationships of the social information network
is presented in table 5.4. As source collection does not provide unique identifiers
for authors, we apply an exact matching on authors’ names in order to extract
the publication of each author.
Entities Social relationships
Articles 130354 Authorship 377444 Bookmarking 33305
Authors 107745 Co-authorship 593195 Tagging 45020
Tags 13821 Citation 11379829 Annotation 58877
Users 1394 Reference 1401503 Friendship 7808
Table 5.4: Social information networks statistics
5.6.1.2 Evaluation measures
Users of ad-hoc retrieval task are mainly interested in top results. Close of half
of them examine only the top 20 documents before making a decision (Spink
et al., 2001). Thus, P@20 is used in these experiments as the primary measure
for evaluating the retrieval effectiveness of the proposed model. P@20 evaluates
the ability of a retrieval model to return relevant documents on the top of 20
results. Moreover, Mean Average Precision (MAP) is used as the second measure
to compare the overall precision of the retrieval models.
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5.6.1.3 Compared models
We compare in these experiments different models that belong to different in-
formation retrieval approaches. Table 5.5 describes the compared models and
presents corresponding notations.
BM25 Probabilistic model Okapi BM25 (Robertson et al., 1995)
HiemLM Language model for information retrieval (Hiemstra, 2001)
Cit Citation index
Exp-Cit Expected citation count (equation 3.15)
h-Index H-index of related author (Hirsch, 2005)
PR PageRank score of article in citation network
PR-CO Author PageRank in co-authorship network
PR-Cit Author PageRank in citation network
Kirsh Product of topical and author PageRank scores (Kirsch et al.,
2006)
SoRank Our social information retrieval model
SoRank-A Our model where only author social network is considered
SoRank-U Our model where only user social network is considered
Table 5.5: Compared models for literature retrieval
5.6.2 Impact of the social network configuration on the
retrieval effectiveness
In order to study the impact of network configurations on the retrieval effective-
ness, we conduct here a comparative study on different author social networks
topologies. We investigate the network extraction process as well as the type of
integrated relationships.
The social network of CiteData corpus includes about 590000 co-authorships and
11 million citation relationships as previously shown in table 5.4. Accordingly,
citations are 19 times more dense than co-authorships. Both networks follow
however power-law distribution as show in figure 5.5.
Table 5.6 shows P@20 and MAP values obtained by ranking articles using only
PageRank scores of respective authors. Rows determine the social relationships
considered in the social network. Columns correspond to the implemented social
network extraction method. The full social network includes all the authors in
the corpus. A static PageRank score is assigned to each article regardless to the
query. In the case of top authors network, the social network is build over the
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Figure 5.5: Relationship distributions in the author social network
top 100 articles in the result set ranked by topical score as discussed in section
5.5.1.
Full network Top authors
P@20 MAP P@20 MAP
Co-authorhips 0.230 0.108 0.314 0.127
Citation 0.246 0.112 0.316 0.139
Co-authorhips & Citation 0.254 0.121 0.332 0.144
Table 5.6: P@20 and MAP of PageRank with different network configurations
From table 5.6 we notice that for both full network and top author social net-
work, citation relationships show better results rather than co-authorships. The
combination of the two relationships leads to better P@20 and MAP values for
both network sizes. As a result, citation relationships may express better the
social importance of scientific researchers in the social network compared to
co-authorships.
A considerable improvement is obtained in the case of top author network com-
pared to the full social network of authors. In particular, a change of 30% of
P@20 is ensured by Co-authorship & Citation configuration with top author
network in comparison to full author network. This is explained by the fact
that considering only authors from top results prevent from topical drift.
5.6.3 Evaluation of author’s social importance
We compare our SoRank-A model with several baselines that rank scientific
papers according to their scientific impact (Cit,Exp-Cit,PR) or the scientific im-
pact of related authors (h-index,PR-Cit,PR-Co). The goal of these experiments
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is to evaluate the social-network based measures to traditional scientific impact
measures. As shown in the previous experiments in table 5.6, considering all the
results for ranking is not helpful as re-ranking approaches may suffer from topic
drift. In view of that, a ranking threshold is applied on the top 100 documents
returned by the topical baseline, namely BM25. This setting is maintained for
the rest of experiments.
P@20 MAP
Cit 0.262 44% 0.124 50%
Exp-Cit 0.246 54% 0.107 73%
PR 0.230 64% 0.107 73%
h-Index 0.262 44% 0.124 49%
PR-Cit 0.274 38% 0.112 65%
PR-CO 0.230 64% 0.108 72%
SoRank-A 0.378 0.186
Table 5.7: Effectiveness of social networks measures and scientific impact mea-
sures
Comparison to scientific impact based metrics in table 5.7 shows that our
SoRank-A ensures an improvement of 38% to 64% for P@20 measure and ensure
an improvement of 49% to 73% for MAP measure.
Among article-based impact metrics, namely citation index (Cit), expected ci-
tation ( Exp-Cit) and article PageRank (PR), results show better performances
by Cit model. In fact, these 3 models use citation links between articles as a
basic feature to estimate the scientific impact of papers. Comparing, PR model
to PR-Cit model which is a close related model that considers instead the ci-
tation network between authors, we notice that PR-Cit shows better results.
Accordingly, author-based impact metrics may express better the relevance of
articles rather than to article-based impact metrics.
In comparison to author-based impact metrics, typically social-network based
metrics such as PR-Co and PR-Cit computed on author co-authorship network
and author citation network, respectively. We note that PR-Cit shows better
results as presented in the previous experiments. Our SoRank-A model presents
however a considerable improvement for both evaluation measures. This is
explained by the fact that our PageRank ranking algorithms consider in addition
to the structure of the author social network their topical relevance as well.
This expresses the expertise of the authors as discussed in section 5.4. Relevant
authors may thus show a high social importance along with an expertise on the
query topic.
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5.6.4 Significance of author social network and user social
network
In order to study the significance of both author social network and user social
network and their ability to express the social relevance of scientific publica-
tions, we compare here SoRank-A and SoRank-U of our model that respectively
consider the social network of authors and the social network of users in schol-
arly social bookmarking networks. Before discussing the performances of each
model, we first proceed for α parameter tuning, presented in equation 5.9.
Linear combination parameter α helps to adjust importance of topical feature
and social feature of our model. With α = 0, documents are ranked using
only the social feature, namely the social importance of either related author or
users. Conversely, α = 1 corresponds to the topical component of our model,
namely BM25 model used in this case to retrieve candidate articles. Figure 5.6
presents the impact of α parameter for both measures P@20 and MAP.
P@20 MAP
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Figure 5.6: Tuning α parameter
Although α parameter do not have a considerable effect on SoRank-U, its impact
on P@20 andMAP is more visible with SoRank-A. Both curves show peaks that
exceed respective values obtained α = 0 and α = 1 that respectively correspond
to the social component and the topical component of our model. We conclude
that combining the topical relevance and the social importance of documents
improves the retrieval process.
Best values of P@20 and MAP are achieved between α = 0.7 and α = 0.8.
We conclude thus that the relevance of scientific papers depends primarily on
the topical relevance. However, retrieval performances may be improved by
considering the social importance of authors and users.
Figure 5.7 presents P@20 and MAP values obtained at α = 0.7 and α = 0.8
for SoRank-U, SoRank-A and SoRank. The SoRank model combines in fact the
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social importance score of the two social networks of users and authors detailed
in equation 5.14. For both evaluation measures, SoRank-A configuration shows
better results than SoRank-U. The social network of authors expresses therefore
the social importance of scientific publications compared to the social network
of users. Meanwhile, this could be explained by the proportion of tagged docu-
ments in the dataset that represent only 22% of documents as shown previously
in table 5.3.
SoRank-U SoRank-A SoRank
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Figure 5.7: Effectiveness of author social network and user social network
Besides, results obtained by SoRank overpasses SoRank-U and SoRank-A. In
particular, an improvement of 13% is obtained in comparison to SoRank-U for
P@20 and an improvement of 4% is obtained in comparison to SoRank-A for
MAP measure. This confirms our motivation for combining the two social net-
works of authors and users. In fact, the social importance of documents is
defined by both social producing and social contexts. The two social contexts
may mutually enhance each other.
5.6.5 Retrieval effectiveness
We compare in table 5.8 P@20 and MAP results obtained by our social model
SoRank and the different baselines presented in table 5.5. Improvement of our
SoRank is presented next to P@20 and MAP values. First, we note that our
SoRank model overpasses all the baselines with significant results.
SoRank overpasses traditional information retrieval models with an improve-
ment of 18% compared to BM25 baseline and an improvement of 19% compared
to HiemLM for P@30. This approves that our approach of combining the so-
cial relevance and the topical relevance enhances literature retrieval. We notice
that the two baselines present the most competitive results to SoRank. This
ca be explained by the fact that our model rely on the two models to compute
the topical relevance of articles (i.e.BM25 ) and the expertise of authors (i.e.
HiemLM ).
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P@20 MAP
BM25 0.394 18% ** 0.211 18% **
HiemLM 0.388 19% ** 0.2064 20% **
Cit 0.262 77% *** 0.124 100% ***
Expt-Cit 0.246 88% *** 0.107 132% ***
PR 0.23 101% *** 0.107 132% ***
h-Index 0.262 77% *** 0.124 100% ***
PR-CO 0.23 101% *** 0.108 130% ***
PR-Cit 0.274 69% *** 0.1121 121% ***
Kirsh 0.244 90% *** 0.1074 131% ***
SoRank 0.463 0.248
Table 5.8: Comparing the retrieval effectiveness (*: t.test < 0.05 ; * * * :
t.test < 0.001)
As we can see, SoRank presents better results compared to scientific impact
measures that focuses on both articles (CIT,Expt-CIT,PR) and authors (h-
index,PR-CO,PR-Cit). In comparison to results in table 5.7 where only the
authors social importance is considered (SoRank-A), in other words α = 0, we
note a considerable improvement after α tuning. At this level, the relevance of
articles is computed by combining topical and social features. This confirms, on
the first hand, the interest of combining the two features for literature ranking
as shown before with α tuning experiments. On the other hand, we conclude
that the importance of authors and users may better express the social relevance
in the context of bibliographic resources.
Comparing our model to the Kirsch’s model which is based on a social network
approach, we note an improvement of 90%. In contrast of Kirsch’s model that
uses co-authorship and combine relevance as the product of the social and topical
relevant, our model uses a weighted co-authorship and citation network and
combines scores with linear function. Thus, citation links, weighting network,
and combining function have a considerable impact on the retrieval effectiveness.
5.7 Conclusion
We proposed in this chapter a social model for literature access that combines
the topical relevance of scientific articles and the social importance of respec-
tive of authors and annotators. In particular, we propose to model authors
with co-authorships and citation links. A weighting schema is attributed to
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each social relationship in accordance to its type to express the shared interest,
influence and knowledge transfer between authors. Users of scholarly book-
marking network are modeled with a social network where relationships are
extracted from friendship and co-tagging activities. In order to evaluate the
social importance of author, and similarity of bookmarking users, we propose a
link analysis algorithm, named “SoRank”. Inspired by PageRank, our SoRank
algorithm identifies authoritative actors in the social network while taking into
account their expertise on the query topic.
We conduct a series of experiments on CiteData dataset. Experimental results
show the interest of integrating citation link and co-authors in the social net-
work of authors. In addition, we note the that social network build using authors
of top articles with regard to the topic lead to more effective results with im-
provement of 30% compared to the entire social network of all authors. Our
SoRank algorithm overpasses scientific impact metrics with an improvement of
44% compared to Citation Index and h-index. Compared to Citation PageR-
ank and co-authorship PageRank, our model realize an improvement of 64%.
Finally, we note that our model ensure a significant improvement of about 19%
compared traditional information retrieval approaches and improvement of 90%
compared to the Kirsch’s which also propose the topical relevance of scientific
paper with the social importance of authors.
Our global approach of combing the topical relevance and the social relevance
could be applied for more application domains. In our paper (Ben Jabeur et al.,
2011) we have extended this approach for microblogs retrieval.
In future work, we plan to extend social network of bibliographic resources
with more entities involved in the scientific publication process. We plan also
to integrate more social relevance features such as the publication date and
the social distance between the person who submit the query and document’s
authors.
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Chapter 6
Active microbloggers :
Identifying influencers,
leaders and discussers in
microblogging networks
Introdcution
Microblogging services have emerged from a messaging application to news me-
dia (Phelan et al., 2009) and an open area for opinion expression (Jansen et al.,
2009). With about 400 million1 tweet published every day on Twitter, accessing
to relevant messages that communicate fresh news and discuss interesting top-
ics, becomes a challenging task. Users are overwhelmed by the huge quantity
of useless, ambiguous, redundant and incredible posts. Ranking microblogs by
chronological order is no longer appropriate for a better microblogging experi-
ence. Accordingly, and with respect to the following principle of microblogging
networks where users are accessing to information through persons they follow,
some researchs (Nagmoti et al., 2010; Das Sarma et al., 2010) have investigated
the importance of microbloggers as a first step to access to interesting microblog
posts. Tweet ranking problem is therefore viewed as microbloggers ranking task.
Ranking microbloggers consist of identifying important actors in the social net-
work for a particular topic. This problem is defined by a ranking function
R(ui,S, G) that attributes a social importance score to each microblogger ui
in the social network G given a topic S. This score evaluates the importance
of a microblogger according to his position in the network. In the context
1https://blog.twitter.com/2013/celebrating-twitter7
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of microblogs, previous works have addressed popularity (Duan et al., 2010),
authority (Pal and Counts, 2011) and influence (Cha et al., 2010) as basic prop-
erties for important microbloggers. With the expansion of online communities,
new types of microbloggers are attracting more attention thanks to their contri-
butions and interactions in the social network. These microbloggers are called
active and correspond to influencers as well as leaders and discussers.
Influencers are actors who are able to largely spread an information through the
network. Leaders have the ability to motivate people and stimulate a community
movement. Finally, discussers initiate valuable discussions around interesting
topics. Besides influencers, leaders and discussers have not been yet investigated
as key actors in microblogging networks. Meanwhile, some research on tradi-
tional blogs has addressed similar properties. In order to discover leaders, some
works have focused on propagation patterns in the social network (Goyal et al.,
2008). Discussers have been addressed in (Nakajima et al., 2006) as network
agitators who simulate discussion in blog threads.
We are interested in this chapter in identifying active microbloggers and we
propose a social network model that represents microbloggers using the social
interactions between them such as following, retweeting and mentioning rela-
tionships. Moreover, we propose three different link analysis algorithms that
highlight network influencers, leaders and discussers, respectively InfRank, Lead-
Rank and DiscussRank. Our approach (Ben Jabeur et al., 2012b) is different
from previous related work in at least two respects:
– We model the social network of microbloggers using a weighted multigraph
that integrates followerships, retweets and mentions in the contrast of previ-
ous approaches using one or more binary social graphs (Kwak et al., 2010;
Weng et al., 2010).
– We investigate influencers, leaders and discussers as key microbloggers un-
like previous works focusing on popularity, authority and influence (Nagmoti
et al., 2010; Kwak et al., 2010; Pal and Counts, 2011; Cha et al., 2010; Weng
et al., 2010).
We introduce next the microblog information network then we describe the
topology of the microblogger social network model. After that, we focus on ac-
tive microblogger and we present ranking algorithms for identifying influencers,
leaders and discussers in the social network. Finally we conduct a series of ex-
periments on microblogging data in order to evaluate the performances of our
ranking algorithms.
6.1 Microblogs information networks
The social information network of microblogs represents mutual interactions be-
tween actors and data. Network actors are represented by microbloggers. They
play the role of information consumers and information producers. Network
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data are mainly represented by microblogs. As shown in figure 6.1, there are
three types of microblogs distinguished by functionality ad well as by Twit-
ter user interface namely regular tweets, simply refered by tweets, replies and
retweets. Replies are expendable to a conversion tree. Retweets are credited
to the original author. Both replies and retweets inherit properties of regular
tweets. In addition to tweets, network data include hashtags and Web resources.
Although these entities are part of the tweet content, they are distinguished from
the rest of tweet text by their syntax. Hashtags are preceded by # symbol. Web
resources are represented by respective URLs.
Microblogger Tweet
@
Reply Retweet
Hashtag Web resource
Following Publishing
Replying
Mentioning Favorite
Retweeting
SharingTagging
@
1
2 3
4
5
Figure 6.1: The social information network of Twitter
Microblog actors and data are connected with different types of relationships.
We distinguish in figure 6.1 six types of relationships which are explicitly men-
tioned in Twitter. These relationships are classified into four categories accord-
ing to the types of the involved entities:
Actor-to-Actor: represented by followership relationships.
Actor-to-Data: include publishing and favorite relationships.
Data-to-Data: include retweeting, replying, tagging and sharing relationships.
Data-to-Actor represented by mentioning relationships.
The above social relationships are explicitly defined in Twitter data. There are
available through Twitter API2. For instance, “followers/ids”, “friends/ids” and
“favorites/list” methods return the list of followers and followings and followers
of a microblogger. API method “statuses/show” returns a structured descrip-
tion of the tweet including reference to retweeted status (retweeted_status.id),
2https://dev.twitter.com/
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replied tweet (in_reply_to_status_id), mentions (entities. user_mentions),
hashtags (entities.hashtags), urls (entities.urls), etc.
6.2 Microblogs social network
Based on the above social information network, we extract the social network
that represents microbloggers and social relationships between them. In par-
ticular, the social network of microbloggers includes three types of relation-
ships, namely, following, retweeting and mentioning relationships. Besides fol-
lowing relationships explicitly defined by microbloggers themselves, retweeting
and mentioning relationships are inferred from respective links that connects
tweets. We discuss in what follows the topology of social network of microblog-
gers and we define weight schemas on each type of the social relationship.
6.2.1 Network topology
We propose to represent the social network of microbloggers using a directed,
labeled and weighted multigraph G := (U,E,ΣE , ℓE , w) where:
– U is the set of microblogger nodes;
– E = U ×U is the set of edges denoting relationships between microbloggers;
– ΣE = {f, r,m} is the alphabet of edge labels with f , r and m respectively
following, retweeting and mentioning associations;
– ℓE : E → ΣE associates to each edge a label;
– w : E → R associates to each edge a weight.
Unlike simple graphs, modeling social networks with multigraph allows to de-
fine multiple edges between network nodes. Microbloggers could be therefore
connected with several social relationships simultaneously. Up to one edge from
every relationship type may however defined between a couple of microbloggers.
∀ui, uj ∈ U, r ∈ ΣE |{e : (ui, uj) ∈ E, ℓE(e) = r}| ≤ 1 (6.1)
To avoid loops in the graph, typically when a microblogger mentions himself
or reply to one of his previous tweets, edges pointing to the same node are
discarded for the soical network.
∀(ui, uj) ∈ E ui 6= uj (6.2)
For each microblogger ui and relationship type l, the set of node successors
O(ui, l) and the set of nodes predecessors I(ui, r) are defined by:
– O : P(U) associates to each microblogger ui ∈ U the set of successor nodes
with connecting edges are labeled by l ∈ ΣE ,
– I : P(U) associates to each microblogger ui ∈ U the set of predecessor nodes
with connecting edges are labeled by l ∈ ΣE .
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6.2.2 Relationship weights
Let T (ui) be the set of tweets of microblogger ui, R+(ui) be the set of tweets
retweeted by ui and M+(ui) be the set of tweets where ui mentions another
user. R+(ui) and M+(ui) are subsets of T (ui). Conversely, let R−(ui) be the
set of tweets of ui retweeted by other users and M−(ui) be the set of tweets
where ui has been mentioned. A weight is assigned to each following, retweeting
and mentioning relationshipss as detailed next.
Following relationship: A followership edge e : (ui, uj), with ℓE(e) = f , is
defined from a microblogger ui ∈ U to a microblogger uj ∈ U if the first
microblogger follows the second one. This relationship shows the interest
of ui in the followed microblogger uj . In order to quantify interest, we in-
vestigate reinforced followership between microbloggers, in other words, the
number of intermediary nodes between them. This estimates the probability
that the microblogger still receive the followed one’s tweets even though re-
spective followership is broken. The followership association is weighted as
the proportion of intermediary nodes between microblogger over the social
network. For convenience, we consider in addition to edge source ui, direct
intermediary nodes from first fellowship level only. Followership weight is
defined by:
wf (ui, uj) =
|O(ui, f) ∩ (I(uj , f) ∪ {ui})|
|O(ui, f)|
(6.3)
Retweeting relationship: A retweet edge e : (ui, uj), with ℓE(e) = r, is de-
fined from a microblogger ui ∈ U to a microblogger uj ∈ U if there exists
at least one tweet of uj retweeted by ui. Retweeting relationships reflect
information diffusion and influence between microbloggers. This relationship
would be as much reliable as microblogger ui retweets tweets of microblogger
uj . Retweet exclusivity reflects however influence to respective microblogger
compared to other retweeted ones. Accordingly, we propose to weight retweet-
ing relationships with respect to overall tweets published by uj . Retweeting
weight is defined by:
wr(ui, uj) =
|T (uj) ∩R−(ui)|
|T (ui)|
(6.4)
Mentioning relationship: A mentioning edge e : (ui, uj), with ℓE(e) = m, is
defined from a microblogger ui ∈ U to a microblogger uj ∈ U if there exists
at least one tweet of ui mentioning uj . Mentioning relationships reflect infor-
mation exchange and communication between microbloggers. A microblogger
ui would thus communicate as much information to a microblogger uj as the
second is mentioned in his tweets. On the other hand, mentioning a partic-
ular user rather than anyone else confirms focused communication between
microbloggers. In view of that, we propose to weight mentioning relation-
ships respectively to exclusive mentions between microbloggers. Weight on
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mentioning edges is defined by:
wm(ui, uj) =
|M+(ui) ∩M−(uj)|
|M+(ui)|
(6.5)
Figure 6.2 illustrates a graph representation of the microblogger social network
extracted from the information social network in figure 6.1. Edge weights are
computed with respect to relationship types.
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Figure 6.2: The social network of microbloggers.
6.3 Identifying active microbloggers
Based on the above social network model we define in this section the network
properties of active microbloggers, typically influencers, leaders and discussers.
A corresponding algorithm is proposed to identify each type of microbloggers.
6.3.1 Influencers
Influence in psychology is the process of changing of someone’s emotion, opin-
ion and behavior in accordance with the person who exercises influence (Raven,
1964). In the context of social networking environments, this change affects
the networking activities of individuals. In fact, users my reproduce or discuss
outstanding content from influential actors. Information carried by the original
content is therefore diffused through the social network. According to this, net-
work influencers are determined by their capacity to spread information through
the social network.
Definition 10 Influencers are active actors who have the ability to spread in-
formation and inspire other people in the network.
The fact that information diffusion is an implicit indicator of its accuracy, in-
fluencers are therefore characterized with a high credibility. This gives more
chance to their posts to interest other users in the network. In the context
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of microblog networks, information spread is realized through retweet practice.
However, the popularity of the microblogger contributes also to this process as it
ensures a large visibility to the microblogger, and thus, gives more opportunity
to his tweets to be diffused.
The popularity of a microblogger is defined by proportion of followed users over
the social network. A popularity score is computed for each microblogger ui as
follows.
P(ui) =
|I(ui, f)|
|U |
(6.6)
The influence of a microblogger is awarded by the number of retweets that he
generates. However, this indicator quantifies influence at local level and do not
study the entire social networks. On the other hand, microblogger influence is
affirmed if he involves in retweets many microbloggers who, in their turn, have
been retweeted frequently. This property remembers the principle of authority
pages in the Web graph.
Inspired by the PageRank algorithm (Page et al., 1999), we propose to rank
microbloggers by their mutual influence. In particular, we introduce a novel
link analysis algorithm, called InfRank, that identifies authoritative microblog-
gers in the retweet network. Accordingly, good influencers are determined by
microbloggers who have been retweeted by good influencers too. Microbloggers
are assimilated here to Web pages while retweeting relationships are equivalent
to hyperlinks in the Web graph. The detailed description of Infrank is given in
algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: InfRank
k ←− 0
foreach ui ∈ U do Infk(ui) = P(ui); // initialization
repeat
k ←− k + 1
foreach ui ∈ U do
Infk(ui) = (1− d)P(ui) + d×
∑
uj∈I(ui,r)
wr(uj , ui)
Infk−1(uj)
O(uj ,r)
end
foreach ui ∈ U do Infk(ui) =
Infk(ui)∑
∀uj∈U
Infk(uj)
; // normalization
until convergence // microblogger ranks never change
InfRank defines microblogger’s influence by two random walk probabilities. The
first random walk probability is interpreted as the likelihood to randomly se-
lect a microblogger. This probability is computed based on the microblogger’s
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popularity as detailed in equation 6.6. The second random walk probability
defines the likelihood of jumping from one microblogger to another by means of
retweeting relationships. This probability is computed with respect of weights
wr(ui, uj) defined on retweeting relationships as presented in equation 6.4. In
particular, an influence score Inf(uk) is computed for each microblogger ui
using the next formula.
Infk(ui) = (1− d)P(ui) + d×
∑
uj∈I(ui,r)
wr(uj , ui)
Infk−1(uj)
O(uj , r)
(6.7)
where k is the iteration index, d is dumping factor as defined PageRank algo-
rithm that privileged either microblogger popularity or structural influence in
social networks. I(ui, r) and O(ui, r) represent, respectively, retweeting prede-
cessors and retweeting successors of microblogger ui,.
In other words, InfRank computes microblogger’s influence by propagating their
popularity score through retweet edges. A microblogger accumulates so the pop-
ularity of other microbloggers who already have retweeted him. InfRank score
is normalized at each iteration by the sum of InfRank scores of all microbloggers
in the social network.
Infk(ui) =
Infk(ui)∑
uj∈U
Infk(uj)
(6.8)
InfRank is computed iteratively until ranking convergence. This state is as-
sumed whenever microblogger ranking remains the same for n consecutive iter-
ations. For computation convenience, a minimum iteration number p and max-
imum iteration number q must be verified. Ranking convergence is achieved if
the next condition is satisfied.
∀ui ∈ U, Rank
k(ui) = Rank
k−1(ui) = . . . = Rank
k−n(ui) (6.9)
where k ∈ [p, q], n < p and Rankk(ui) is the rank of ui at iteration k.
6.3.2 Leaders
Leadership is defined is psychology as a group activity where a person enlists the
support from his community in order to accomplish a common goal (Chemers,
1997). In the context of microblogging networks, the intended goal is to shed
light on a particular topic, usually an event or a cause, and engage a large
number of people in the debate. In view of that initiative, leaders are determined
by their capacity to create movements in the social network.
Definition 11 Leaders are innovative actors, who take initiative, engage people
and create movements in the a social network toward the introduced topic.
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In comparison to influencers, leaders have the ability to introduce new topics
that evolve into public trends influencing a large number of microbloggers. Their
tweets are likely to be retweeted and receive a lot of replies. In order to mobilize
a large public, leaders must be characterized with high attraction which is rep-
resented be in fact by the size of their engaged community. This depends mainly
on the number of followers as the case of influencers as well as the number of
received retweets and replies. The attraction A(ui) of a microblogger leader is
defined by the proportion of following, retweeting and mentioning users over the
social network.
A(ui) =
|I(ui, f) ∪ I(ui, r) ∪ I(ui,m)|
|U |
(6.10)
The more a microblogger is followed, retweeted and mentioned by the others,
the largest community he influences and mobilizes to reach a common goal. In
accordance with the number of attracted users, a microblogger would acquire a
high leadership potential. Meanwhile, leaders may engage other leaders too in
order to increase his attraction. The more a microblogger is followed, retweeted
and mentioned by the others, the largest community he influences and mobilizes
to reach a common goal. In accordance with the number of attracted users, a
microblogger would acquire a high leadership potential. Meanwhile, leaders may
engage other leaders too in order to increase his attraction.
Based on the idea of the mutual leadership enhancement, we propose a PageR-
ank-like algorithm, named LeadRank, that identifies enhanced leaders in the
social network. Besides InfRank algorithm computed on the social network
of retweets, LeadRank considers both retweeting and mentioning relationships.
The detailed description of LeadRank is presented in algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: LeadRank
k ←− 0
foreach ui ∈ U do Ldrk(ui) = A(ui) ; // initialization
repeat
k ←− k + 1
foreach ui ∈ U do
Ldrk(ui) = (1− d)A(ui) + d×[ ∑
uj∈I(ui,r)
wr(uj , ui)
Ldrk−1(uj)
O(uj ,r)
×
∑
uj∈I(ui,m)
wm(uj , ui)
Ldrk−1(uj)
O(uj ,m)
]
end
foreach ui ∈ U do Ldrk(ui) =
Ldrk(ui)∑
∀uj∈U
Ldrk(uj)
; // normalization
until convergence // microblogger ranks never change
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LeadRank represents the leaderships of a micrcroblogger using two random
walk probabilities. The first random walk probability is interpreted as the like-
lihood to randomly select a microblogger. This probability is computed based
on the microblogger’s attraction A(ui) as detailed in equation 6.10. The second
random walk probability defines the likelihood of jumping from one microblogger
to another by means of retweeting and mentioning relationships. This proba-
bility is computed with respect of weights wr(ui, uj) and wm(ui, uj) defined
on retweeting and mentioning relationships as presented respectively in equa-
tions 6.4 and 6.5. LeadRank computes a leadership score Ldr(uk) for each
microblogger ui as follows.
Ldrk(ui) = (1− d)A(ui) + d
×
∑
uj∈I(ui,r)
wr(uj , ui)
Ldrk−1(uj)
O(uj , r)
×
∑
uj∈I(ui,m)
wm(uj , ui)
Ldrk−1(uj)
O(uj ,m)
(6.11)
where k is the iteration index. d is dumping factor as defined PageRank algo-
rithm. I(ui, r), O(ui, r), I(ui,m) and O(ui,m) represent, respectively, retweet-
ing predecessors, retweeting successors, mentioning predecessors and mentioning
successors.
LeadRank estimates the leadership of microbloggers by propagating their at-
traction weights through incoming retweets and mentions. In particular, the
leadership score is computed as the product of two sums. The first sum ac-
cumulates the leadership scores of retweeting microbloggers. It estimates the
influence of the microblogger. The second sum is conducted over the leadership
scores of mentioning users. It highlights engagement over the mobilized com-
munity. Multiplying the two sums ensures both properties of leaders, namely
influence and community mobilization. Replacing the product by a simple sum
ends either to influencers or authoritative microbloggers in mentioning social
networks.
Similarity to InfRank, the leadership score Ldrk(ui) is normalized by division by
the sum of all leadership scores. Once again, algorithm convergence is assumed
when node ranking remains stable for n consecutive iterations as presented in
equation 6.9
6.3.3 Discussers
Discussers are in boarder context are persons who take up in conversation or
in a debate. They conduct a close examination of a subject with interchange
of opinions. This is insured in microblog networks by means of replies and
mentions. Besides the messaging purpose, microblog discussers have the ability
to initiate interesting conversations.
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Definition 12 Discussers are interactive actors who initiate valuable conver-
sations around an outstanding content in a social network.
Tweet published by a discusser may interest other users in the microblogging
network since it enriches the original post with further details, fresh updates
and even rectification for wrong information. As they track valuable tweets
to discuss, following a discusser may be helpful to get acknowledged with the
interesting tweets and debates. The importance of a discusser is defined by the
number his interlocutors, namely motioned and motioning microbloggers. This
reflects the conversational interactions he has established. The conversational
interaction of C(ui) a microblogger is computed so as the proportion of motioned
and motioning users of the social network.
C(ui) =
|I(ui,m) ∪ O(ui,m)|
|U |
(6.12)
Microbloggers already in interaction with many interlocutors are potential can-
didates of network discussers. The reciprocal interaction between discussers
increases their chance to be good discussers. Accordingly, we propose a link
analysis algorithm, called DiscussRank, that highlights mutually connected dis-
cussers in social network. DiscussRank is a modified version of PageRank al-
gorithm computed on the mentioning network which takes into account the
incoming and outgoing edges. The detailed description of DiscussRank is given
in algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: DiscussRank
k ←− 0
foreach ui ∈ U do Desck(ui) = C(ui) ; // initialization
repeat
k ←− k + 1
foreach ui ∈ U do
Desck(ui) = (1− d)C(ui) + d×[ ∑
uj∈I(ui,m)
wm(uj , ui)
Desck−1(uj)
O(uj ,m)
×
∑
uj∈O(ui,m)
wm(ui, uj)
Desck−1(uj)
I(uj ,m)
]
end
foreach ui ∈ U do Desck(ui) =
Desck(ui)∑
∀uj∈U
Desck(uj)
; // normalization
until convergence // microblogger ranks never change
DiscussRank estimates the importance of discussers using two random walk
probabilities. The first random walk probability is interpreted as the likelihood
to randomly select a microblogger. This probability is computed based on the
conversational interaction C(ui) defined in equation 6.12. The second random
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walk probability defines the likelihood of jumping from one microblogger to an-
other by means of mentioning relationships. This probability is computed with
respect of weights wm(ui, uj) defined on retweeting relationships as presented
in equation 6.5. A discusser score Desc(ui) is computed iteratively for each
microblogger ui using the next formula.
Desck(ui) = (1− d)C(ui) + d
×
∑
uj∈I(ui,m)
wm(uj , ui)
Desck−1(uj)
O(uj ,m)
×
∑
uj∈O(ui,m)
wm(ui, uj)
Desck−1(uj)
I(uj ,m)
(6.13)
Where k is the iteration index, d is the random walk parameter. I(ui,m)
and O(ui,m) represent, respectively, mentioning predecessors and mentioning
processors of microblogger ui,.
DiscussRank algorithm propagates iteratively discusser scores via incoming and
outgoing mentioning edges. The product of the two sums of mentioned and men-
tioning microblogger scores is maximized if the discusser is, at the same time,
mention and been mentioned by many microbloggers. Accordingly, Discuss-
Rank identifies simultaneous authorities and hubs nodes in the social network.
Similarity to previous algorithms, discusser score Desck(ui) is normalized by
division by the sum of all leadership scores. Once again, algorithm convergence
is assumed when node ranking remains stable for n consecutive iterations as
presented in equation 6.9.
6.4 Experimental evaluation
We conduct a series of experiments on microblog data in order to study the
performances of our three ranking algorithms: InfRank, LeadRank and Discuss-
Rank. The main goals of these experiments are to examine the ranking process
of these algorithms and evaluate their effectiveness for indentifying interesting
microbloggers in the social network. We present in what follows the evaluation
protocol and then we discuss results and findings.
6.4.1 Experimental setup
In order to indentify active users in microblog networks, we carry out a user
study on a tweet corpus from TREC 2011 Microblog dataset. We build for this
aim a topic dataset from major events in the corpus and we involve regular
twitter users in order to rate the ranking results of our proposed algorithms and
compared baselines.
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6.4.1.1 Tweet corpus.
We used in these experiments the TREC 2011 Microblog dataset Tweets2011.
This corpus is crawled over 16 days from January, 23rd to February, 8th, 2011.
Further details about Tweets2011 corpus and TREC 2011 Microblog track are
discussed in section 4.5. Tweets2011 corpus includes about 16 million tweets
and over 5 million microbloggers with approximately 3 tweets per user. Table
6.1 presents general statistics of microblog entities in the corpus.
Tweets 16 141 812 Microbloggers 5 356 432
Retweets 1 128 179 Hashtags 2 466 654
Mentions 7 193 656 URLs 2 769 955
Table 6.1: Tweets2011 statistics
6.4.1.2 Topic dataset.
We are interested in these experiments in microblogger search task. This task
aims to identify key microbloggers with regard to a particular topic. Unlike
TREC Microblog real-time search task that ranks relevant tweets to a user
query, microblogger search task deals with microbloggers instead of tweets. To
perform this task, we defined 3 topics from main events that inspired microblog-
gers during the corpus period. We retrieve from the corpus all tweets that con-
tain at least on term of the query topic. We build afterward the microblogger
social network from extracted tweets. Table 6.2 lists proposed topics as well as
statistics about tweets, microbloggers, followership, retweeting and mentioning
relationships. We note that tweets2011 corpus does not include followership
information. We crawled this data using Twitter API.
# Topic Tweets Users Follow. Ret. Men.
1 NFL Super Bowl 55 225 52 082 41 695 951 23 674
2 Egypt’s Tahrir Square protests 53 047 36 571 154 628 27 712 12 976
3 State of the Union address 21 986 20 068 15 673 541 221
Mean 43 419 36 240 70 665 9 735 12 290
Table 6.2: Topic dataset statistics
6.4.1.3 Baselines.
We compare our proposed algorithms to the next 3 baselines:
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– followers baseline ranks microbloggers by respective number of followers.
This indicator reflects the polarity of the microblogger in the social network.
– f-pagerank baseline ranks microbloggers according to their authority. It com-
putes a PageRank score on followership network (Kwak et al., 2010).
– r-pagerank baseline ranks microbloggers according to their influence. It com-
putes a PageRank score on the retweeting social network (Duan et al., 2010).
6.4.1.4 Results assessment.
Inspired by the evaluation protocol proposed by Pal and Counts (2011), we
asked 2 regular Twitter users (a1 and a2) to rate the interestingness of 360 mi-
crobloggers from the top 20 results returned by each algorithm and baseline.
In addition to classic topical relevance, microblogger interestingness takes into
account microblogging practices (e.g., appropriate use of hashtags, mentions,
etc), tweet quality (e.g., language, style, attitude etc) and the microblog profile
(e.g., description, prestige, etc). A rate between 0 and 2 is assigned to each mi-
croblogger in accordance to his interestingness: (0 Not interesting; 1 Minimally
interesting; 2 Highly interesting).
In order to study the impact of the social context on microblogger rating, typi-
cally this evaluation is conducted in two steps.
– Anonymous evaluation AI: The interestingness of microbloggers is evaluated
in this step based only on their tweets. Microblogger information including
description, avatar and the number of followers are hidden. Furthermore,
profile name and tweets mentions are passed to encryption.
– Non-anonymous evaluation ¬AI: The interestingness of microbloggers is eval-
uated in this step based on both tweet content and microblogger profile. In
particular, microblogger name and tweet mentions are revealed. In addition,
microblogger description, avatar and the number of followers are displayed in
addition to tweets. In the case of retweets, we display the original author’s
name.
More realistic experience, annotation interface was designed similarly to Twitter
user interface. Figure 6.3 shows a screen capture of user rating for both non-
anonymous and anonymous evaluation.
Table 6.3 shows inter-annotator and inter-evaluation agreements measured by
Cohen’s κ coefficient. A moderate inter-annotator agreement of 0.573 are ob-
tained along the two evaluations processes. A slightly higher agreement is gen-
erated in the case of non-anonymous evaluation. On the other hand, a strong
agreement is shown between the two evaluation settings with a value of Cohen’s
κ equal to 0.709. This demonstrates the importance of topical relevance for
microblogger interestingness evaluation.
For the rest of experiments, a summarized interestingness rate is attributed
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ZTbznLhXHM @XhHJx
ZTbznLhXHM @XhHJx
ZTbznLhXHM @sXhHJx
Retweeted by ZTbznLhXHM
NFC West watch on Palmer - won a Heisman 
for Carroll @BIbV; wife is from San Francisco; 
Ariz's Whisenhunt familiar from AFC North days.
Can't help but be impressed with Mark Sanchez
@XhHJx Sleep Mort, sleep! >> Senior Bowl... 
little sleep. Will fill you in tomorrow.
Tweets
0 - Not interesting 1 - Minimally interesting 2 - Highly interesting
(a) Anonymous evaluation
Chris Mortensen @mortreport
Chris Mortensen @mortreport
Shane Richardson @shaner021
Retweeted by Chris Mortensen
NFC West watch on Palmer - won a Heisman 
for Carroll @USC; wife is from San Francisco; 
Ariz's Whisenhunt familiar from AFC North days.
Can't help but be impressed with Mark Sanchez
@mortreport Sleep Mort, sleep! >> Senior 
Bowl... little sleep. Will fill you in tomorrow.
Tweets
0 - Not interesting 1 - Minimally interesting 2 - Highly interesting
Chris Mortensen
@mortreport
ESPN Senior NFL Analyst, 
Consultant for 
http://www.PlayNextLevel.com, 
@playnextlevel Avatar: son 
Alex, former Arkansas QB, 
putting ball in hands of D-Mac
Anywhere, USA · espn.com/nfl
17 780
TWEETS
1 613
FOLLOWINGS
1 154 335
FOLLOWERS
(b) Non-Anonymous evaluation
Figure 6.3: Anonymous evaluation versus Non-Anonymous evaluation
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to each microblogger as the rounded mean rate given by the 2 annotators
mean(a1, a2).
(a) Inter-annotator
a1 vs a2
AI 0.569
¬AI 0.577
AI & ¬AI 0.573
(b) Inter-evaluation
AI vs ¬AI
a1 0.730
a2 0.685
mean(a1, a2) 0.709
Table 6.3: Inter-annotator & inter-evaluation agreement (Cohen’s κ coefficient)
6.4.2 Ranking correlation
In order to measure the degree similarity between ranking algorithms, we present
in table 6.4 the Kendall’s τ coefficient for each pair of ranking models. Extreme
values of correlation coefficient show either total disagreement as τ = −1 or per-
fect agreement between ranking models with τ = 1. Nevertheless, two ranking
models are assumed independent if respective correlation coefficient is equal to
0. This is shown for example by followers rankings where τ value is always near
to 0. This baseline is therefore independent from all the compared models.
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
R1 followers 1.00 0.08 −0.02 0.07 0.08 −0.02
R2 f-pagerank 0.08 1.00 0.49 0.85 0.84 0.45
R3 r-pagerank −0.02 0.49 1.00 0.57 0.61 0.53
R4 InfRank 0.07 0.85 0.57 1.00 0.89 0.41
R5 LeadRank 0.08 0.84 0.61 0.89 1.00 0.41
R6 DiscussRank −0.02 0.45 0.53 0.41 0.41 1.00
Table 6.4: Rank correlation measured by Kendall’s τ coefficient
Even though f-pagerank, r-pagerank and DiscussRank use different types of net-
works, respectively, following network, retweet network and mention network,
they show, surprisingly, a fair agreement with correlation coefficient is close to
0.5. An inside look on ranking correlation over the top results in figure 6.4 shows
that the three algorithms present either low correlated or different rankings. In
fact, correlation coefficient value is explained due to the large number of mi-
crobloggers in rankings tail that were ranked similarly since they are involved
in no social relationship.
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Figure 6.4: Ranking correlation for topic 2
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A high agreement is shownon the first hand, between f-pagerank and InfRank,
and on the other hand between f-pagerank and LeadRank. A notable correlation
is also shown over the top 100 ranking as illustrated in figure 6.4. Although
InfRank and LeadRank do not exploit followership links, they take into account
the number of followers as an indicator of influence and leadership. It allows
to accomplish comparable performance to f-pagerank while keeping independent
rankings to followers model. This is advantageous once following social network
is too costly in terms of crawling and exploring.
Comparing the three proposed algorithms, InfRank and LeadRank show a con-
siderable agreement with the Kendall’s τ coefficient is equal to 0.89. This is ex-
plained by the fact that the two algorithms use similar features namely retweet-
ing relationships. This result confirms in fact the motivation behind the two
ranking models as both of them address the influence of microbloggers. Discuss-
Rank which addresses however another property of active microbloggers related
to their conversational activities, shows fair agreement to the two algorithms
with a correlation coefficient of 0.41.
6.4.3 Active microblogger precision
We study at this level the performances of our 3 ranking algorithms, in particu-
lar the ability to return interesting microbloggers in the top 5, 10 and 20 results.
Table 6.5 presents precisions P@5, P@10 and P@20 of microblogger interest-
ingness for both anonymous evaluation AI and non-anonymous ¬AI evaluation.
We note that LeadRank algorithm shows higher results for all the evaluation
settings and precisions. For P@10 and P@20 which are more significant preci-
sion is near to 0.6. InfRank shows close performances with P@10 = 0.53 and
P@20 = 0.47 for AI and P@10 = 0.43 and P@20 = 0.45 for ¬AI. These 2
algorithms seem therefore more accurate. Accordingly, influence based ranking
is more relevant for active microblogger rankings.
AI ¬AI
P@5 P@10 P@20 P@5 P@10 P@20
InfRank 0.47 0.53 0.47 0.47 0.53 0.45
LeadRank 0.73 0.60 0.57 0.80 0.63 0.57
DiscussRank 0.33 0.43 0.40 0.33 0.47 0.38
Table 6.5: Precision of active microbloggers algorithms
Table 6.6 lists the top 10 microbloggers returned by each ranking algorithm.
Unique microbloggers from each ranking are written in bold. We note that
some news providers, blogs, and celebrities are highly ranked such as @CNN
(news media), @nfl (sport league) and @rickyrozay (artist). We conclude so
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that real world popularity may enhance active microblogger position in the
social network. Furthermore, we note that the three algorithms present some
common microbloggers for the same topic such as @monaeltahawy (journalist)
in topic 2 or for many topics such as @Reuters (news agency) in topic 2 and
3. These microbloggers are characterized thus by an important social activity
allowing them to have a strategic position in the social network.
Topic Rank InfRank LeadRank DiscussRank
1
1 @Karo_Dita @KhloeKardashian @nfl
2 @vanessavillazon @nfl @Deeener
3 @KhloeKardashian @espn @BeliebersGirl
4 @CNN @CNN @KobaMyColored
5 @espn @rickyrozay @thelovatobrasil
6 @nfl @mortreport @FC_MyLife_LS
7 @rickyrozay @LMFAO @JhenneVieira
8 @mortreport @KREAYSHAWN @eternadrenalina
9 @LMFAO @iamwill @amand4__
10 @KREAYSHAWN @nflnetwork @bep
2
1 @AJEnglish @AJEnglish @monaeltahawy
2 @Reuters @Reuters @AJEnglish
3 @BreakingNews @BreakingNews @AymanM
4 @monaeltahawy @monaeltahawy @speak2tweet
5 @nytimes @SultanAlQassemi @SultanAlQassemi
6 @SultanAlQassemi @nytimes @bencnn
7 @bencnn @bencnn @alaa
8 @NickKristof @NickKristof @sharifkouddous
9 @AJELive @AymanM @CNN
10 @BBCWorld @AJELive @Dima_Khatib
3
1 @Mumiangel @Reuters @JenEngland
2 @qyrrrAE @TheEconomist @ilikesleep
3 @egothai @BBCWorld @SultanAlQassemi
4 @Reuters @AJELive @BBCWorld
5 @PaulMBaker @politico @StateDept
6 @TheEconomist @CBSNews @steffensmark
7 @SwapnilTalekar @StateDept @ABC
8 @nickymatonak @ABC @Dima_Khatib
9 @rocaral @UN @Elicoopter_mid
10 @sarahmeeks24 @SultanAlQassemi @HBCUDigest
Table 6.6: Top 3 microbloggers returned by InfRank, LeadRank and Discuss-
Rank
Regardless of their popularity, some microbloggers are ranked better than well
known microbloggers. For instance, InfRank ranks @PaulMBaker (researcher,
1K followers) before @TheEconomist (magazine, 3.3G followers) in topic 3.
This microblogger may however publish tweets that report own point of view
that subsequently influence other users. On the other hand, news media mi-
crobloggers dominate LeadRank rankings typically for topics 2 and 3 which
are news-based topics. Obviously, major news providers such as @Reuters and
@AJEnglish ( Middle East news channel) may act as leaders for new coverage
about the two events.
Regarding topic 2 in relation to pro-democracy movement, DiscussRank high-
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lights some notable microbloggers namely @speak2tweet, a communications ser-
vice developed by Google to help people reporting news as Internet was shut
down by Egyptian government. Another microblogger identified by DiscussRank
algorithm is @alaa, Egyptian activist and one of the important actors during
this massive movement. Both of microbloggers are characterized by intensive
communication activities with regards to this topic.
6.4.4 Comparison with related models
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithms, we compare in table
6.7 Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) values for baselines and
algorithms rankings and this for anonymous evaluation AI non-anonymous eval-
uation ¬AI. NDCG measure evaluates in fact ability of a model to rank relevant
results in accurate order, namely by decreasing relevance rates.
First, we notice that AI rating shows slightly different NDCG@10 and NDCG@20
values to ¬AI ratings . With the social context is revealed, annotators evaluate
stricter interestingness of microbloggers by considering profile data and social
interactions. In the case of AI evaluation, LeadRank presents highest NDCG@10
and NDCG@20 values with NDCG@10 = 0.15 and NDCG@20 = 0.24. Close
results are shown by followers model withNDCG@10 = 0.14 andNDCG@20 =
0.19. Other models are, however, less effective.
AI ¬AI
NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@20 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@20
followers 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.10 0.14 0.19
f-pagerank 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.10
r-pagerank 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.08
InfRank 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.06 0.13 0.18
LeadRank 0.11 0.15 0.24 0.14 0.18 0.27
DiscussRank 0.06 0.11 0.16 0.00 0.04 0.11
Table 6.7: Comparison of baseline effectiveness for AI and ¬AI evaluations
Considering ¬AI evaluation which is the more significant one in these experi-
ments, we note that InfRank and LeadRank algorithms present higher values.
We conclude that influence is a primordial property of active microbloggers.
Similar performances are shown by R-PageRank algorithm which investigates
also microblogger influence with different interpretations.
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Conclusion
We present in this chapter a microblog social network model represent mi-
crobloggers with different social interaction including followership, retweets and
mentions.
We proposed in this chapter a weighted social network model that represents
microbloggers and their mutual social interactions. Furthermore, we proposed
microblogging specific link-analysis algorithms that identify influencers, leaders
and discussers in the network. In particular, proposed InfRank, LeadRank and
DiscussRank algorithms compute a social score for each microblogger by propa-
gating weights through social network. Experiments on TREC 2011 Microblogs
show that LeadRank algorithm overpasses others algorithms and baselines.
In future work, we plan to evaluate our algorithms with additional approaches
in the literature. We also plan to integrate the proposed algorithms into a real-
time content discovering system that focuses on active microbloggers instead of
time-costly approaches analyzing all microblogs.
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Chapter 7
Featured tweet search:
Modeling time and social
influence for microblog
retrieval
Introduction
Microblogs are popular networking services that enable users to broadcast an in-
formation. Unlike news headlines which is generated by mass media, microblogs
address general topics that interest a large public as well as small communi-
ties and close social networks. In addition, microblogs enrich reported news
with valuable information. For instance, some particular events are covered in
real-time with instant updates and live photos from the event site. Moreover,
microblogs identify the exact source of information (author) and describe its
publishing context (time, geolocalisation, application, device, etc). Finally, mi-
croblogs extended the informative purpose of message broadcasting and enable
people to express their opinion about real world events.
With the variety of supported features, microblogging services emerge as a
promising tool to get acquainted with the latest news. However, seeking for
information over microblogging spaces becomes a challenging task due the in-
creasing amount of published information. In the case of Twitter microblogging
service, which is the focus of this work, about 400 million1 messages (called
“tweets”) are published every day. A part of these tweets are useless, ambigu-
ous, redundant or incredible (Sankaranarayanan et al., 2009). A new infor-
1https://blog.twitter.com/2013/celebrating-twitter7
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mation retrieval task is therefore created. Its main purpose is to search for
real-time information and to rank recent tweets. TREC 2011 Microblog track
(Ounis et al., 2011) defines tweet search as a real-time adhoc task where the
users are interested in most recent and relevant information. In the spite of
Web search, tweet search aims to find temporally relevant information, monitor
content and follow current events and people activities (Teevan et al., 2011).
Prior works addressing tweet search integrate a variety of textual features, mi-
croblogging features and social network features (Nagmoti et al., 2010; Duan
et al., 2010). These works consider that tweet relevance depends, on the one
hand, from the importance of corresponding authors in the social network and,
on the other hand, from the content quality such as URLs, mentions and hash-
tags. We investigate in this chapter different motivations behind tweet search,
namely topical, temporal and social motivations. We propose an integrated
Bayesian network model that considers:
– the number of query terms in the tweet as an indicator of topical overlap
between the query and the tweet;
– the social importance of the related microblogger as an indicator of tweet
credibility;
– the tweeting features such as hashtags, mentions, and URLs;
– the topic activity periods which corresponds to the joint events in the real
world.
Unlike related work, our model is characterized by the following features:
– Tweet relevance estimation is addressed using a Bayesian network model
that integrates all used features. Previous work uses clustering-based ap-
proaches or learning to rank methods to combine separated features (Sankara-
narayanan et al., 2009; Duan et al., 2010; Nagmoti et al., 2010).
– Microbloggers are represented with several relationships including follower-
ships, retweets and mentions in the contrast of the followers’ social network
used in (Kwak et al., 2010; Weng et al., 2010). Moreover, we consider only
the sub-network generated by retrieved tweets avoiding so the dominance of
some celebrities if the entire social network is considered (Duan et al., 2010).
– The time magnitude of a tweet is estimated from each term’s occurrence in
the temporal neighborhood in the contrast of work in (Grinev et al., 2009)
analyzing all tweets to locate activity burst periods of a specific topic.
In particular, we propose two topologies of Bayesian network models for tweet
search. The first model is based on inference networks (Ben Jabeur et al., 2012e).
The second model is based on belief networks (Ben Jabeur et al., 2012c,d). The
motivation behind the use of Bayesian network is that this family of models
supports the dependency between the integrated features. Tweet search is a
particular information retrieval task driven by a variety of topical, social and
temporal motivations that may mutually dependent. Bayesian network models
ensure the retrieval process even though some data is unavailable such as a
protected microblogger profile.
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We define in what follows common definitions and notations by the two Bayesian
network models for tweet search. Afterward, we focus on each tweet Bayesian
network model for tweet search and we detail network topology as well as the
query evaluation process. Finally we conduct a series of experiments using
TREC Microblog Track in order to validate our proposed models.
7.1 Definitions and notations
Term: let K be the set of terms. Each term ki ∈ K is associated to a random
variable ki ∈ {0, 1}. The event of “observing term ki” is noted ki = 1 or shortly
ki. The complement event that “ term ki is not observed”, is noted ki = 0 or
shortly k¯i . We notice that the same notation “ki” is used to represent term ki
as well as respective random variable ki.
Let p be the number of index terms. It exists 2p possible combinations of terms,
called term configurations. A configuration ~k, may represent a tweet or a query.
An index of 2 terms (k1, k2) presents for instance 22 = 4 possible configurations
represented by the next set:
C =
{
(k1, k2), (k1, k¯2), (k¯1, k2), (k¯1, k¯2)
}
(7.1)
Let ~k be a term configuration, we define c(~k) and on(ki,~k) as follows:
– c(~k) associates to a configuration ki, the set of positively instantiated terms.
– on(ki,~k) associates to a configuration ki, the value of corresponding random
variable ki. on(ki,~k) = 1 if term ki is positively instantiated in ~k. Conversely,
on(ki,~k) = 0 if term ki is not instantiated in ~k.
Considering for instance the configuration ~k = (k1, k¯2, k3). The set of positively
instantiated terms is defined by c(~k) = {k1, k3}. On the other hand, the values
of respective random variables are defined by on(k1,~k) = 1, on(k2,~k) = 0 and
on(k3,~k) = 1.
Tweet: Let T be the set of tweets. Each tweet tj ∈ T is associated to a random
variable tj ∈ {0, 1}. The event tj = 1 of “observing tweet tj” is noted tj . The
complement event tj = 0 is noted t¯j . A tweet tj is represented as a term
configuration tj = (k1, ..., ki, ..., kn) with ki is a random variable indicating if
either term ki is present in the tweet or not. Similarly to term notation, “‘tj”
is used to represent tweet tj as well as respective random variable tj .
tfki,tj indicates the frequency of term ki in tweet tj . If ki is present in tj ,
tfki,tj > 0. Otherwise, tfki,tj is set to 0. Tweet length tltj is defined by the
number of terms in tweet tj . In other words, tltj corresponds to the sum of
frequencies of tweet terms tltj =
∑
∀ki
tfki,tj .
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Query: In the same way as tweets, a query is represented as a term configu-
ration q = (k1, ..., ki, ..., kn) with ki a random variable indicating if either term
ki is present in the query. Let Q be a set of user queries. A query q ∈ Q is
associated to a random variable q ∈ {0, 1}. The event q = 1 of “observing query
q” is noted q. The complement event q = 0 is noted q¯.
Microblogger: Let U be the set of microbloggers. Each microblogger uf ∈ U
is represented by a random variable uf ∈ {0, 1}. The event uf = 1, shortly
written as uf , denotes “microblogger uf is observed”. uf = 0, noted u¯f , denotes
“microblogger uf is not observed”. The set of tweets published by microblogger
uf is defined by T (uf ).
As introduced in section 6.2 in the previous chapter, microbloggers social net-
work is represented by a multigraph G := (U,E,ΣE , ℓE , w) where the set of
edges E represents followership, retweeting and mentioning associations between
microbloggers. A social importance may be associated to each microblogger as
discussed previously.
Period: Let O be the set of periods. A period oe ∈ O corresponds to a time
window with a duration ∆t. Each period covers a temporal interval defined
by [θoe , θoe +∆t] with timestamp θoe defines the start time of period oe and
θoe + ∆t respective end time. A random variable oe ∈ {0, 1} is associated to
each period. The event oe = 1, noted oe, denotes “the period oe is selected”.
Conversely, oe = 0, noted o¯e, denotes “the period oe is not selected”.
We notice that successive periods can not be parallel or overlapped θoe+1 −
θoe >= ∆t. Furthermore, timestamps values are ranked in increasing order.
Accordingly, period oe with θoe = 1 is anterior to period oe+1 defined by θoe+1 =
2.
7.2 The Inference Bayesian network based model
for tweet search
We introduce in this section our Bayesian network model for tweet search. In
particular, this model integrates, within an inference Bayesian network, several
relevance features including text similarity measures, microblogger influence,
presence of hashtags and temporal magnitude. These features are modeled using
four types of nodes that represent queries, terms, tweets and microbloggers.
With regard to conditional probabilities that involve all these types of nodes, the
relevance of tweets is interpreted as a joint probability of observing both query
and tweets. For this aim, we will first describe the topology of the Bayesian
inference network for tweet search then we focus on the query evaluation process.
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7.2.1 Network topology
The Bayesian network for tweet search is represented by a graph G(X,E), where
nodes X = Q ∪K ∪ T ∪ U correspond to the set of random variables and the
set of edges E = X ×X represents conditional dependencies among them. Q,
K, T and U correspond, respectively, to the sets of queries, terms, tweets and
microbloggers nodes. The set of nodes and edges are defined in the following.
7.2.1.1 Information nodes
Inference network nodes represent random variables of the Bayesian model.
In accordance with random variable types, nodes are classified in homogenous
layers. Figure 7.1 shows partition of layers and interconnection between each
others.
u1
u2
S
t1
t2
t3
T
k1
k2
k3
K
q1
q2
Q
Figure 7.1: The inference Bayesian network model for tweet search
Inference Bayesian network model for tweet search consists on the four following
interposed layers:
Query layer Q: A user query q is associated to a random variable q ∈ Q and
respectively a query node q in query layer. These nodes represent the root of
inference the Bayesian network.
Terms layer K: A term ki is associated to a random variable ki ∈ K and
respectively a term node ki in terms layer. In practice, only terms from the
query are represented in terms layer. Other terms are assumed not effec-
tive for tweet relevance and subsequently ignored in the Bayesian network
structure. Terms layer is interposed between query layer and tweets’ layer.
Tweets layer T : A term ti is associated to a random variable tj ∈ T and
respectively a tweet node tj in tweets layer. Tweets represented in this layer
include at least one term from terms layer K. Other tweets are assumed
irrelevant to the query. Tweets layer is interposed between terms’ layer and
microbloggers’ layer.
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Microbloggers layer U : Amicroblogger uf is associated to a random variable
uf ∈ U and respectively a microblogger node uf in microbloggers’ layer. Only
microbloggers having published at least one tweet from the instantiated tweet
in tweets layer are considered. Nodes of microbloggers layer represent leaf
nodes of the Bayesian network model.
7.2.2 The information edges
Edges of the Bayesian network express conditional dependencies between ran-
dom variables. Three types of edges are identified in the inference network
model for tweet search.
Term to query: Edges connecting query q ∈ Q with all parent terms ki ∈ K
represent the chance of generating the query from connecting terms.
Tweet to term: A term ki is connected to parent tweets tj ∈ T where it is
present. Edges from tweets to terms show the chance of observing a particular
term in the tweet.
Microbloggers to tweet edges A tweet node ti ∈ T is connected to a one
parent node corresponding to the microblogger who has published tj . This
edge shows that the event of observing a tweet tj with regards to microblog-
ger uk. To avoid cycles in the graph, microbloggers are presumed mutually
independent.
7.2.3 Query evaluation
.
The relevance of tweet tj considering query q submitted at θq is assimilated to
the joint probability that both events tj = 1 and q = 1 occur. Accordingly, tweet
relevance is defined by probability P (q∧ tj |θq). In order to respect the temporal
constraint in tweet search, we filter all the tweets with corresponding date θtj is
posterior to query date θq. We set relevance probability to P (tj |q) = 0 for each
tweet tj where θtj > θq. For the rest of tweets, this probability is written as:
P (q ∧ tj) =
∑
~k
P (q|~k)P (~k|tj)P (tj) (7.2)
with ~k refers to query term configurations.
Assuming term independence, the probability of observing term configuration
~k having tweet tj is written as:
P (~k|tj) =
∏
∀i|on(i,~k)=1
P (ki|tj)×
∏
∀i|on(i,~k)=0
P (k¯i|tj) (7.3)
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Furthermore, the probability of observing tweet P (tj) depends on the respective
microblogger uk. Probability P (tj) is therefore computed as:
P (tj) = P (tj |uk)× P (uk) (7.4)
Substituting P (~k|tj) and P (tj) in equation 7.2, the relevance of a tweet tj with
regards to query q is finally computed as:
P (q ∧ tj) =
∑
~k
P (q|~k)× P (tj |uk)× P (uk)×

 ∏
∀i|on(i,~k)=1
P (ki|tj)×
∏
∀i|on(i,~k)=0
P (k¯i|tj)

 (7.5)
To deal with the query time, we propose to filter tweets with respect of query
time θq. Hence, posterior tweets are discarded from the result set. The relevance
probability of tweet tj with regard to query q submitted at time θq is therefore
computed as follows:
RSV (q, tj , θq) =
{
P (q ∧ tj), if θtj ≤ θq
0, otherwise
(7.6)
with θtj corresponds to the publishing time of tweet tj .
7.2.4 Probability estimation
We focus in what follows on the conditional probabilities introduced in equation
7.5 and we present corresponding computing formulas.
7.2.4.1 Computing probability P (q|~k)
The probability P (q|~k) of observing the query q having the parent configuration
~k helps to weight the different combinations of the query terms. We estimate
the probability of query q with m parent terms {k1, k2, . . . , km} as follows:
P (q|~k) = p1 × p2 × · · · × pm (7.7)
with pi = on(i,~k).
We notice that P (q|~k) > 0 only if all query terms are positively instantiated
in the query parent configuration ~k. This does not discard tweets containing
partial terms of the query but gives an absolute importance to the query parent
configuration where all the terms are instantiated.
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7.2.4.2 Computing probability P (ki|tj)
The probability P (ki|tj) of observing term ki in tweet tj depends, on the one
hand, on the term’s occurrence and on the other hand on the tweet’s properties.
This probability is computed using the term frequency F(ki, tj), the hashtag
presence H (ki, tj), the time magnitude T (ki, tj) and the tweet length L(tj). We
notice that F(ki, tj) and H (ki, tj) address the term’s occurrence while L(tj) and
F(ki, tj) address the tweet’s properties. The probability P (ki|tj) is defined by:
P (ki|tj) = (1− µ)F(ki, tj) H (ki, tj) + µ T (ki, tj) L(tj) (7.8)
P (k¯i|tj) = 1− P (ki|tj) (7.9)
with µ ∈ [0..1] is a smoothing parameter and the closer µ is to 0, a higher
importance is given to term’s appearance rather than the tweet’s properties.
We note that in the case where the term is not present, a default probability is
assigned to the tweet depending on its length and time magnitude.
Functions introduced in equation 7.8 compute a relevance probability for each
feature. These functions are detailed in what follows.
Term frequency F(ki, tj). Due to the limited tweet length, a given term is
almost used once in the same tweet. Repeating the term will emphasize it
but don’t attribute it an absolute highlight compared to other terms naturally
occurring once. We propose so to substitute the common tf measure with a
graduated function F(ki, tj) that maps high frequencies into a small interval as
follows:
F(ki, tj)
{ tfki,tj−β
tfki,tj
, if ki is present in tj
0, otherwise
(7.10)
with β ∈ [0..1] and tfki,tj is the frequency of term ki in tweet tj .
Hashtag score H (ki, tj). Marking term ki with a hashtag #ki would put a
highlight on it and increases its importance compared to the other terms in the
tweet. We propose a hashtag function H (ki, tj) that leverages the importance
of the terms as follows:
H (ki, tj)
{
1− htf#ki,tj
, if #ki is present in tj
h, otherwise
(7.11)
with h ∈ [0..0.5] is the default hashtag score and tf#ki,tj is the frequency of the
hashtag #ki in tweet tj . We note in equation 7.11 that H (ki, dj) ≥ (1 − b) if
the hashtag #ki occurs a least once in tweet tj .
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Time magnitude T(ki, tj). The term’s importance varies over the time, in-
creasing and decreasing with its presence in the tweet feeds. Therefore, the
probability of observing term ki depends also on the time when tweet tj is sub-
mitted. This probability would be more important when term ki is frequently
used. Considering term ki, we measure the time magnitude of tweet tj as follows:
T (ki, tj) = 0.5 + 0.5
dfki,Γj
|Γj |
(7.12)
Γj =
{
tk, |θtj − θtk | ≤ ∆t
}
(7.13)
with Γj refers to the set of temporal neighbors of tweet tj within the 2∆t time
window. dfki,Γj is the number of tweets in Γj containing term ki.
Tweet length L(tj). Very short tweets are considered ambiguous and pointless.
Unlike common measures maximizing the scores of short documents, we propose
to favour tweets closer to the average tweets length avgtl. A length score L(tj)
is assigned to each tweet as follows:
L(tj) =
1
1 +
∣∣avgtl − tltj ∣∣ (7.14)
7.2.4.3 Computing probability P (tj |uk).
The probability P (tj |uk) of arriving to tweet tj having a microblogger uk weights
the different tweets of one microblogger. Considering the set Tuk of instantiated
tweets published by the microblogger uk, this probability is computed as follows:
P (tj |uk) =
1
|Tuk |
(7.15)
7.2.4.4 Computing probability P (uk).
Since microbloggers are root nodes, a prior probability P (ue) are assigned with
respect to their social importance. A microblogger would receive a high im-
portance if he plays a key role in his social network. In this work, the social
importance is linked to influence, leadership and conversional activity as dis-
cussed in chapter 6. Accordingly, our proposed algorithms InfRank, LeadRank
and DicussRank could be used in this context to evaluate the social importance
of microbloggers.
We reiterate that the social network of microbloggers is modeled by a multigraph
G := (U,E,ΣE , ℓE , w) where U represents the set of microbloggers and R =
U×U denotes the set edges representing followerships, retweets and mentioning
relationships. However, to avoid the dominance of some celebrities characterized
by a high retweet number, we propose to apply social ranking algorithms only on
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the sub-network of microbloggers generated by the instantiated retweets. This
helps to evaluate microbloggers’ influence regarding to a specific topic.
In practice, the probability P (uf ) of observing microblogger uf is defined for
instance by leadership score Ldrk(uf ) computed by LeadRank algorithm.
P (uf ) = Ldr
k(uf ) (7.16)
Other social ranking algorithms presented in chapter 6 could be used instead.
7.3 The belief Bayesian network based model
for tweet search
The inference Bayesian network model for tweet search provides a unified frame-
work that models several relevance features. However, this model presents a
limited topology. The integration of other nodes such as periods is not allowed
within the interposed structure of network layers. Inspired by work of de Cristo
et al. (2003) that proposes to integrate topical and hyperlink-based authority
evidences into a Bayesian belief network, we propose here a second tweet search
model that integrated topical, social and temporal evidences for tweet relevance
within a belief Bayesian network. In particular, the relevance of a tweet with
regard to a query is estimated with respect of term occurrence, the social im-
portance of a microblogger and term distribution over time. We introduce in
what follows the topology of the belief Bayesian network for tweet search and
then we focus on the query evaluation process.
7.3.1 Network topology
Figure 7.2 presents the topology of our Bayesian network model for tweet search.
Unlike previous inference Bayesian network model where the queries represent
network roots, terms are positioned here as the root of the belief network. This
allows to model query and tweets are modeled in two separated layers and
integrate additional sources of evidence in each layer.
In addition to random variables tj that model the probability of observing the
tweet in inference Bayesian networks, a tweet is represented here by three other
random variables tkj , tsj and toj . First variable tkj models the event of observing
tweet tj given an implicit knowledge of term occurrence in the tweet. The
random variable tsj models the event of observing tj given an implicit knowledge
of microblogger social influence. Finally, the random variable toj models the
event of observing tweet tj given an implicit knowledge of the time magnitude
of tweet. These probabilities decompose the event of observing the tweet into
three evidences: topical evidence, social evidence and temporal evidence.
The Bayesian network model for tweet search contains three connected networks:
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Figure 7.2: Belief network model for tweet search
Tweet network: Each term ki in the Bayesian network is represented with a
node. The set of term nodes constitutes the term layer K. A user query is
modeled with node q. It exists a directed edge (ki, q) from the query node to
parent term ki if only on(ki, q) = 1. A tweet tj is represented at first time by
three nodes tkj , tsj and toj . Respectively, these nodes belong to the topical
evidence layer TK, the social evidence layer SO and the temporal evidence
layer TS. tkj is the only tweet node connected directly to term nodes. An edge
(ki, tkj) connects tweet tkj to each included term ki if on(ki, tj) = 1. tkj , tsj
and toj are connected to a another node tj . For x ∈ {k, s, o}, it exists an edge
(txj , tj) from txj to tj . The set of nodes tj constitutes the tweet layer T .
Microblogger network: Each microblogger uf is represented by a node. These
nodes constitute the social layer S. Microbloggers nodes are connected to cor-
respondent tweet nodes in the social evidence layer TS. An edge (uf , tsj) is
defined between a microblogger uf and a tweet node tsj if the tweet tj is pub-
lished by uf . We notice that tweet tv and a respective retweet tw are represented
by two independent nodes. In this case, retweet node tw is connected to the
retweeting microblogger instead of the original author of tweet tv. In addition,
microbloggers are connected to term nodes in layer K. An edge (ki, oe) con-
nects a microblogger uf to each term ki appeared in one of his tweet at least
{ki ∈ K, (uf , tsj) ∈ E ∧ on(ki, tj) = 1}.
Period network: Each period oe is represented by a node. Period nodes consti-
tute the temporal layer O. Periods are connected to nodes from tweet temporal
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layer TO and term layer K. An edge (oe, toj) connects a period oe to a tweet
node toj if tj is published in the respective time window θoe − θtj ≤ ∆t. Since
periods are not overlapped, a tweet is connected to one only period. Besides,
a node oe is connected to each term node ki observed in the respective period
{ki ∈ K, on(ki, tj) = 1 ∧ θoe − θtj ≤ ∆t}.
7.3.2 Query evaluation
The relevance of tweet tj with respect to query q submitted at time θq is com-
puted by the probability P (tj |q, θq). Ignoring the query date, this probability
is estimated by:
P (tj |q) =
P (tj ∧ q)
P (q)
(7.17)
P (q) have a constant value for all the tweets. P (tj |q) is then approximated with
P (tj |q) ∝ P (tj ∧ q). Based on the topology of the Bayesian network for tweet
search, the probability P (tj |q) is developed as follows:
P (tj |q) ∝
∑
~k
P (q|~k)P (tj |~k)P (~k) (7.18)
with ~k is a term configuration.
To simplify the computation of probability P (tj |q), only instantiated terms in
the query are considered in the configuration ~k.
In fact, the probability P (tj |~k) depends on thee sources of evidence: topical
evidence, social evidence and temporal evidence. This probability P (tj |~k) is
rewritten as follows:
P (tj |~k) = P (tkj |~k)P (tsj |~k)P (toj |~k) (7.19)
By substituting P (tj |~k) in formula 7.18, tweet relevance is estimated as:
P (tj |q) ∝
∑
~k
P (q|~k)P (tkj |~k)P (tsj |~k)P (toj |~k)P (~k) (7.20)
7.3.3 Computing conditional probabilities
We detail in what follows the computation of the conditional probabilities in
equation 7.20.
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7.3.3.1 Probability P (~k)
The probability P (~k) corresponds to the likelihood of observing term configu-
ration ~k. We assume that all the configurations are independent and have an
uniform probability to be observed. Let n be the query length which corresponds
also to the number of terms represented in configuration ~k, the probability P (~k)
is estimated as:
P (~k) =
1
2n
(7.21)
7.3.3.2 Probability P (q|~k)
The probability P (q|~k) determines the likelihood of generating query q from a
term the configuration ~k. For this aim, we first propose to weight each term ki
according to its appearance in the collection wki =
dfki
N with dfki is the number
of tweets containing term ki and N is the number of posterior tweets to query
q. According to the set of positively instantiated terms in configuration c(~k),
the probability P (q|~k) is computed using the Noisy-Or operator:
P (q|~k) =


1−
∏
ki∈c(
~k)∧q
wki
1−
∏
ki∈q
wki
, if c(~k) 6= ∅
0, otherwise
(7.22)
Thus, configurations with significant terms in the collection are highlighted in
contrast of configurations that present commonly used terms or stopwrods.
7.3.3.3 Probability P (tj |~k)
The probability P (tj |~k) that tweet tj is generated by configuration ~k measures
the topical similarity between the tweet and the configuration. This probability
could be estimated based on the term frequency tfki,tj . However, terms have
less chance to be repeated once tweet length is limited. Similarly to the inference
Bayesian network model, we propose to weight each term ki as follows:
wki,tj =
{ tfki,tj−β
tfki,tj
, if on(ki, tj) = 1
0, otherwise
(7.23)
where tfki,tj is the frequency of term ki in tweet tj .
wki,tj maps high frequencies into a small interval. We note that small values of
β reduces the weight of frequent terms. Accordingly, we give less importance to
term frequency rather than term presence in the case of long queries.
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The probability P (tj |~k) is finally computed as:
P (tj |~k) =


σ
∑
ki∈c(tj)∧c(~k)
wki,tj , if c(tj) ∧ c(~k) 6= ∅
0, otherwise
(7.24)
where σ is a normalization factor defined by:
σ =
1∑
~k
∑
ki∈c(tj)∧c(~k)
wki,tj
(7.25)
7.3.3.4 Probability P (tsj |~k)
The probability P (tsj |~k) of observing tweet tj having the social influence of
corresponding microbloggers and term configuration ~k is estimated as follows:
P (tsj |~k) = P (tsj |uf )P (uf |~k) + P (tsj |u¯f )P (u¯f |~k) (7.26)
The probability P (tsj |u¯f ) of observing the tweet while corresponding microblog-
ger uf is not observed, is equal to 0. The probability P (tsj |~k) is therefore
transformed to:
P (tsj |~k) = P (tsj |uf )P (uf |~k) (7.27)
Assuming that the two events of observing microblogger uf and configuration
~k are independent, we write:
P (tsj |~k) = P (tsj |uf )P (uf ) (7.28)
First, the probability P (tsj |uf ) of observing tweet tj having the microblogger uf
weights the tweets of each microblogger. This probability is computed equally
for set of tweets T (uf ) published by microblogger uf .
P (tsj |uf ) =
1
|T (uf )|
(7.29)
Similarly to the inference Bayesian network model, the prior probability P (uf )
of observing microblogger uf is defined by the social importance of the social
network. For this aim, we propose to extract the social network of microbloggers
from instantiated microbloggers with respect of the social network structure
defined in chapter 6. In particular, the social network is defined by a mutligraph
where microbloggers are connected with followership, retweet, and mentioning
social relationships.
The social importance of microbloggers is determined according to his influ-
ence, leadership or discussion activities. Previously defined algorithms InfRank,
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LeadRank and DisuccsRank may be used in this context to estimate the impor-
tance of microbloggers in the social network. As proposed before, the P (uf )
is computed for example as the leadership score of microbloggers in the social
network.
P (uf ) = Ldr
k(uf ) (7.30)
7.3.3.5 Probability P (toj |~k)
The probability P (toj |~k) of observing tweet tj knowing period oe and term
configuration ~k is estimated as follows:
P (toj |~k) = P (toj |oe)P (oe|~k) + P (toj |o¯e)P (o¯e|~k) (7.31)
The probability of observing the tweet outside the respective period P (toj |o¯e)
is equal to 0. Thus, P (toj |~k) is written as:
P (toj |~k) = P (toj |oe)P (oe|~k) (7.32)
The probability P (toj |oe) of observing tweet tj , having the period oe, weights the
different tweets published in this period. The visibility of a tweet increases with
the number of received retweets. Consequently, this probability is computed
proportionally to the number of retweets generated by tweet tj in the same
period.
P (toj |oe) =
1 + |R(tj , oe)|
|T (oe)|
(7.33)
where R(tj , oe) is the set of retweets of tweet tj in period oe. T (oe) is the set of
tweets published in period oe.
The probability P (oe|~k) of selecting period oe, having configuration ~k, weights
the different periods. We estimate this probability based on two factors. First,
we consider the time decay between period oe and query date θq. In fact, recent
tweets are more likely to interest microblog users. Second, we consider the
percentage of tweets published in oe and containing the configuration ~k. This
highlights active period of the configuration ~k that concurs with a real world
event. Periods are weighted as followings:
P (oe|~k) =
log(θq − θoe)
log(θq − θos)
×
df~k,oe
df~k
(7.34)
with θq, θoe and θos are respectively the timestamps of query q, the period oe
and the period os when the oldest tweet containing the term configuration ~k
is published with θos ≤ θoe ≤ θq. df~k,oe is the number of tweets published in
oe and containing configuration ~k. df~k is the number of tweets with a term
configuration ~k.
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7.4 Experimental evaluation
We conduct a series of experiments on TREC Microblog dataset tweet2011 in
order to study the effectiveness of our Bayesian network models for tweet search.
We focus in this study on the query level and we analyze the impact of each
integrated feature on the retrieval performances. In these experiments, we refer
to our inference Bayesian network model for tweet seach as BNTSi (Damak
et al., 2011) and to the belief network model as BNTSb (Ben Jabeur et al.,
2012a).
7.4.1 Experimental setup
Tweet and query dataset. These experiments are carried out using TREC 2011
and 2012 Microblog Track (Ounis et al., 2011; Soboroff et al., 2012). The tweet
dataset includes about 16 million tweets published over 16 days. Table 7.1
presents general statistics about the collection. We observe that 0.07% of tweets
in the collection are retweets. Mentioning tweet represent 0.45% of total tweets.
We notice that this dataset is built based on Twitter API which provides a
representative sample of 1% of the tweet stream (McCreadie et al., 2012). Other
tweets published in the same period are not included in the collection.
Tweet and query dataset. These experiments are carried out using TREC 2011
and 2012 Microblog Track (Ounis et al., 2011). The tweet dataset includes about
16 million tweets published over 16 days. Table 7.1 presents general statistics
about the collection. We observe that 0.07% of tweets in the collection are
retweets. Mentioning tweet represent 0.45% of total tweets. We notice that this
dataset is built based on Twitter API which provides a representative sample
of 1% of the tweet stream (McCreadie et al., 2012). Other tweets published in
the same period are not included in the collection.
Tweets 16141812 Microbloggers 5356432
Retweets 1128179 Network nodes 5495081
Mentions 7193656 Network retweets 1061989
Terms 7781775 Network mentions 9503013
Table 7.1: Dataset statistics
We extracted the social network from the tweets in the dataset. About 5.3
million microbloggers are found. We notice that the number of network nodes
exceeds the number of microbloggers inside the collection as presented in table
7.1. This is explained by the fact that some retweets and mentions point to
other users outside the collection. Each microblogger in the network is involved
in about 0.19 retweet associations and 1.73 mention associations.
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Figure 7.3 presents the distribution of term frequency, hashtags and document
length. Figure 7.3.(a) shows that terms are often used once in the same tweet.
Figure 7.3.(b) shows that only 2% of tweets contains 2 or more hashtags while
the majority of tweets (88%) don’t include any hashtag. Figure 7.3.(c) shows
that the length distribution presents a peak at 4. We also report that 53% of
tweets include 8 terms at least with an average tweet length estimated to 11.05.
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Figure 7.3: Term frequency, hashtags and length distributions
Real-time ad-hoc task. The real-time ad-hoc task of TREC Microblog includes
49 topic for 2011 edition and 60 topic for 2012. Each topic contains a query and
a respective timestamp when the query is submitted. P@30 is reported as the
official measure in both editions. In 2011 and in contrast of other TREC tasks
where results are ranked by score, real-time search task ranks results by the
inverse chronological order. This constraint was dropped in 2012 where tweets
are finally ranked according to their relevance score. In addition, Mean Average
Precision MAP and ROC curves were referenced as non official measures for
TREC Microblog 2011 and 2012, respectively. In order to respect temporal
constraints, we do not integrate any future data or external resource. All term
counts are computed using anterior tweets to the query time including tfki that
counts the number of tweets that containing term tj .
Tweet filtering. In order to enhance the precision of our model, we apply the
next filter to the final result set.
– Language filter: Tweets in other languages except English are ignored in the
assessment process. In view of that, we keep only English tweet in the result
set. To detect tweet language we used a Naive Bayes classier2 that recognizes
about 50 written languages.
– Retweet filter: Retweets are presumed irrelevant in this track even though
they discuss the query topic. Accordingly, we remove from the result set all
2http://code.google.com/p/language-detection/
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the tweets starting with RT @username including native retweets as well as
non-conventional retweets.
– Reply filter: We propose also to remove all the replies starting with @user-
name as discussion tweets would be irrelevant for this task.
7.4.2 Model tuning
In order to tune β and ∆t parameters of our model, we conduct in what following
empirical experiments using 2011 query dataset of TREC microblog Track. In
particular, we study the impact of β and ∆t parameters on the P@30.
Figure 7.4 presents P@30 precisions for different values of β obtained by consid-
ering only term frequency in our two Bayesian network models respectively in
equations 7.23 and 7.10. All the other features are deactivated for this purpose.
For β = 0, term frequency tfki,tj is assimilated to Boolean frequency that sim-
ply indicates the presence of a term in the tweet. The closer β value is to 1,
the largest is the interval of frequency mapping and thus high frequencies are
emphasized. P@30 attains a maximal value with β = 0.5. Beyond this value,
a significant decrease of model performances is observed to attain a negative
change of −60% for β = 1. These results as well term frequency distribution
presented in figure 7.3 confirm that the high frequency of a term is less sig-
nificant than the simple occurrence in the tweet. However, reducing the gap
between high frequencies and Boolean occurrence may improve the retrieval
performances.
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Figure 7.4: Tuning parameter β
Figure 7.5 shows the impact of time window ∆t on the search effectiveness. For
this aim, P@30 is compared for different ∆t values of our Bayesian inference
model BNTSb where only the topical and the temporal features are activated.
Precisions P@30 achieve a maximal performances at ∆t = 1 day. Outside the
interval [4h, 30h], a significant precision decrease is observed for configuration
BTNSi.KO. This interval correlates with major updates by news channels and
newspapers.
For the next experiments, we set β to 0.5 and ∆t = 1day.
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7.4.3 Comparing social ranking algorithms
The probability P (uf ) of observing microblogger uf expresses the social im-
portance of the microblogger. This probability may be computed using one of
our microblogger ranking algorithms presented in chapter 6, namely InRank,
LeadRank and DiscussRank. We compare in what follows the impact of these
ranking algorithms on the effectiveness of our two Bayesian network models for
tweet search BNTSi and BNTSb.
Figure 7.6 presented MAP values obtained by 3 social ranking algorithms. We
notice that only the topical and the social components of our two Bayesian
network models BNTSi and BNTSb are activated. MAP values are compared
for both 2011 and 2012 query datasets of TREC Microblog Track.
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Figure 7.6: Comparing social raking algorithms
Results shows that InRank presents lower MAP values. This is explained by
the fact that retweets are presumed irrelevant and thus ignored in relevance
assessment process. Furthermore, there’s a few chance that the original tweet is
included in the dataset as only 1% of tweet stream is tracked. In view of that,
a microblogger must have published two tweets in the query topics at least to
be identified by InRank as network influencers.
LeadRank and DiscussRank show however better results rather than InfRank.
LeadRank presents almost best MAP precision for both topic sets 2011 and 2012
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to attain an improvement of 19% compared to InRank and improvement of 14%
compared to DiscussRank in the case of BTNSb and TREC 2012 query dataset.
In fact, LeadRank and DiscussRank show better results because they integrate
mentioning relationships in addition to retweets. These relationships are more
common in the social network. We thus conclude that the density of the social
network has an impact on the effectiveness of the social ranking algorithms.
Although they present satisfying results for microblogger ranking as shown in
chapter 6, the real effect of the ranking algorithms on tweet search is not clearly
accessible here due the TREC microblog evaluation specificity.
7.4.4 Evaluating retrieval effectiveness
We compare our Bayesian Network models for Tweet Search based on Bayesian
inference network BNTSi and Bayesian belief network BNTSb to some represen-
tative models from TREC Microblog Track. A brief description of these models
is presented in table 7.2.
Notation Year Rank Description
isiFDL 2011 1st Learn to Rank model based on Markov Random
Field model (Metzler and Cai, 2011)
DFReeKLIM 2011 2nd Kullback-Leibler based model (Amati et al., 2011)
KAUSTRerank 2011 17th Learn to Rank model that considers user authority
(Jiang et al., 2011). Basic run is noted KAUST-
Base
gust 2011 20th Language model that considers the query temporal
profile (Efron, 2011)
Disjunctive 2011 Official track baseline that ranks tweets containing
at least one term on the query by inverse chrono-
logical order
hitURLrun3 2012 1st Query and document expansion model that takes
into account included URL (Han et al., 2012)
uwatgclrman 2012 2nd Manual trained feedback with a logistic regression
classier (Roegiest and Cormack, 2012)
hitLRrun1 2012 3th Learning to rank that considers text-based fea-
tures, non-text features (e.g., URL, hashtag, etc)
and user features (i.e., followers count) (Han et al.,
2012)
ICTWDSERUN1 2012 4th Pseudo relevance feedback based on indri retrieval
system (Zhu et al., 2012)
Table 7.2: Representative models from TREC Microblog track
Table 7.3 presents a comparison of P@30 and MAP with different thresholds on
the result set size (cutoff ). First, we note that the threshold choice impacts the
retrieval effectiveness. In fact, time-ranked result set presents low error risks if
only some few tweets are included and vice versa. One optimal choice to im-
prove P@30 precision is to return only the top 30 tweets for each query. That
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is the case of the first and the second official runs isiFDL and DFReeKLIM.
However such evaluation oriented method presents lower results for long result
sets typically for MAP precision at threshold 1000 as shown by DFReeKLIM.
Conversely, presenting longer results sets may enhance the performance of some
systems. For instance, gust run presents slightly better P@30 results at thresh-
old 300 compared to threshold 30. As this system investigates the temporal
distribution of top selected tweets, the accuracy of the temporal query profile
may be better for longer result sets.
Cutoff P@30 MAP
isiFDL * 30 0.4551 (−25%) 0.2439 (−27%)
DFReeKLIM * 30 0.4401 (−22%) 0.2811 (−37%)
BNTSb 30 0.3422 0.1774
BNTSi 30 0.3047 (+12%) 0.1542 (+15%)
gust * 30 0.3218 (+6%) 0.1812 (−2%)
Median * 0.2575 (+33%) 0.1426 (+24%)
KAUSTRerank * 50 0.3456 (−9%) 0.2390 (−17%)
KAUSTBase * 50 0.3347 (−7%) 0.1902 (+5%)
BNTSb 50 0.3129 0.1990
gust 300 0.3220 (−31%) 0.1970 (+12%)
BNTSb 300 0.2231 0.2201
BNTSb 1000 0.1844 0.1929
DFReeKLIM * 1000 0.1136 (+62%) 0.1651 (+17%)
Disjunctive * 1000 0.0986 (+87%) 0.1411 (+37%)
Table 7.3: Comparison of P@30 and MAP for TREC Microblog 2011 (* official
results)
This issue has revealed a critical evaluation problem of TREC Microblog Ad-
hoc search 2011. Studying P@30 of time re-ranked tweets may compare the
accuracy of systems but does not allow to access to the real performances of
the system as its effectiveness is strongly dependent on the size of the results
set. In the 2012 edition, TREC microblog organizers proposed to rank results
by scores as commonly used. We will discuss 2012 results later.
As shown in table 7.3, BNTSb model shows better results than BNTSi. This
is explained due the integration method that focuses on each feature namely
the topical, the temporal and the social relevance factors. BNTSb presents an
improvement of 33% compared to TREC P@30 median and an improvement of
24% compared to MAP median. A difference of about −25% is noted compared
to 1st model isiFDL. Considering the social-based models KAUSTBase and
KAUSTRerank, BNTSb shows inferior results, expect for KAUSTBase MAP.
We notice that this model integrates URL-based feature. Compared to time-
based model gust, BNTSb presents higher P@30 values with the threshold set
to 30. The gust model shows however higher P@30 than BNTSb a cutoff at
300, and vice versa for MAP values. Considering P@30 for full result set (1000
tweets), BNTSb presents an improvement of 37% compared to the Disjunctive
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baseline. We note also an improvement of 17% compared to the 2nd ranked
model DFReeKLIM.
Table 7.4 compares P@30 and MAP values obtained by our two models BNTSb
and BNTSi for TREC Microblog 2012. First, we note that both of our models
overpasses the 4th system in TREC official ranking. Once again, BNTSb shows
higher results than BNTSi model. In fact, BNTSb outperforms first model
hitURLrun3 with an improvement of 22% for P@30. However, hitURLrun3
shows higher MAP values.
Cutoff p@30 MAP
BNTSb 30 0.3332 0.2466
hitURLrun3 * 30 0.2701 (+23%) 0.2642 (−7%)
uwatgclrman * 30 0.2559 (+30%) 0.2277 (+8%)
hitLRrun1 * 30 0.2446 (+36%) 0.2411 (+2%)
BNTSi 30 0.2410 (+38%) 0.1472 (+68%)
ICTWDSERUN1 * 30 0.2384 (+40%) 0.2093 (+18%)
Median * 0.1807 (+84%) 0.1486 (+66%)
Table 7.4: Comparison of p@30 and MAP for TREC Microblog 2012 (* official
result)
These results confirm that our proposed models which are based on social and
temporal features are competitive on the first hand to Learning to Rank mod-
els (hitLRrun1 ) and on the second hand to pseudo relevance feedback models
hitURLrun3, ICTWDSERUN1 including manual runs (uwatgclrman).
Analyzing BNTSib and BNTSb difference from P@30 median per topic for
TREC microblog 2011 and 2012 in figures 7.7 and 7.8, we note that the two
models present similar changes for 2012 query dataset with a Person’s correla-
tion value of 0.5866. Student’s t-test confirms however that results abtained by
both models are significantly different from each other, respectivly, 0.0442 for
2011 and and 0.0005 for 2011
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Figure 7.7: Difference to P@30 median for TREC Microbolog 2011
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Figure 7.8: Difference to P@30 median for TREC Microbolog 2012
For TREC Microblog 2011, BNTSi realizes an improvement with regard to
32 topics out of 49. An improvement is noted for BNTSb with respect of 37.
Conversely, BNTSi shows higher improvements in terms of the number of queries
for TREC Microblog 2013 with 23 positive change with respect TREC median
compared to only 20 improved queries for BNTSi . Negative difference concerns
for instance topic 18 (2011) which includes only one relevant tweet. Positive
difference is noted for instance for topic 1 (2011) “BBC World Service staff
cuts” which is characterized by a high number of candidate relevant tweets
with over 82500 results.
7.4.5 Feature based analysis
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of each feature with regard to the query
profile we conduct at this level a series of experiments using a profiled query
dataset named “Arab Spring”. In contrast of TREC Microblog Track, this query
dataset enable to evaluate, on the first hand, the effectiveness of tweet search
model in accordance to the query profile, and on the other hand, evaluate the
usefulness of used feature in respect of topical, social and temporal queries.
We notice that such evaluation process is not supported with TREC Microblog
Track since test topics are not provided with a description field. The profile
of the query could not be determined in this case. Moreover, the fact that
retweets are presumed irrelevant in TREC Microblog Track would underrate
the effectiveness of social information retrieval system. However, retweet is one
of the main practices that reflect the social relevance of microblogs.
To build the “Arab Spring” dataset, we asked 2 regular Twitter users to col-
lect 25 topics without a prior knowledge of TREC tweets2011 corpus content.
Queries are about massive democratic protests in North Africa where social me-
dia services have played a key role. Topics are classified into three categories in
accordance to search motivations as claimed by Teevan et al. (2011) including
social, topical and timely information needs.
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Socially motivated queries aim at tracking a person’s activity (e.g., emph“Wael
Ghonim”), find people with similar interests (e.g., “Tunisia Sidibouzid”) and
collect public sentiments about a topic (e.g., “Mubarak dissolves government”).
Topical queries aim at finding information about a specific topic (e.g., “Num-
ber of protesters in Tharir”) or a general interest (e.g., “Tunisian revolution”).
Temporal queries aim at retrieving tweets about news (e.g., “ElBaradei arrives
in Egypt”), current events (e.g., “Clashes in Tahrir”) and a service’s status
in real-time (e.g., “SMS down Egypt”). Finally, 25 time-stamped queries are
collected. Top 20 tweets returned by compared models and configurations are
evaluated by 4 volunteers who are also familiarized with Twitter and interested
in tracked events. The evaluation process consists on a binary judgment of rele-
vance based on the query type and the submission time. Among 3750 analyzed
tweets, 849 relevant tweets are identified for the 25 queries.
Figure 7.9 presents the P@10 and P@20 results obtained by different retrieval
configurations of our BNTSi using Arabic Spring’ topic dataset. A brief de-
scription of each compared configuration is presented in table 7.5.
Notation Description
BNTSi Bayesian inference network model for tweet search
BNTSi-L BNTSi model with Tweet Length feature ignored L(tj) = 1
BNTSi-T BNTSi model with Time magnitude feature ignored T (ki, tj) = 1
BNTSi-H BNTSi model with Hashtag feature ignored H(ki, tj) = b
BNTSi-S BNTSi model with Social influence feature ignored P (uf ) = 1
Table 7.5: Configuration discrpition of BNTSi model
Figure 7.9.(a) shows that the different configurations have close precisions except
the BNTSi-T model presenting a considerable decline (−54%) compared to the
BNTSi model. We conclude so that the time magnitude is a primordial feature
for tweet search. The impact of the other features varies depending on the query
type.
Analyzing the performance of the BNTSi-S model, we note a general precision
decline in figures 7.9.(b) and 7.9.(d) while in figure 7.9.(c) precisions of the
BNTSi-S model are similar or overpass their analogues for the BNTSi model.
We conclude that the social importance of microbloggers is an important feature
for social and temporal queries where users are interested in persons and fresh
information. This feature is less important for topical queries where users search
for specific information independently of the person who reports it.
A precision decrease is also noted for the BNTSi-H model in the case of social
and temporal queries in contrast of topical queries where precision rises. We
conclude that the hashtag feature is not helpful for specific topic search partic-
ularly if one of the query terms is frequently used as a hashtag. Considering
the document length feature represented by the BNTSi-L model, a significant
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Figure 7.9: Features impact on the tweet search
precision decrease is observed in figure 7.9.(d). This explains that users are
interested in short tweets in the case of temporal queries which mainly address
news and real-time information.
We present in table 7.6 a summary of the integrated features and their usefulness
for tweet search. Comparison is presented by each query profile. The symbol
+ denotes that the respective feature is useful. Conversely, symbol − denotes
that the respective feature is not useful.
Query profile
Feature all topical social temporal
Tweet Length + - + +
Hashtags presence - - + +
Social importance - - + +
Time magnitude + + + +
Table 7.6: Features usefulness for tweet search
Focusing on the effectiveness of social features at the query level, we analyze
improvement of our BNTSb model with both topical and social components
activated, noted BNTSb.KS, to the topical component of our Bayesian belief
network model BNTSb.K. Figure 7.10 presents MAP difference of BNTS.KS
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model from BNTS.K model.
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Figure 7.10: BNTS.KO difference from BNTS.K MAP per topic
BNTS.KS presents better results for the overall queries compared BNTS.K.
This shows the interest of integrating the social context for tweet ranking. In
particular, an important positive change is noted for instance for topic 9 “Toyota
Recall”. In this case, relevant tweets are produced by key microbloggers such
as @tunkuv (editor) and @tjmarx (filmmaker).
Likewise, we compare the topical configuration of our model BNTSB.K to the
temporal configuration BNTSB.KO where the topical and temporal features
are activated. Figure 7.11 presents MAP difference of BNTSB.KS model from
BNTSB.K model. Considering all the queries, BNTSB.KO model shows an
improvement of 17% compared to BNTSB.K. We conclude that the temporal
distribution is an indicator of tweet relevance.
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Figure 7.11: BNTS.KO difference from BNTS.K MAP per topic
Main improvement of BNTSB.KO configuration is observed for topic 4 “Mexico
drug war” which is in fact a news based topic. Analyzing the related distribution
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Figure 7.12: Temporal distribution of tweets (topic 4)
of tweets over the time in figure 7.12, we observe that relevant tweets are mainly
concentrated in the 5th day before the query. Similar distribution is presented
by tweets containing “Mexico drug” or “drug war” with some decay. Meanwhile,
the distribution of all the tweets or tweets containing only the term “Mexico” is
regular. This confirms our choice to study the temporal distribution per term
configuration in BNTSb instead of the global distribution of tweets as proposed
before in BNTSi which may be impacted by commonly used terms.
Conclusion
We proposed in this paper a social model for tweet search that integrates, within
a Bayesian network model, the topical relevance of tweets, the social relevance
of microbloggers and the temporal relevance of tweet period. In particular,
the topical relevance score highlights tweets that present all terms of the query
rather that some repeated ones. The social score underlines tweets published
by influencer microbloggers. Finally, the temporal score emphasizes tweets pub-
lished in activity periods of the query topic. Experiments conducted on TREC
2011 Microblog dataset shows that the integration of the different sources of
evidence enhances the quality of tweet search.
In future work, we plan to automatically detect the query profile and adjust
the score of integrated features according to the sensibility of the query to the
social and temporal contexts. In addition, we plan to represent hashtags and
URLs entities in the Bayesian network model.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Contributions
The work presented in this thesis is brought into the context of social information
retrieval which represents in fact a new research field that bridges information
retrieval approaches and social network analysis methods. In particular, we ad-
dress, on the first hand, the problem of social network integration in the retrieval
processes, and on the second hand, the problem of search and access over social
networking data. We provide for this aim an overview of the main social in-
formation retrieval approaches in the domain of literature access and microblog
retrieval. Previous approaches proposed for the first application domain, namely
literature access, exploit social networks in order to enhance traditional infor-
mation retrieval processes. Microblog Retrieval approaches propose however a
new methodology for search and access over social networks. The review of the
state of the art work has revealed four research questions that deal with (i) the
social network modeling, (ii) the evaluation of social importance of network ac-
tors, (iii) the relevance modeling in social networks and (iv) the integration of
social relevance factors. These questions have been addressed by both social
information retrieval models proposed in this thesis, in particular for literature
access and microblog retrieval. Our contribution can be summarized in three
main points: (1) the evaluation of social relevance of information entities, (2) the
identification of key actors in social networks and (3) the integration of social
relevance factors in the retrieval process. These contributions are sumarized in
the following.
1. The relevance of information entities is defined by the importance of related
people in the social network. Based on this idea, we propose a social informa-
tion retrieval model that estimates the relevance of scientific publications in
accordance to authors’ position the scientific social network as well as the an-
notators’ position in scholarly social bookmarking networks. Authors’ social
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network is modeled using co-authorships and citation links. Social annotators
are represented using friendship and co-tagging networks. Based on these two
social networks, we proposed a generic social raking algorithm, called SoRank,
that allows identifying authoritative experts. In particular, SoRank propa-
gates expertise scores of network actors thought network edges in respect to
relationships weights. The expertise of actors is computed in this work using
classical language models in information retrieval. A social score is attributed
to scientific publications as the sum of SoRank scores of respective authors
and social annotators. Finally, the social score of scientific papers is com-
bined with topical score using linear combination. Experiments on CitaEval
evaluation dataset show that our model outperforms traditional information
retrieval approaches, scientific impact based approaches and closely related
social retrieval approaches with a significant improvement. Results show also
the interest of integrating co-authorships and citation links to evaluate the
social importance of scientific publications. Finally, considering both au-
thors and annotations social networks lead to comprehensive evaluation of
the social relevance of scientific publications and particularly leverage the
social relevance of recently published papers that are given enough time to
be cited.
2. Key actors in the social network are defined in respect to the social net-
working activities. In the same purpose of SoRank algorithm that helps to
indentify authoritative experts in social networks, we proposed in this the-
sis three link analysis algorithms that identify key actors in microblogging
social networks. We focus in the context on the social network topology
and we propose to represent microbloggers with a multigprahs where nodes
represent microblog authors and edges represent followership, retweets and
mentions. These relationships summarize main microblogging activities par-
ticularly communication activities and social influence among microbloggers.
With regard to the social network structure, we have investigated three types
of key microbloggers, namely influencers, leaders and discussers. Influencers
are characterized with their ability to spread information though the social
network. Leaders are able to engage a large community to realize a common
goal. Finally, discussers initiate valuable discussion around interesting topics.
In view of that, we introduce three ranking algorithms of key microbloggers
inspired by Pagerank algorithms, namely InRank, LeadRank and Discuss-
Rank that indentify respectively microblog influencers, leaders and discussers.
Experimental evaluation conducted over a microblog dataset show that the
proposed algorithms outperform microblogging ranking baselines specifically
followers count commonly used in this context to estimate the importance
of microbloggers as well PageRank score computed on the followership and
retweet networks. Results show also that LeadRank shows better precisions
compared to other active microblogging ranking algorithms which allows to
conclude about the nature of key microbloggers in social networks who ex-
hibit at the same time a high influence and an intensive interaction with their
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community. Besides, InRank and DiscussRank show also intersting results
with some notable microbloggers in respect to query topic are ranked in the
top results.
3. Relevance definition in social networking environments may integrate differ-
ent factors. In microblogging context, we propose to integrate the topical rel-
evance, the social relevance, and the temporal relevance. Topical relevance is
defined by the textual similarity between the tweet and the query. The social
relevance is defined by the position of the microblogger in the social network
particularly his influence and leadership as proposed by InfRank, LeadRank
and DiscussRank algorithms. In particular, we propose to integrate these
relevance factors within a Bayesian network model. Two Bayesian network
topologies for microblog search model are introduced in the work including
inference Bayesian network and Belief Bayesian networks. Conducted exper-
iments on TREC Microblog Track 2011 and 2012 show that social networks
and temporal features may enhance the real-time search within microblogs
in particular for socially and temporally queries. Moreover, we conclude that
term frequencies are not more informative in comparative to simple pres-
ence of query terms in the tweet which is a good of indicator of relevance.
Tuning experiments for temporal interval ∆t show that best retrieval preci-
sion are achieved with ∆t value is near to 1day. Comparing the impact of
social importance algorithms, we note slight improvement realized by lead-
rank algorithm compared to InRank and DiscussRank. Leadership may thus
express the social importance of tweets in the context of real-time search.
Meanwhile, the performances of these algorithms are limited by evaluation
constraints where retweets are presumed irrelevant. Furthermore, we learn
from experiments that analyzing the temporal distribution of terms configu-
rations instead of single terms of all the query terms is more useful to detect
activity period of the query topic. In fact, this method overcomes the prob-
lem of popular terms with consistently high distributions over time. Final
results show that our belief Bayesian network model present better results
than the Bayesian network model. Although the precisions of our models are
quite low compared to first ranked systems in TREC Microblog Track 2011,
our belief Bayesian network model overpasses the first system in Microblog
Track 2012 with an improvement of 23%.
8.2 Discussions
With the lack of retrieval evaluation standards, the real performances of social
retrieval systems remain debatable. Even though current evaluation methods
namely TREC standard are more reliable for evaluating Web search and enter-
prise document search, these methods are topical-biased and do not efficiently
evaluate the social search. In evaluation protocol of chapter 5 and 7, domains
experts are asked to evaluate the relevance of some documents in response to
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predefined queries. Their evaluation is conducted based on textual description
of the query. However, this does not reflect real world scenarios of social search
where the user is influenced at every step by the social context. We think
that the evaluation of social information retrieval systems my conducted using
activity logs and search history. Unfortunately, this data is not widely available.
The accuracy of social network data has not been evaluated in this work, for
instance, the accuracy of citation links and author name disambiguation in the
case of literature access model. The performances of the social retrieval model
strongly depends on this social data. On the other hand, microblog dataset is
build using a sampling of 1% of twitter stream without any information how
Twitter select this data. Regardless of the significance of this sampling, we
ignore if there exists other key microbloggers hidden by random sampling unless
we analyze the entire social network. Accessing to full data may lead in this
case to reliable analysis of social importance of network actors.
Social information retrieval models proposed in this thesis do not address the
problem of scalability and latency. One drawback for instance regarding our
Bayesian network models is the number of term configuration to evaluate every
time. With a query of n terms, 2n term configuration probabilities must com-
puted. This makes our system particularly slow and not practical for real-time
search. Furthermore, the evaluation of the social importance of network actors
requires a lot of computing resources. It not envisaged applying our microblog-
ger ranking algorithms on very large networks with millions of nodes. These
algorithms may be optimized for large scale network.
8.3 Future Work
With regard to social information retrieval challenges discussed in chapter 1,
we have addressed in this thesis the issues of social context evaluation and
relevance definition. In future work and from a global perspective of view, we
plan to investigate (a) the compositional and the structural divergence of social
networking applications as well as (b) data volume and sparsity problems. In
particular, the social retrieval models proposed in this thesis will be extended
to fit other domain applications. Interestingly, a generic model may ensure
in this context a reusable information retrieval system that could be applied of
different social networking spaces independently from application purpose or the
social network structure. The design of a universal social network model is hence
necessary to ensure a retrieval processes at generic level. Regarding data volume
and sparsity, we plan to integrate Big Data technologies and techniques and in
the core design of our social retrieval model typically by reduced representation
of the social network and HadHoop algorithms for indexing and social network
analysis (Wang et al., 2012; Bruns and Liang, 2012; Manovich, 2011). We expect
so more reliable social retrieval model that would easy to implement, practical
and efficient in terms of computing time and resource consuming.
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At a fine level, we plan to extend our social information retrieval with other
entities such as scientific venues and institutions. These entities enhance the
social network of scientific publication with a structural layer. Furthermore,
we plan we conduct a unified approached for relevance evaluation. In particu-
lar, relevance features will be modeled on the social information network using
weights on both nodes and edges (Amer-Yahia et al., 2008). A link analysis
algorithm will be applied to rank jointly network entities. We expect a multi-
entity ranking version of our SoRank algorithm that produces several ranking
list in accordance with node types namely papers, authors, tags, bookmarking
users, scientific venues, etc. A part of this work was already presented in our
papers (Soulier et al., 2012b,a, 2013) where we propose to rank jointly authors
and papers in heterogeneous bibliographic network.
Our three algorithms InfRank, LeadRank and DiscussRank for identifying, re-
spectively, microblog influencers, leaders and discussers show promising results
for ranking microbloggers and tweets. We plan to apply these algorithms for
other application purposes typically for top stories identification and social me-
dia monitoring. Instead of analyzing the whole social network activities, we
propose to focus on a representative sample of key microbloggers to extract
trending topics as well the public interest and sentiment of the Internet commu-
nity. This solution may not be resource-consuming as the case of full network
analysis. Moreover, we plan to use our there microblogger ranking algorithms to
identify microblog leaders of election campaign in political events. A sentiment
analysis component would be integrated in the social network model to conduct
this analysis.
We defined in section 4.3.2 several factors of relevance in microblogging context.
Our Bayesian network models for tweet search exploit mainly content-based,
social-based and temporal-based relevance features. In the future, we plan to
integrate more relevance factors within the Bayesian networks namely URLs
which show good results in TREC Microblog Track by extending tweets with
the content of the respective URL. Location and semantic based features are
also envisaged for a better understanding of the tweeting context. In respect of
the query profile, we plan to use machine learning methods in to automatically
detect the query profile and appropriately weight the integrated features. Face
to the computation and the latency issues of our Bayesian network models, we
plan to simplify some probabilities with prior probabilities compute only once
at the end of the indexing process and permanently stored in the index namely
the probability P (uf ) of selecting microblogger uf and the probability P (ki|Oe)
of observing term ki in period Oe. Always from a probabilistic point of view, we
plan to use the language model framework as a unified model for tweet search.
This model may integrate the same features as our Bayesian network model
while ensuring reasonable computing time.
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